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The House met at 2:00 p.m. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, on a point of personal privilege. 

MR. SPEAKER (COLLINS): The han. the member for Burgee-Bay d'Espoir. 

MR. SIMMONS: A point of personal privilege and I think, 

Mr. Speaker, perhaps a matter affecting the privileges of the 

House as 'well,but certainly the former. I refer to a story which 

was in this morning's Daily News. It makes reference to some 

remarks made a couple of days ago, Mr. Speaker. I was not in the 

House when the remarks were made - to my knowledge I was not, anyw~y -

so it is the first opportunity I have had to react to the remarks. If the 

paper quotes the Minister of Mines and Energy incorrectly, well then, 

that will take care of the matter. He can stand and say that it 

does quote him incorrectly. Otherwise, I would like to deal with 

it as a matter of personal privilege. 

I am referring to the stray on page 1, headed, "Crosbie 

Charges Unknown M.H.A. With Co-operation With The Enemy." Assuming 

that the paper ' has quoted him correctly, Mr. Speaker, and I have 

not had an opportunity to check the Hansard record, but assuming 

that to be the case,I believe the minister has cast aspersions on 

all of us as members and tarred us all with the same brush in a 

sense. I did not send a copy of Hansard to either Mr. Doyle or 

Mr. Semonian. I know a number of other members who have not sent 

such a copy, or at least told me they have not sent any such copy 

of Hansard to Mr. Doyle or Mr. Semonian. 

The member for LaPoile (Mr.Neary) in responding, accordinR to the 

newspaper report, indicated that he had not done it. I have now 

said that I have not done it. I hope every member in the House does 

not have to stand up and disassoctate himself. The member for St. John's 

Centre (Mr. Murphy) has stood and said that he did not do it, 

MR. NOLAN: Was it I,Lord? 

MR. SIMMONS : I think, Mr. Speaker, the minister has made a 

very serious charge, the kind of spurious charge that he himself 

abhors. And he has often said, Mr. Speaker, that one should name 
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MR. SIMMONS : names when one makes charges. I would invite 

the minister to name names or to withdraw the remark. 

It being, Mr. Speaker, a point of personal privilege I 

would like to make an appropriate motion which would serve to 

facilitate the situation at this time and I would move, seconded 

by the member for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan),that the House 

instruct the Minister of Mines and Energy either to name the 

member he says supplied Mr. Doyle and/or Mr. Semonian with the 

copy of Hansard or to withdraw without qualification his charge 

that a member of this House has done so and apologize without 

qualification to the members of the House. I so move. 

MR. SPEAKER (COLLINS) : The han. the House Leader. 

MR. WELLS: Mr. Speaker, to that point of personal privilege. 

I think before the motion can be entertained, Your Honour has to 

decide if a point of personal privilege has in fact been raised . 

Because I was in the House that night - I do not think I saw in 

this morning's paper the article to which the hon. member refers -

but I was certainly in the House and there was no reference by 

the Minister of Mines and Energy to that hon. member. None at all. 

Whoever it was let him speak for himself. But I think the hon. 

member has raised a point of personal privilege which I assumed to 

be a suggestion that there was some sort of allegation involving 

him as a member. It may be that there might be something to be 

discussed on the question of privileges of the House. That is a 

different matter. But on a point of personal privilege, which the 

han. member rose on, Mr. Speaker, I usggest there is none because the 

hon. member in his personal or in his capacity as a member was not 

mentioned in any way, shape or form. and I think that point should 

be disposed of. 

PREMIER MOORES: 

MR. SIMMONS : 

It is no~ a matter of personal privilege. 

Mr. Speaker, to that point raised by the 

government House Leader. Could I just respond to the effect that 

I did preamble by saying that from the newspaper account I felt that 

I had been indicted in a sense, but quite apart from that I felt it 
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MR. SIMMONS: was a matter affecting the nrivileges of the 

House as well,and I introduced it in the dual context, a matter 

of personal privilege and/or a matter affecting the privileges 

of the House. I feel strongly that it is both. 

MR. WELLS: To the point of order, Mr. Speaker. It cannot 

be an and/or. If it is a matter of personal privilege let that 

be disposed of. If it is a matter of something else then let 

that take its turn, but it not a matter of and/or. 

MR. SIMMONS : }fr. Speaker, we can play with words all we 

like. There has been an unsubstantiated charge made. I did not 

sent a copy of Hansard. I want it cleared up and other members of 

the House want it cleared up. I invite the government House Leader 

to stop playing with words and let us deal with the issue. The 

Minister of Mines and Energy has made an unsubstantiated charge 

Let him substantiate it or withdraw it. 

SOME HON. MEMBF.RS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of Mines and Energy. 

~. CROSBIE: Mr. Speaker, there is no breach of the 

privileges of the members of the House nor is there any breach 

of privilege with respect to the member for Burgee-Bay d'Espoir 

(Mr.. Simmons). I never addressed myself to him so he is not 

involved in the matter,nor is there any breach of the privileges 

of the members of the House. There has been none pointed out 

and I certainly do not intend to withdraw any statement I made 

unless it can be pointed out to me that it is an abuse of the 

privileges of the House. I would certainly like to have a copy 

of the Hansard. I cannot remember every word I said the other 

night and I think that should be obtained. Let us get a 

transcript of what was said,and if-there was any breach of the 

privil_eges of the House I eertainl; would be quite willing to 

withdraw, I would not have any hesitation. But I submit there 

has not been either. 

MR. NOLAN.: Mr. Speaker, may I ask a question 6f the 

minister? Does 
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HR. NOLAN: 

the minister know for sure that any member of the House did what was 

suggested? Could it have been someone other than a member of the House? 

PREMIER MOORES: Do you know for sure that there was not? 

HR. NOLAN: No, I am asking a question. 

HR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of ~fines and Energy. 

I!R. CROSBIE: This is somewhat irregular, Hr. Speaker, but I cannot 

say for sure that some member of the House sent a copy of the Hansard 

to ~1r. Semon ian, no. But it is quite clear that someone sent Hr. 

Semonian. 

MR. ROBERTS: Was it the regular Hansard, you know, which comes out 

or was it just an extract? 

MR. CROSBIE: I do not know because I was not there when he was 

reading it. I do not know. So I cannot say who sent -

}ffi. ROBERTS: I mean,Hansard itself is hardly a secret document. 

~'R. CROSBIE: That is right. 

MR. ROBERTS: It is unreadable but it is hardly secret. 

HR. CROSBIE: So I cannot say tvho sent Mr. Semon ian a copy of the 

Hansard. 

NR. ~IOORES: The request was -

MR. ROBERTS: Well,whoever requested it obviously - it is a prima 

facie case. 

HR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

I think ::he first duty of the Chair to establish whether there 

is a prima facie case for a breach of privilege,and I understand from 

the hon. member for Burgeo-Bay D'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) that he is bringing 

up the point that in speaking the hon. minister - I believe I understand 

correctly - that in bringing up the point that is in dispute the hon. 

minister breached privilege. Am I correct in understanding that point? 

}!R. SUI!>fONS: It is my contention that the minister made an unsubstantiated 

charge against the members,one member of this House. Without naming 

the member he cast aspersions on all. I say, Mr. Speaker, that is not 

within the privileges of the House or his privileges as a member. 
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MR. CROSBIE: This whole business, Mr. Speaker, is a silly business. 

The member for Burgee-Bay D'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) of course is a silly 

person and this is a silly point. I withdraw that, Mr. Speaker, if 

they are going to-groan and moan about it. 

When I was making my remarks the other night I suggested 

that the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) had sent this to Mr. Semonian. 

_MR. NEARY: And the minister withdrew that. 

~. CROSBIE: The hon. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) said he had 

not,.and I accepted it. So why the other hon. gentleman is getting 

so highly insulted on this point, a breach of privilege,! do not 

know. But just so we will not be wasting time with it I will say 

that I am not saying that any member of the House sent it to 

Mr. Semonian. All I will say is that someone sent Mr. Semonian 

or his principal a copy of the Hansard of the House. 

_8N HON. MEMBER: Who is his principal? 

MR. CROSBIE: His principal is Mr. John C. Doyle. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

Having heard the remarks from both sides I would rule that a 

prima facie case for a breach of privilege has not been established, 

The hon. Minister without Portfolio. 

MR. WELLS: Mr. Speaker, on another matter of personal privilege, 

I would like to give notice to the House at this time that in due 

course,when transcripts have been procured and necessary work is done, 

that I myself will be raising a question of privilege out of remarks 

that were made the night before last in this House. As of yet the 

transcript is not available. When it is I will ask the House to 

deal with the whole matter. 

MR. SU!l-fONS: 

MR. WELLS: 

}fR. ROBERTS: 

¥R. SPEAKER: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

By whom? 

By the hon. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary). 

A point of order with respect to that. 

The hen. Leader of the Opposition. 

I do not wish to speak on the merits of it at all. 

Indeed the hon. Minister without Portfolio has not made a substantive 

4.3·75· 
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'm. FOBERTS: 

motion . But I do tnink that Your Honour - and I will raise this 

not as an objection, but I will raise it for consideration - the time 

in this matter must be looked at. Timeliness is of the essence with 

respects to points of privilege. While I have every sympathy, 1 may say, 

for the position in which the 1Dinister finds himself, the fact remains 

that the remarks in question were made on Tuesday evening - were they 

not? - Tuesday evening, and the Rouse did meet yester day and no 

ob1ection has yet been taken . I do not raise that at this point as a 

substantive objP.ction because the minister has made no substantive motion, 

and ! might not raise it even then. I mean, T may or may not , Rut 

I think , "r. Speaker , that ll'.atter must be looked into because timeliness , 

as Beauchesne ~•111 tell us, as the gentleman knows , 1f of the very 

essence of questions of privilege. 

·~. svAJ.LWOOD: A man cannot sleep too long on his rights without 

losing them. 

"P . VELLS: 1'1-.at is correc::. Well be that as it may, Hr. Speaker, 

T give notice no1,• that ~~hether in a general debate or on a question 

of privilege, ho1~ever, if there is any right whatsoever to bring 

:«omethin~; up ;md denl with it in this Rouse it ~~ill be done when 

everything is ready . 

MR. ~F.ARY: You do not have to give notice of that. 

~~. SPFAKF.~: nrder, ~lease: Order, please! 

nn this matter, I do not believe a ruling from the Chair 

is required at t his time. 
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STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): The hon. Minister of Manpower and 

Industrial Relations. 

HON •• E. MAYNARD: Mr. Speaker, in response to pressure from the 

Province of Newfoundland for additional funds for manpower training, 

in November, 1974 the Federal Government introduced a pilot training 

programme which was designed to encourage people receiving unemployment 

insurance benefits, and in certain cases people receiving welfare 

to enrole in special manpower training programmes while they were 

receiving either unemployment insurance or welfare benefits. The 

programme has been referred to as the DMI-UIC (Department of Manpower 

and Immigration-Unemployment Insurance Commission) pilot training programme and 

was .funded for an amount of $3.5 million of which $1 million was 

allocated for the balance of the Fiscal Year 1974-1975 and $2.5 

million for the Fiscal Year that has just ended. 

The Federal Government introduced the project on very short 

notice and with little or no consultation with the Province and 

because it was introduced after the start of the school year, 

Provincial training officials were very skeptical as to whether the 

project could be properly mounted. I say it was introduced with no 

consultation, even though we had made representation to the Federal 

Government for increased Manpower funding, the type of programme that 

was brought in, we were not aware of until such time as it was actually 

offered and ready to go. However, even with that through the joint 

co-operation between the Department of Education, the Department of 

Social Services and my own department steps were taken to respond to 

the proposal from the Federal Government to arrange special training 

programmes over and above the regular Manpower training programmes. 

Having made a special effort to make the programme work, and 

having been, to this point in time, very encouraged with tha results 

of it, the Province has protested the termination of the programme 

both at the official and ministerial levels with the Federal Department 

43:77 . 
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Mr. Mayna rd : 

of Manpower ar.d Immigratt~n. There have been numerous meetings 

between the officials of the department on a regional level, of 

Province to Federal level and there has been two meetings between 

myself and Mr. Andras, the minister of that department. However, 

after all that representation the most recent communication on the 

matter is a telex from the Hen. Robert Andras, Minister of Manpower 

and Immigrattmn,in response to my plea to him to provide additional 

funds to continue that programme or indeed one similar to it, 

because everyone is well aware, I think, that the amount of money 

we have to speat on Manpower training programmes in the Province 

this year is inadequate to keep up our level that we have attained 

over the past few years. However, Mr. Andras in his reply, dated 

4th. of February, 1976, indicated that he would be in a position 

within the next four to six weeks from that date to advise me whether 

the programme could be continued beyond the 31st. of March, 1976. 

To date we have not heard further from the minister despite my efforts 

to have a decision made before the termination date of the programme, 

which was yesterday. 

We therefore have to assume, Mr. Speaker, that no additional 

funding will be made available from the Federal Government, Our officials 

have therefore developed a contingency plan whereby certain programmes, 

such as in the basic training for skilled development courses will 

be continued under regular funding at a cost of $150,000 involving 

210 training places. 

This ttep will ensure that courses are continued in areas 

where the greatest need exist. We have to continue some of the courses 

that are now underway or else drop them in midstream, and that is not 

desirable. However, because of the termination of the programme by 

the Federal Department we are unable to institute any new training 

programme under that particular funding. 

My preference would have been to continue the special pilot 

training programme at its maximum volume until at least June, 1976, in 

.43l8· 
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Mr. Maynard: 

order to permit a more urderly and sensible phasedown and :1n order 

to fully assess the value of the progr811111e over the past year and 

a half. HOwever • we Camlot do it alone because :la o~r 

to do ~o would mean a reduction :la our reaular t~ 

prograDDIIe. Efforts will continue with the department to 

have them institute a special programme in Newfoundland in 

this regard,but I think it is appropriate to make the 

House ~d the public aware today that the Special programme 

has · been terminated and possibly will relll&in so unleas the 

federal department is willing to eo-operate with more 

funding in this regard, 

437-.9. 
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MR . SPEAKER : Further statements by ministers. 

The bon. the Minister of Education. 

MR. HOUSE: Mr. Speaker, I am very pleased to confirm that the 

government has agreed to assume the full responsibility for the 

payment of insurance premiums on all school buildings in the 

Province. 

SOME RON . MEMBERS : Rear, hear! 

MR. HOUSE: That, of course, began today at noon. The premium 

came into effect today at noon. This agreement has been reached 

with the De~ominational Education Authorities after a series of 

meetings between the Denominational Education Committees and the 

Federation of School Boards and the Department of Education. 

I would like to point out, Mr. Speaker, two or three of 

the main features of the policy. First of all 1all of the schools 

in the Province will be insured for their full replacement value. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. HOUSE: In the past,very few schools were insured for 

replacement value. As a matter of fact, in a lot of cases the 

fires we had, they were as low as 40 per cent. In fact,many of 

the buildings were insured for far less than what it cost to 

build them when they were built. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Insured by whom? 

PREMIER MOORES: By the school boards when they could get 

insurance. 

MR. HOUSE: The school boards. The schools were insured in the 

Province - and we collected data on that - for just $315 million. 

That was what they were insured for by the boards. 

MR. ROBERTS: What was their worth? 

MR. HOUSE: Their worth or replacement value was something over 

$600 million and that is what they are insured for now. 

The insurance policy is with a firm Marsh-McLennon. I 

believe, I am not sure ,of this ·, they are represented by Munn Limited 

here. It includes fire, vandalism. and malicious damage, and is 

non-cancellable for a three year period. It will also include 

coverage on furniture up to 10 per cent of the value of the 
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HR. HOUSE: building - that is for furnishings of the school, 

It will include boiler insurance and public liability. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: That means equipment as well as the building, 

MR. HOUSE: Yes, that is right. 

This policy will cost the government approximately $1.6 

million. Mr. Speaker, I am very pleased that we have been able 

to reach this agreeaent with the Denominational Educational 

Committees and the Federation because now for the first time all 

schools will be fully covered under this new package deal which 

will cost considerably less than it would have cost the 

individual school boards even for the coverage they had. 

MR. F.B.ROWE: Does the minister know what the estimate was1 

MR. HOUSE: The estimate we had was something over $2 million -

$2.2 million for that amount of coverage. 

MR. F.B.ROWE: Compared to $1.6 million. 

MR. HOUSE: Yes, and, of course, for less coverage. 

Now 1ust an indication, Mr. Speaker, of the value to. school 

boards is an example that was offered to ae by one of the 

school boards in Central Newfoundland, the kind of a board that 

repr~sents a large number of boards in the Province. That school 

board last year had a total operations budget of $276,000. Of 

that amount $65,000 was paid for insurance,which by simple 

arithmetic tells us that they had $212,000 to operate the rest of 

their services. This board will have that $65,000, which 

represents an extra twenty-five dollars per pupil.or a 30 per 

cent increase in their other operations grant. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. HOUSE: As I said, Mr. Speaker, this represents the same 

kind of effect it will have on a large number of boards in the 

Province. Thank you. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

4381 
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MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the member for Trinity-Bay de Verde. 

MR. F.B.ROWE: Sir, we on this side of the House welcome 

indeed the ministerial statement or announcement by the 

Minister of Education. It is som.ething that we have been very, 

very concerned with over the past few years. We have put 

questions to the various Ministers of Education and we have 

even put suggestions with respect to this whole business of 

insurance on schools, to the extent where we asked the question 

whether it would be indeed a saving if we did not have any 

insurance at all on all the schools. There probably would be 

a saving -

MR. ROBERTS: Self insured. 

MR. ROWE: - you know, no insurance at all, and there would 

be the odd school burned do~~ and some damage done, and it would 

cost money, true, but it might not cost as much as the actual 

premiums that would be required to cover schools totally for 

fire insurance. 

So it is a very, very welcome announcement, Sir, and we 

give the minister credit where credit is due in this particular 

case. I think he has probably indicated there what the savings 

are in this particular case. Apparent!~ $2 million was being 

spent before in premiums for partial coverage,and now only $1.6 

million is being spent for full coverage which is arithmetically 

quite correct and represents a saving and increased coverage. 

You know, the one little thing I find a little bit distasteful 

is the fact that we heard of it through the press. The Ministerial 

Statement comes after press releases. I think probably the minister 

could probably inform the House beforehand. 

MR. MORGAN: The minister did not announce it. 

MR. ROWE: Hho announced it,the school boards? 

MR. ROBERTS: The Reverend Mr. Bellemy. 

"!R. HOUSE: Mr. Speaker, I would like to clarify that statement. 

MR. ROWE: Right! 

MR. HOUSE: We had to have concurrence of the school boards to 

adopt this measure and every school board in the Province were 
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MR. HOUSE: party to it and the statement was made in the press 

by the Secretary-Treasurer of the Federation of School Boards. 

It was not from this department. 

MR. ROWE: Okay! Fine! That is fair enough! 

Well, Sir, I cannot say very much more on this except 

to give credit where credit is due. I sincerely -

S()ME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROWE: If the member for St, John's East (Mr. Marshall) 

resigns or crosses the floor, I might make a wild dash, Mr. 

Speaker. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear ! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the member for Twillingate. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Mr. Speaker, I think that in all probability 

- I am not positive, but I think - in all probability the goverument 

are to be congratulated on this, and if they are, then eapecially 

the Minister of Education. 

The government from time immemorial in Newfoundland has 

never insured its own buildings, It has been its own insurer, 

that is to say, it carried its own risk and it estimated always 

that it was cheaper to pay the cost of the building that was 

destroyed than to pay premiums on all buildings. This was the 

cheaper way out. 

I think I put a number of questions on the Order Paper to 

which I have not as yet had any answer,but perhaps the answer has 

just been given me now by the minister. These questions have been 

on the Order Paper since last - when was it the House first met? 

October or November • because it is a matter of the utmost 

importance, especially with the fancy school buildings that ' have 

been erected in the last twenty-five or twenty-eight years, and 

especially with the fantastic increase in the money values of 

those buildings and the furniture and equipment in them, 

The minister, without a doubt, when his estimates come 

before the Committee of Supply will tell us how this vas done 1 whether 

tenders were sought and from whom the tenders were sought and the 

tenders submitted - the amounts of the tenders - by the various firms. 
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MR. S~!ALLWOOD : I will never forget,in St. George's just 

before Confederation - about twenty-seven or twenty-eight years 

ago- Fred Scott, the late Fred Scott. was the magistrate there, 

I think, at the time, the Redemptorist Order of the Roman 

Catholic Church told me - the priest there in charge, there 

was a group of them - that they had gone out and insured their 

property in Montreal and they had got a three year policy at a 

considerably lower cost, premium cost, that ordinarily they had 

been paying for one year,which looked very much like a - what 

is the word now? The new word for rake-off? -

SOME HON . MEMBERS: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

Rip-off! 

Rip-off! it looked very much like a 

rip-off. So I will be immensely curious and interested to know 

how this insurance was in fact effected. Becasue $1,600,000 a 

year premium payments is a mighty income for some insurance c~any 

and I am quite sure that a lot of insurance companies would love 

to have it,and I am quite sure that there was no need to limit it 

to insurance agencies within the Province. I am sure that the 

minister has gone far and wide to get the best bargain for the 

Province. 

I think in all probability this is good. I am not 

confident. I am not sure of it. You know, I am not sure of it 

but the minister will tell us much more about it when his 

estimates come before the Committee. 
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MR. SOOIONS: 

1:R. ROBERTS: 

HR. SPEAKER: 

Tape 1632 

PRESENTING PETITIONS: 

The hon. member for Burgeo-Bay D'Espoir. 

Mr. Speaker, I will yield to my -

Yield to him, let him have the floor. 

The hon. member for Bay of Islands. 

SOME BON. ME~~BERS: Hear, hear! 

IB-1 

}ffi. WOODROW: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

I would like to thank the hon. member, Mr. Speaker. 

I would point out to the hon. House that I was not 

ignoring the hon. member for Bay of Islands (Hr. Woodrow),but he 

had resumed his seat. But he now has the floor. The hon. member 

for Bay of Islands. 

}'IR. WOODRmv: Hr. Speaker, I will be very brief with the petition. 

In fact the type of petition has been mentioned in the House many times 

bef0re. But it comes from the Local Improvement District of }'.ount Moriah, 

Newfoundland. That is of course in the Bay of Islands district. There 

are 227 names on the petition and it says,or the prayer of the petition 

is - I will read the letter instead of the heading on the petition which 

is in essence about the same. 

11 Enclosed you will find a recent petition circulated in our community 

opposing any further increases which are being applied for by the 

Newfoundland Light and Power Company Limited." It is signed by 

the chairman, Garland Vardy and the secretary,Elizabeth Rann. 

So, of course, as you know, I do not know how many names, p·etitions have been 

brought to this bon. House already but I do hope that ~ I say we -

that the government will find its way, will be able to see some 

way to keep the rates within reason. In fact I happened to call 

Corner Brook today and I was told the cost of my bill for the this 

past month, and I must say it has not gone up too much,but it has 

increased a whole lot since this time last year. 

So I think everybody all over the Province, as you know, are 

finding the pinch and I think since petitions are continual~y coming 

in peo?le are still thinking about it even through we are approaching 

the beautiful warm weather when we will not be using too much electricity. 
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SOKE liON . ~~~ffiERS : Hear, hear! 

MR . SPEAKER: The han. member for LaPoile . 

HR. NEARY: I support the prayer of the petition, Sir, so ably 

presented by my hon. friend from Bay of Islands (!1r. Woodrow) on 

behalf of his constituents who are violently protesting any further 

increase in electricity rates in this Province. I think the han. 

member,whether he realized it or not put his finger right on the 

key, right on the significant part of the whole thing,and that is 

in the warm month of July, the hon. member indicated, people may 

have a tendency to forget about this. Well, Sir, this is precisely 

what is going to happen in July or August: We are going to see an 

increase I think it is of 9 per cent. I beg your pardon? 

AN RON. MEMBER: Not with the by-elections. 

MR. NEARY : Not with the by-elections coming up? Even with the 

by-elections coming up, Sir, we are going to see a 9 per cent increase 

in July, I think it is, the first of July,or Newfoundland Hydro will 

ask Newfoundland Light and Power Company to increase the rates paid 

to Newfoundland Hydro by July 1 1and then the Newfoundland Light and 

Power Company in return will have to go down to the Public Utilities 

Board.And the Public Utilities Board being another agency of the 

government regulating another crown corporation, another government 

board will merely rubber-stamp the application after going through 

a charade, having a little act. They will rubber stamp it and in 

the warm month of July, my hon. friend is quite correct, the increase 

will go through. ~lell,this is rather unfortunate, Sir. That is the 

warning that I t~rew out many,many times in this hon. House, that 

people have to guard against becoming complacent about increases in 

electricity rates,because when everybody is on vacation and the 

weather gets warm, the next thing you know the thing will be sneaked 

through and the next thing we will ha.ve the one and three-quarter per 

cent monthly increases put back on again by the Newfoundland Light 

and Pow'er Company. Thfs is the sort of thing we have to guard against. 

MR. WELLS: Point of order. Tr.e hon. member is enterjng into dehate, contrary 

to the rules. 

1"'1'. SPEAKER: The han. member for LaPoi1e (1-'r. Ne11ry) hRs concluded 

hjs remarks. 
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MR. NEARY: Too bad, 'Robert': You will have to take your spite out 

on somebody else. 

MJ. NOLAN: I merely rise, Mr. Speaker, to support the petition 

as presented by our hon, friend, which in many ways supports many 

similar petitions that we have heaud previously in this House,and 

we, certainly all of us here, s~port him in his efforts and 

the people who signed the necessary documentation or petition in their 

efforts to attempt to realize through whatever ways possible, legal 

ways possible, to try to effect some kind of a saving, because we 

have a situation now, whatever the reason, where in many instances 

people are paying for fuel,for heat in their homes what not too long 

ago they paid for rent,for their mortgages and so on. So it is 

quite a serious matter, and we certainly support the hon. member in his 

petition. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The hon. member for Burgeo - Bay d'Espoir. 

MR. SrMMONS: ar. Speaker, I rise to present a number of petitions • I 

refrained from standing up before in supporting the petition from the 

gentleman from Bay of Islands (Mr. Woodrow), because I would like to 

do it now, and make it all one set of comments. I certainly support his 

petition and the prayer of that petition. The petitions which I have 

before me bear on the same subject. Before getting to these,just let 

me say, Hr, Speaker, that we are glad for the support we are getting 

from the member for Bay 6f Islands (Mr. Woodrow) on this matter, and 

we congratulate him for the courage it takes to do what he has been doing. 

The word that I am getting is that he must be the hardest working member 

in the House,or just about that. He talks about his light bill going 

up. Well, of course, all our light bills are going up, but I would suggest 

his is going up more, because he is burning the midnight oil in every sense 

of the term, if the word that is getting back to me is at all co~eet. 

Unfortunately, Mr. Speaker, he is in some respects a voice crying in the 

wilderness. I will not carry the connotation any further, because that 

leaves either me or the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary), depending on 

who you consider to have followed him,as somebody next to the voice crying 

in the wilderness. 
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Mr • Simmons . 

Now, Hr. Speaker, I have a petition from a number 

of residents of the town of Bonavista, which has been forwarded 

to me, and it is my pleasure on behalf of these people to present the 

petition to the House. I do not think we need to say much in 

terms of words about those petitions now, because I think everything 

has been said. It is up now to the appropriate bodies to take some 

action. So rather than again elaborate on the prayer . of the petition, 

which addresses itself to the exorbitant electricity rates, perhaps 

I could use this opportunity to invite someone from the government side -

I notice that the Hinister of Y.ines and Energy is absent. But perhaps 

in his absence the Premier or some other minister might indicate 

to us at this time what the status at the moment is of talks that were 

going on between the government and Newfoundland Hydro in particular? 

I wonder if these talks have concluded or if the announcement the 

Premier made about the rate being effective July stands? I am asking, 

Mr. Speaker, for some information. Now if there is some reason why we 

should not have tn:e information by all means shout me down. 

MR. WELLS: Point of oyder, Mr. Speaker. I had relaxed for a moment. 

I thought we were back on general debate or on 'the estimates or sometling, 

but obviously this is out of order. 

MR. ROBERTS: Hr. Speaker, to that point of order. Whether the 

member for Kilbride (Mr. Wells) is relaxed or tense is his problem, 

Sir. It is not the House's problem. My colleague is making the 

type of remakks, Sir, which has been allowed in presenting a petition 

from time immemori•l in this House. He is not entering into debate. 

He is merely addressing himself to the substance of the prayer of the 

petition which he is presenting, I the material allegations: I believe. 

is the phrase used in the Standing Orders, and he is asking of the 

ministry a question, and I did not even think he was putting it 
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particularly controversially. I must have a word with the gentleman 

outside the House on that point. But he was asking a question, 

and I submit it is quite in order, and I submit he should be 

allowed to proceed without the harassment of the House Leader 

on the ~ther side. 
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MR . SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! The han. members, 

I am sure,are q~ite familiar with the Standing Rule relating to 

the presenting of petitions. It is a rule that has come up many 

times in this House, Rule No. 92, so I will not read it again. 

But in commenting on the petition it has been permitted in the past 

that an invitation has been extanded for a response to the petition 

from the other side of the House. And if the bon. member confines 

his remarks in that area without getting into areas of controversy 

I would rule him in order. 

The hon. member for Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir. 

MR. SIMMONS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Perhaps I would have been wiser, Mr. Speaker, to stick with 

the prayer of the petition because it is exactly what I was putting 

in question form. What is the government doing? That is what the 

petition is all about, Hr. Speaker. If they want me to put it a little 

more bluntly and to the point I shall do so. I thought perhaps it 

would be better,in very low-key fashion, to ask the question, because 

we are all in this together in some ways, and I am not wanting to make 

a great big controversial issue of it. But if the bo~s are going to 

sit over there and play games with this, the government House Leader 

and the rest of 1hem -

MR. PECKFORD: On a point of order. 

MR. SIMMONS : - I will engage in it too, Mr. Speaker. 

~ffi. PECKFOP~: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

HR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! 

MR. PECKFORD: Is it correct in this hon. House for one hon. member 

to refer to other hon. members as 'boys', 'boys across the way•; I 

would like to have a.ruling on that, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SUII'IONS : 

MR. ROBERTS : 

~ffi. S l MMONS : 

To the point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

We have some girls here -

To the point of order, Mr. Speaker. To the point of 

order, I have other terms ~or them. But that is no point of order. 

The minister knows full well he cannot ask questions of Mr. Speaker. 

He can make a point, and ask for a ruling. But he has asked a question 
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Mr. Simmons: 

Mr. Speaker, and he cannot question,Mr. Speaker on particular points, 

and I .would suggest it is no point of order whatsoever. And he is 

not a "boy, Mr. Speaker, in my mind. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER (MR. COLLINS): Order, please! Order, please! 

I would regard this as letting off a little steam. I do not think 

the House would regard a real point of order to be at issue here. 

I would ask the hon.memher if he would continue his remarks, but 

make efforts aot to get into an area of discussion that excites 

comment from the other side at this point. 

MR. SIMMONS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, I may say without at all, without us all taking 

exception to what Mr. Speaker has said that I can only, Mr. Speaker, 

address my remarks as I feel fit and within the framework of the 

rules. If these gentlemen choose to get excited, perhaps, Mr. 

Speaker, it is because they have good reason. And I would ask again, 

Mr. Speaker, as the prayer of the petition asks, and I would invite 

some one, the men, the gentlemen from the government side -

MR. MJRGAN: The bon. gentlemen. 

MR. SIMMONS: - the bon. gentlemen,and the Minister for Transportation 

as well, Mr. Speaker, I would invite them all to get up and tell us 

what they are doing about this matter. If they want to make it a 

partisan issue I will be with them any day at all, but I would rather 

hear, Mr. Speaker,what all of us together as a House of Assembly can 

do, and I very gentlJ invited them, If they want to engage in snarky 

remarks, two can play that particular game. 

Mr. Speaker, the petition is from a number of residents 

of the fawn of Bonavista who implore the House to do its best to put 

whatever restraints are possible on the ever-rising cost of electricity. 

There are twenty on this particular petition. 

MR. MORGAN: Twenty! Big deal! 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker -

MR. WHITE: Write them all and tell them want he said. 
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MR. SIMMONS: 

- each person can only sign his name once and those twenty are 

as important as if they were 100,000. Let the minister realize 

that. 

MR. \illiTE: Write them all. 

l1R. SIMMONS: If he sits there, Hr. Speaker, and undermines -

SOJ1E RON. l1EMBERS: Oh, oh! 

HR. SPEAKER: (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! 

MR. WHITE: Write them all. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! 

I would bring to the attention of the hon. member the latter 

part of Rule 92 1~hich states "That in no case shall a member occupy 

more than five minutes in so doing unless by permission of the House 

upon question put." The five minutes has expired. 

HR. SIMMONS: I can conclude this one very quickly, Mr. Speaker. 

S Ol1E HON . MEMBERS : No leave! No leave! 

MR. SIMHONS: I would request that this petition be placed on the 

table of the House and referred to the appropriate department. 

MR. SPEM<ER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! 

MR. S IMI'!ONS : Mr. Speaker, I have another petition I would like 

to present at this time. It is a petition, Mr. Speaker -

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! 

MR . PECKFORD: Sit down! 

MR. SIMMONS: Shut up, 'Brian', boy! You are making a foo~ of yourself. 

AN HON. l1EMBER: Do not be so foolish, boy! 

MR . SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Having presented a petition,the hon. 

member would then resume his seat and rise again to be recognized 

by the Chair, if !le wishes to present another petition. !laving done 

so I no<7 recognize the hon. member for LaPoile who has risen for 

this purpose, I assume. 
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}!R. NEARY: It gives me great pleasure, Sir, to support the 

petition presented by my friend the member for Burgee-Bay d'Espoir 

(Mr. Simmons), in behalf of twenty people in the grand,old, 

historic town of Bonavista. In supporting this petition, Mr. 

Speaker, I want to make it abundantly clear that this is probably 

the first occasion since I have been in this hon. House, 

although I think - no,there are probably one or two petitions 

that have been presented by members who did not represent the 

districts from which the petitions came. 

Now in this particular case, Sir, this is a non-partisan 

issue,so I think probably members can be excused,and there is 

justification for members on this side and on the government side, 

presenting petitions that do not originate in their own districts. 

But I want to make it clear to the House, Sir, that only in the 

case of electricity or any other provincial matter that may come 

up would I be presenting petitions from districts other than my 

own district. In every other matter, if I get a petition it 

will be passed over to the member who represents that particular 

district. I just mention that in passing. Another it has happened, 

there . is precedent in the House for it. But I would never, Sir, 

personally - I want to make it quite clear to members - concerning 

any other matter I would never present a petition in this hon. 

Rouse from another member's district without prior consultation 

with the member or without offering him the petition to present. 

I have had petitions on other matters and I have passed 

them over to hon. gentlemen,or I consulted with hon. gentlemen 

hefore I oresented them. But in the case of electricity I think 

it is a free-for-all, Sir. So therefore I make no apologies for 

all the petitions and I am sure my hon. friends on this side make 

no apology for the petition, 

It is a province-wide problem and it is something that 

we are going to have to face up to in this hon. Rouse. I am sure 

that if you took the total count now, Sir, of the signatures that 

have been presented - the other day I indicated that I probably 

presented about 50,000 myself, probably another 20,000 or 25,000 
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HR. NEARY: from all the other members of the House, s0 you 

are up around 75,000 signatures,! would think, Mr. Speaker. And 

that is substantial representation and would certainly be enough 

to make the government sit up and take notice. 

MR. SPF.AKF.R: The hon. the member for Conception Bay South. 

~IR. NOLAN: Hr. Speaker, I rise to present a petition -

~IR. ROBERTS: No, I want to speak on this one, 1 John 1 • 

~- NOLAN: Oh, you do? Sorry! 

MR. ROBF.RTS: Mr. Speaker, 

~fR. SPEAKER: The bon. the Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, if I might say a word in support of 

the petition from Bonavista South which was presented by by friend 

and colleague from Burgeo-Bay d 1Espoir (Mr. Simmons) and which the 

gentleman from LaPoile (Mr. Neary) just spoke in support of. I 

~rould like to say a word on it, Sir, and in saying that \mrd or 

two perhaps I could say that I am some~~hat hurt that the gentleman 

from Bonavista South (Mr. Morgan) has not entered into it. I hope 

he will. In so saying, I agree t~ith the gentleman from LaPoile 

(Mr. Neary) , The normal tradition is either to give a petition to 

a member from another district if it has come to one, or at least 

to say, "Look, old man, I have a petition coming up this afternoon 

that is from vour district." 

The electricity one seemed to have crossed all party lines 

and also all district lines. The gentleman from LaPoile (Mr.Neary) 

- I do not know about his 50,000, I think I would rather have him 

on the revenue side of the Finance Department than on the 

expenditure side the way he puts numbers together - but, you know, 

his many thousands of names - 20,000 or 25,000 whatever in fact 

ther~ actually were - came from all over the Province and that is 

right and fair. 

Rut, Mr. Speaker, the point I wish to make, particularly 

in reference to this petition from Bonavista, the town of 

~onavista, is that it may be signed by only twenty people and 

the member for Bonavista South (Mr. }!organ) mocked that, he uade 

light of it, he poured scorn on it -my colleague from Burgeo-
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MR. ROBERTS: Bay d'Espoir pointed out, Sir, that one person 

is every bit as good as another,. no better b~t ~o wore~. But 

the fact remains, Sir, that these twenty people, at least 

seven on them, Sir, are signing in a capacity other than merely 

as private citizens. BecausPthis petition is headed up by 

Gordon Bradley the Mayor of Bonavista. It is signed as well by 

Mr. Fred Gosling,the Deputy Mayor, Mr. Maxwell Way,a councillor, 

Mr. Douglas Strickland,a councillor, Mr. B Mouland,a councillor, 

Mr. Lloyd Little,a councillor and Mr. F. Sweetland a councillor. 

I have not checked with the Department of Municipal Affairs but 

I suspect there are only seven members on the council in 

Bonavista Town, which means that is every councillor in Bonavista 

who has signed this petition and had it sent forward to my 

colleagues and to me for presentation in the House which we 

have done. 

MR. MORGAN: It was sent to whom? 

MR. ROBERTS: It was sent to me. 

MR. MORGAN: To you? 

MR. ROBERTS: To me. To my colleagues and me,and because I 

had no particular desire to present several hundred petitions 

I asked my colleague. And there may be one or two others of 

my colleagues, Sir, who have been swayed into action by the 

eloquence of the gentleman from Bay of Islands (Mr. Woodrow) 

who first presented a petition today,and there may be two or three 

more of these petitions to be presented if one were to hazard a 

guess. 

The point I want to make, Sir, is that while this petition 

may not be signed by a lot of people - and I do not know how widely 

circulated it was in the town of Bonavista - it is signed by the 

council,and the councillors in signing have affixed their positions 

which I believe would be an indication of the fact that as a council 

they support the prayer of the petition. Well so do I, Sir. 

4.3°6 ~ l 
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lfR. P.OBEl'TS: 

I commend it to the government. I think the point of these petitjons 

has been v:e.ll made. I had not intended to rise at this particular 

tjme but,you know, I wjll since the matter -

M!t. !!ORGAN: Thjs is one of thn'le form petHi0ns you sent out. 

I!R. ROBEP.TS: Of course it was sent. It is not secret that it was 

sent out, l!r. Speaker. Of course it was sent out. 

He took the initiative. }IJ' •• Sit"Y.ONS: 

~IR. 1'.013ERTS: I took the initiative. The hon. gentleman did not care 

enough to take the initiative. I took the initiative, Mr. Speaker. 

YR. F. POI·IE: Hear, hear! 

Sm'E liON. l·lJll'BF.RS: Hear, hear! 

I'R . llOBERTS : But I did not send it back. I, did not send a stamped, 

self-addressed envelope. I did not ring up ~lr. Cordon Brndley,who by 

the way is a very prominent citizen and I believe a well-known supporter 

of the hon. gentleman's and a good friend and son of the late Senator 

Bradley, a very fine Newfoundlander, a very fine man. I c,'!id not ring 

up Hr. Gordon Bradley and say, "nr. Bradley wHl you send back tl1e 

petition:· I sent it out to him. It went to every municipality in 

the Province. And the mayor of Bonavista obviously felt seriously 

enough to sign it, his colleagues felt seriously enough to sign it 

and they then sent it back. If the gentleman for Bonavista South 

(Hr. Horgan) does not like that, Sir, his quarrel is not with me. I 

submit he has no quarrel with anybody. But I support the petition, 

Mr. Speaker, and I think it snould be taken seriously as an expression 

of opinion by the council of that town. I commend it to the government 

and I hope they treat it with the respect it deserves and that is a 

very great deal indeed, Sir. Thank you. 

Sm1E liON . MEMBERS : Rear, hear! 

r-m. SPEAKER: The han. member for Conception Bay South. 

Ill'. ~OLA~: If I may now, l'r. Speaker, I would like to present this petition 

again involving the same situation, and that is the controversial 

electricity rates in the Province. This,by the way,is from Branch, 

St. !!ary's Bay. If it is in order I would like to say, if I may, Nr. 
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MR. NOLAN: 

Speaker, something about the situation regarding the presentation 

of petitions. Privately I feel that if I am presenting - I do not 

care what it is on - a petition from any district other than my own -

privately,and I am not speaking for anyone else and I do not really 

care what anyone else does - frankly I will notify the member concerned 

personally that I am going to do it. I mean I feel that if the House 

is going to work at all you have to have some rules, unwritten rules, 

that you have to go by. I am not sure sometimes that people think that 

we take some of these things too seriously when they hear some of the 

bickering back and forth and so on. 

Anyway this petition from Branch, St. Mary's Bay. I do not know 

how many names are attached to it, Mr. Speaker, I did not count them 

all. There are a number of pages here of names. I did not count them 

all 

MR . NEARY: You are supposed to count them and sign them. 

MR . ROBERTS: There are 220. 

MR. NOLAN: Well,I am not going to count them and sign them. I am 

merely presenting them in good faith in the House and if anyone thinks 

that I am -

MR. NEARY: We accept your apologies. 

}~. NOLAN: Pardon? 

}ffi. NEARY: What about the rules of the House? 

lill.. F . ROWE: Go ahead 'John' • 

~!R. NOLAN: It is amazing sometimes how the rules of the House come 

into play. Anyway I appreciate the comments by the hon. member. There 

are some numbers here, twenty-three on that page if you want it, In 

fact there are forty-three on that. Now we are going on, eighty-seven, 

106, 231 •. So we are up over about 400 here on this, 300 or 400. 

MR. NEARY: That is the right way. 

HR . NOLAN: Yes, right. So anyway it is - this is not made in any 

way to attempt to embarass the member for the area. I would not 

have mentioned it at all only it has been suggested here. This 
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situation is, ns our hon . friend to our far r icht suggests, one 

that !111s really captured the imaginatjon or concern of so tr.any 

people around the Province . :\o\-1 you can pJ ay the numbers game if 

IB-J 

you H:lnt, .,J.etber it is so,ono or 100 , 000 or 200,000 but there are enoup,h 

to cause every sin1~lc member, no matter what sitlc of the !louse he sits 

nn , in my opinion , so111e concern.llnd it does. I have no doubt about it , 

c.ot doubt n~out it at all . The thing is risint alon~ wit!: everything 

else . So 1 present this petition with respect to the people of Branch 

in St . ltary ' s Bay Cor forwarding jt to us . I would like t o table it 

no,.., l'r . Speaker, and have it presented to the dcpar rcent to which it 

rela tes . 
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MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The hen. Minister of Fisheries. 

MR. W. CARTER: I rise to support the petition aud to thank the 

han. member for joining with me in my efforts to ensure that the people 

of Branch, in my constituency, are not unduly charged for their 

electric rates, and I would ask- that maybe the next time you see 

Dolf Nash to pass my regards on to him. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The hen. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. ROBERTS: If I may say a word in support of that petition. 

The hen. gentleman from St . Mary's - The Capes "(Mr. W. Carter). has blundered 

right ir.to it. The petition, Mr. Speaker, was sent forward by the 

Community Council of Branch. I forget the name of the chairman. If I had 

the petition in front of me I could see it. 

MR. W. CARTER: Mr. Nash. 

MR. ROBERTS: No, Mr. Nash is no longer the chairman of the 

Community Council of Branch, Sir. It was sent forward by the 

chai+man of the council in Branch, and I think the hen. gentleman 

will find the seal of the community as well attached to it. So his 

attempt to score a fourth class political point will not succeed. 

Let me also say, Sir, that I am very glad the minister has supported 

this petition. It is fair enough. I would hope now he will also 

support the other request which the community council made,which is 

namely that representations be made -and I have made them, because 

the request was made of me to the Newfoundland Light and Power Company

because the power supply to the community of Branch is inadequate, 

apparently the voltage is not adequate. And I will not say to the 

hen. gentleman what was said to me in the letter from the chairman 

of the council, but I will say that the approach to me was made only 

after other approaches proved futile, and that is not quite the language 

which the council chairman adopted, but that is certainly the thought. 

So if the hen. gentleman from St. Mary's - The Capes (Mr. W. Carter) 

wants to score some cheap political points that is his privilege, but, 

Mr. Speaker, the point which I make in supporting this petition -
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!r.l.. W. CARTER: Point of ord.er. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): A point of order. 

HR . IV. CARTER: Or it may be privilege. The hon. member 

is certainly, I think, misinterpreting ~he meaning of what I 

said . Certainly it is not against the rules of the House to ask 

another member to pass on his regards to a constituent that, I know, 

is very friendly toward the bon. members opposite . 

MR . ROBI:.'TS: Xr . Speaker, to that point of order. If ~e were to 

pass o~ cur regards to everyone of the minister's constituents 

with whom we are very famil.i.u:, and very friend l y, there would b.e 

nothing else that we did the day long, Sir. And they are far 

more friendlier now I might add, t·han they were on 16th. day of September 

because, of course , they have had six month's knowledge of the minister. 

SOME HON . !EMBERS : Hear , hear : 

MR . ROBERTS: !·!1: . Speaker, the po:l.nt I am making in supporting the 

petition is t hat -

HR. MURPHY : Eight yea1:s. 

MR . ROBE~S : Eight yeats? Yes, I had forgotten. The bon . gentleman 

has been the member for that area, and for a larger area for part of 

it for eight year s . Re has been re-elected- he was 1:e-elected what? 

Twice? 

MR . ~IDP..PHY; 

MR . ROBERTS: 

l1R. . ROWE: 

Three times. 

o, once elected, twice re- elected.

Once as a Liberal . 

.m. ROB.ERTS : - 1972 and 1974 

N ON. ~!DffiER: r.very time he ran he was elected . 

. IlL ROBERTS: Yes, every time he ran he had been elected and he 

hos been elected for every party he has ever run for, too, and he has 

had his share of t hose . He might have had trouble getting re-elected 

in White Bay Notth , !'.r . Speaker, but I suspect that that is debate. 

Oh, oh~ 

m. SPEtJGWR (Dr. Collins) : Order, please ! 
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MR.. ROBERTS : But, Mr. Speaker, the point I am making in supporting 

the petition is that the council of Branch have raised the problem 

that they are not getting an adequate power service. I have made 

representations at their request to the Light and Power Company, 

because it is in the franchise area of the Light and Power Company. 

I would invite the minister quite sincerely to join with me in doing 

that. I am sure he is concerned, and as I said the letter which 

I got indicated that the approach was made to me only after other 

approaches made by the chairman of the council had proved to be 

futile. I support the petition, Sir, and I know every hon. gentleman 

will, including,in particular, Mr. Dolf Nash, a fine citizen who 

may or may not have signed it, I honestly do not know, but he 

did not send it to us . 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The hon. Minister of Mines and Energy. 

MR. CROSBIE: Hr. Speaker, I am glad to join in supporting this 

petition and in telling the House that we will accep~ this as we 

have had all these petitions with enthusiasm and with the dedication 

that we are going to do the best we can to ensure that energy costs 

are kept as low as possible. I would also like to say, Mr. Speaker, 

that it is too bad that petitions are presented to this House and 

political points made on them, because the · root of a petition is 

not to score political points in the House. It is to put forward 

the views of people in the Province who want to put a petition before 

the House. 

SOME HON. MID1BERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. CROSBIE: And the hon. Leader of the Opposition has certainly 

fallen from that tradition with these political slurs on the member 

for the district of St. Mary's - The Capes (Mr. W. Carter). 

Every member of this government knows how dedicated he is to his 

constituents, in his incessant and insatiable lust to deprive the 

treasury of every possible cent for the people of St. Mary's - The Capes 

district and of Branch. It is just terrible, Mr. Speaker, that we have 
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to confess to this !louse t~~t ~e are worn out and beat out 

with the pulverizing that the ~linister of Fisheries is constantly 

giving his colleagues to get the :,est service and bes t benefit:s 

for his district . And there is no member in the House -

SOHE t!ON . :IEHBERS: Hear • hear : 

'tR. CROSBIE: - there is no member in this House , Mr. Speaker, 

more aware of his constituents ' needs and more vehement in seeing 

that t hey are carr ied out. And as a macter of fact , Mr . Speaker , 

just yesterday the tlinis ter of Fisheries was assault ing me about 

energy cates and hydro conditions in the tm.m of Branch . 

SONE t!ON. }Jm!BERS: Hear, hear : 

'!R. CROSBIE: So we are glad to see that the Opposition 

are supporting t!:e minister i1'1 his efforts co improve conditions 

for his district. 

SO} IE liON. ~!EY-B ERS: Hear, hear! 

~m. SPEAKER (Dr . Collins) : The hon. member for Placentia . 

MR . PATTERSON: ~. Sp_eaker, I wish to congratulate the bon. 

member for presenting the petition. I cer ta inly suppor t it, and 

I also endorse the remarks made by the ~inister of Fisheries in conveyint 

my best to the hon . Mr . Nash down in Branch . 
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HR. PATTERSON: 

I might say if it were not for my efforts and Mr. Carter's there 

would be no lights on the Cape Shore. I personally handled the 

petition and it was presented in this House by Dr. Frecker. So I 

certainly thank the han. member for presenting the petition and 

there again I endorse the remarks of Hr. Carter. 

}ffi. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Burgeo-Bay D'Espoir. 

}ffi. SU1MONS: ~fr. Speaker, I have another petition which I wish -

MF. ROUSSEAU: ~ay I speak to the one from Branch? 

MR. SIMMONS: Yes, sure. 

}ffi~ SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Forestry and Agriculture. 

IB-1 

MR. ROUSSEAU: Hr. Speaker, I would like to get up on this petition 

for quite a different reason,if I may. I remember when I first went 

into the Department of Highways, Mr. Speaker, the Department of 

Transportation and Communications in December of 1974 and received 

very many letters from the people on the Cape Shore about the road 

situation. I must say of all the letters we receive in the Department 

of Highways regarding roads.- you get some pretty blasty letters at 

times . - these people were the most fantastic people that I received 

any representation from in my year in Highways,and far be it that I 

would not stand up and support a petition from these people. They 

were nice and very understanding and very considerate in respect to 

the roads on the Cape Shore on which this government has done a lot 

of work. I would like to stand up because the people are from the 

Cape Shore area and certainly give support to this petition. 

_MR. ROBERTS: Well said. 

SOME HON • ~fEHBER.S : Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. member for Burgee-Bay D'Espoir. 

MR. SI!IHONS: Thank you, I1r. Speaker. I would like to present another 

petition on the same subject. I may say in doing so that I certainly 

support the one that has been presented \)y the member for Conception 

Bay South. I might say also, Mr. Speaker, to the Government House 

Leader if he is within hearing, that we have a number of petitions on 
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: :r.. <; D'1''0:IS : 

this same subje::t . 1 think almost every nemller in the official Opposition 

has at least one petition . h'e agreed , :•r . Speaker -and 1 think it is 

fajr (or r1e to say this - we aflreect before we came in here that we 

would be vr-ry brief nbC\ut this becnuse the mntrer hAS already haen 

thorour.hly cliscussctl , ond it was our full intention "'hen we came in 

here thls afternoon and sol"!e had even cocomentet! inde<!cl thnt I h11d 

heen very low-key in putting my questions . That was for a vary gootl 

reason. 

Very low. period! t'T', I"'~'PilY: 

v'l . ~n~·oss: !lecausc ~1e clirl not want, ~1r . Speaker , to make this into 

.1notlocr pnrtisan hassle nuch as the one tile l!inJster of }tines and 

Enercy referred to . lie .. ·oulc' like to accord the peopl e or the 

:'rovjnce wlto si~u~d these petitions their rifl•t to have their 

petitions heard, ;md ~~c 1~ould like to have it dC\ne ._,ithout all the 

harassment '''e h.s.ve been r.ettin~ . Th(·re is no need for this circus 

that ::c have h:1c' in the last fifteen nint:tes or a h:tl f hour since T 

fir:;t litoocl up, ~:r. ~peaker . !~e could have very eently :me\ quietl y 

:mel responsibly pr esentee' ou:- petitions antl "'c would be on to Or<'crs 

of the nny l>y nn· j\tSt about . 

. ;o•;, I ' tave another eight or nine petitions - petitions now. r 

lt<!ve not counted the IHtrnes , petitions . Mr . Speaker, 1 have one, th'O 

t:n:ee, four , five , si.x separate petitions. At the I!IOI!Ient I am 

presentinz one of thcl'l . I aa doin:; tllis for a reason ~because if the 

l.aras<m~cn t continucG «e shall take our tir..e, we shall not r ilibuster 

cr t!tat l..ln1l of thinr. but we shall t.:~ke OtH time to say tho: things 

lhat necc1 to bu said in response to what is beinr said from the other 

sic'c . "n the other hand . :lr. Speaker, jf ve can be allowed to present 

our petitjons th:Jn we shall c'o so very quickly . lie wi.ll not filibuster . 

'.!e o,·ill reserve t:1e rir.ht, t'r. Speaker, to ans•ter what i.s bein& said 

on the other side . 

'~. CllOS'\TI:: nn 11 point of crtler, •cr . Spe;;l·er . The 1-:on . rnemher 

is threntcn1n& t!te llouse and threatening the Speaker . 
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MR. SIMMONS: No 1I am giving you courses of action. 

UR. CROSBIE: It is the most extraordinary statement I have ever 

heard, that the hon. gentleman threatens the Speaker that unless 

he is allowed to continue without anybody else saying a word on 

his petitions 

_MR. SIMMONS: I never said that 1 'John'. 

MR. CROSBIE: - that he is going to present six. I just heard the 

hon. gentleman say it. No House has ever put up with that, Mr. Speaker; 

you should be threatened, Your Honour should be threatened 1and the 

rest of us should be threatened by the hon. gentleman. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Leader of the Oppostion. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, outraged as I am by the vicious attack 

which the gentleman for St. John's West (Mr. Crosbie) just made on 

my colleague, 'Sugar Plum Simmons' here, I rise on that point of order, 

Sir. The hon. 1'\inister of Hine·s and Energy, Mr. Speaker, is obviously 

trying his best to -

'1m. LDNDRIGAN: No sugar there. 

~m. ROBE~TS: Well 'Thumper Lundrigan' over there. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Let us get to work. 

MR. ROBERTS: It is infinitely better, Sir, than anything the minister 

has said in this Rouse. The han. Minister of Hines and Energy is 

tryj~g his best, Sir, to provoke a debate 1 and my colleagues and I are 

anxious to get on to the main business of the day,which is Question 

Period and then the Inter:lln Supply. I would request that the llinister 

of Mines and Energy raise only valid points of order, Sir. There was 

. 4~1:0;5 . 
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no threat passe~ the li~s of my colleague, the gentle gentleman from Burgeo-

Bay d'Espoir(Hr. Simmons). lie is merely-

MR. l!URPHY: I have heard it all now! 

HR. ROBERTS: Did "Ank'' say something? If "Ank" said something it is the 

first time in twenty years, Sir. Mr. Speaker, the point I am making without 

harassment fran han. gent]emen opposite -

MR. L 1JN1) R I GAN : Point of order, Hr. Speaker . 

HR. F . ROiilE: There is a point of order on the floor. 

~"!R. ROBERTS: Hr. S~eaker, I am S!Jeaking to a point of order. 

MR. LUNDR H':AN: I am sorry. 

HR. ROBERTS: ~1e reason I am speakin? to a point of or~er, Mr. Speaker, 

is that the han. memher from Burgeo-Ray d'Espoir(Mr. Simmons) uttered no 

threats. He merely said he proposed to follmJ a certain procedure hecause 

he had been provoked and harassed and driven into it by the ~{inister of 

l1ines and Energy. I, Sir, hope that this petition is allowed to be presented 

and anybody who wishes to comment upon it comments upon it because, Sir, it 

is now ten past three. He still have not reached the second Order of the Day 

in the routine proceedings yet, Sir, and there are more -

AN HON. ~·!ENBER: Third. 

~m. ROBERTS: - third, I a~ sorry - there are more petitions to come. 

MR. LlH•Jl)RH':AN: On a point of order. I think the han. l!lember in his reference 

to my good friend from Burr,eo-Bay d'Espoir in using the phrase "Sugar Plum 

Stm~10ns" was completely out of order which reflects upon the character of 

the han. gentlel'lan, his personality, his intep,rity and it <1efinitely shoulcl 

he withdrawn, 

~<;OHF. HON. NE."'Bf.r~S : !!ear, hear! 

~IR. SH:AKER : Order, please! Order, please! 

HR . ROliERTS: I want to withdraw that, I want to withdraw that, Sir. My 

colleague here is a lot of things, Sir. He has never been called sugary, 

but he is a first class member and a first class debater <·Thich is more 

than I can say for the gentleman from Grand Falls on either count. 

J1R, LlfNDRir./I.N: Ts that so? 

~'R. SPEAKER: Order, please~ 
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The hon. member for Twillingate. 

Mr. Speaker, to this point of order. I am understanding 

more readily, more clearly every day why the people of Newfoundland are 

coming to regard this House with utter comtempt. And I say the people 

are right. 

SOME HON. MF.MBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR • . SPEAKER: 

_!ffi.. SIMMONS: 

Order, please! Order, please! 

To the point of order, Mr. Speaker. Can I speak to the 

point of order, Mr. Speaker? I have not done so. I have not spoken to 

the point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER : The hon. member for Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir. 

MR. SIMMONS: For clarification, Mr. Speaker, there was no threat intended 

or implied or said. I said I will pursue one of two courses of action. I will 

either present my petitions~as I am duty-bound to do,or·, Mr. Speaker, if I 

continue to g~t responses from the other side I will reserve my right to 

resnond. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! The understanding I have tak~n from the hon. 

member for Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir's remarks is that there was no threat 

directed at me in the Chair of the Speaker,nor do I understand it to be 

directed at the Rouse. I believe that he was stating a tactic he was 

contemplating on taking. So I rule that a point of order does not exist. 

I would point out to the hon. member that I will certainly accord him 

all the protection that the Chair can give him in standing to the floor. 

But it is traditional in the House that if remarks made by hon. members 

do excite comments from the other side and he responds to them or indeed 

if he tends to encourage them,that the Chair will not intervene. On the 

other hand if an hon. member wishes to be heard in silence the Chair 

does have the responsibility to ask hon. members to have the speaker 

be heard in complete silence. 

The hon. member from Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir. 
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MIL SHtl-!ONS: Than'< you, rr . Speaker. l would like to present <1 

petition on ber.alf of a number of people . I do not know exactly hov 

ronny, '1r . Speakar , 1 have not undel:'taken to count them)hut it t~ould 

appear on this particular petition to be certainly eighty or ninety 

persons. The conm11micy involved is in my frienn's district, the 

district of LaPoile, the col'll!llunitv of Harbour Le rou . I should 1ust 

say a word in reference to a petition T presented earlier from 

Ronavista . I 11ould normally, ~lr . Speaker - and I have. done so before -

na.ve s;one to the mem.l,er concerned. Rut as the II!C.mher for l.aPoiJe and 

the T.eader of the ()ppositi.on have so well pointed out, this 1-aas been 

matter which has crossed all pa.rty lines . He hRve had any numher of 

•letitions 11nd so has tl-ae member for Lal'oile (lo!r . Neary) and T believe 

other members of t he Rouse , any m•mber of petitions which did not 

emanate from our own constituency. 1 must say co the nouse I did not 

r.o previously to the member !or Rona vista South (Mr. ~lorgnn) hut not 

delihcratelv so, hut because I have already pr esented ot~crs from 

other districts on this subject and did not do so either. I would 

normally do so. As 
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Mr. Simmons . 

my colleague from Conception Bay South has said, I think it is 

a courtesy which I ought to extend to fellow members of the House. 

I have a petition here from the people of Harbour Le Cou, from 

eighty or ninety names, persons it would seem, and ! .would 

like to present this petition and re-endorse again the comments 

that I have made so many times on this particular subject of the 

need to give heed to the prayer of the petition so well put forth 

by the people of Harbour Le Cou. 

Mr. Speaker, at the same time, and in the interest 

MR. NEARY: They are a pretty organized bunch. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) would 

like to know - I would think within his categorization they are probably 

one of the organized ones, Mr. Speaker. I understand ' I have been told 

indeed that no force was used in having people affix their signatures. 

I understand from a reliable source that every person who signed this 

signed it freely in their own handwriting, and in most cases using 

their own ballpoint pen. 

I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that the question of 

organization is not nearly as important here as the overall issue, 

whether the people of Harbour Le Cou and the people of all of this 

Province are completely fed up with the electricity rates. I think that 

is the issue, Mr. Speaker, and it is the one that needs to be put 

again, and again, and I am not concerned in the numbers game or whether 

it is organized or not. The member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) tells ua 

that by his count he has got -~ 50,000. Well, Mr. Speaker, I believe 

him. I believe him, Mr. Speaker, and further I have done a calculation 

based on his formula, and I find so far that we in the official 

Opposition, applying the expansion formula applied by the member for 

LaPoile (Mr. Neary), we have a grand total now of names presented of 

3,758,402. 
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MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins):Order, please~ 

I hesitate to interrupt, but I would remind the hon. member 

that even with the time out for points of order his five minutes has just 

about expired. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, I would beg leave to present this petition 

to the House and have it referred to the appropriate department. 

I have other petitions. 

MR. CROSBIE: May I speak to that petition, Mr. Speaker? 

HR. SIMMONS: May I continue, Mr. Speaker? 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The hon. Minister of Mines and Energy. 

MR. CROSBIE: We are again, of course, pleased to receive it. 

All I want to say, Nr. Speaker, is that we are hoping we will be 

proceeding with the estimates today or tomorrot~, and the first 

depart~ent will be Mines and Energy. And on"the estimates of the 

Department of }lines and Energy we can debate in detail all this 

question of increases and possible increases and petitions. Well, that 

is the place for it to be done. If the hon. gentleman wants to 

present his petitions, fine, · ~ut once he finishes them, and we get 

some other business done, we will be going on to Mines and Energy and 

he will have a grand chance to debate the whole issue. 

MR. SIMNONS: Thank you. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The hon. member for Burgeo ~Bay d'Espoir. 

HR. SU!l>10NS: Hr. Speaker, as I have said we are in no way wanting 

to delay this matter, and we are trying to do it just as quickly as 

we can, and we would long since l~ve been finished had we not had 

the partisan discussion that we were drawn into earlier in the afternoon. 

I would like to present, Mr. Speaker, a petition signed 

by fifty-eight residents. I cannot determine the community, but 

this petition comes from the district of LaPoile, and it is signed 

by fifty-eight persons, and again the prayer of the petition is the same, 

It is one of the organized petitions, Mr. Speaker, -

MR. Nfu\RY: Lou Blundon. 

MR. SillliONS: -well organized petition; Now, Mr. Speaker, the first name, 

and I think it is permissible to give names - is it? The 
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first name on that petition is W.S. Ashford, Mr. Speaker. And 

on this petition - another organized petition, Mr. Speaker, 

which is included, for the record, in that grand total of 3,758,402 -

the fi-rst name on this pe.tition is Evelyn Knee• An!i again I do not 

know the community, but I do know from a covering letter that it 

is from the district of LaPoile. I would like to present that 

petition· to the Bouse. 

Mr. Speaker, I would like also Jlo, present a petition 

signed by another twelve or fourteen persons, including tbe 

president of the United Church Women, Evelyn MacDonald. I am not 

sure of the community, It came in without any community name an it 1 

but she did sign her name in the capacity as UCW, president of 

so~ particular local of that organization, I would assume. 

Mr. Speaker, I would like to present a petition 

on behalf of twenty-seven residents of another community in the 

distr.i~t of Lal'oile. Again I do not know the community. The 

c:overirig letter indicates it is from the district of LaFoile. 

MR.. NEARY: Could you tell me where these petition& are coming from'l 

MR. SiMMONS: Mr. Speaker, the first name 
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on that particular petition for the information of the member for 

LaPoile (Mr. Neary) is James H. Bungay, and twenty-six other names 

follow. I assume their signatures were affixed freely and out of 

their outrage over the rising cost of electricity. 

MR. NEARY: They have already signed two or three. I would not 

take it. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, it is an interesting point, I will 

not raise it at this time as a point of order, but it certainly is 

an interesting point as to whether or not a person, a resident of 

the Province can sign more th~n one petition. I would submit that 

he can, and he can have one here every day of the week if he is 

so inclined. I do know that Mr. Bungay has signed this, apparently 

in his own handwriting,as well as a number of other people. 

I have, Mr. Speaker, also a petition signed by 186 

persons altogether. It would appear from the names that it is the 

town of Port aux Basques, I see the name Battiste, or Battiste as 

they pronounce it in some cases, Kettles and so on. And the first 

name on this petricular petition, Mr. Speaker, is Solomon Billard. 

And this petition here, Mr. Speaker, is one of the organized petitions 

as well. Again ·I believe they all come from Port Aux Basques. But, 

Mr. Speaker, this one is particularly significant in the light of 

what the member for LaPoile has been saying,because I want to say to 

him through you, Mr. Speaker, that not only is this petition one of 

the organized ones, and not only was the same sheet mimeographed or 

the same stencil used each time, but the front page has a notation 

on it which I am sure is not intended only for me or for the people 

in the official Opposition but for the member for LaPoile too, because 

the notation on the front page says: 11 Regards, Lou." 

I · have pleasure in presenting the petitions and ask that 

they be referred to the department to which they relate. ~ank you, 

Mr. Speaker. 
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MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Are there any further petitions? 

}1R. WHITE: Mr. Speaker, 

}1R, SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): A comment on the petition? 

MR. WHITE: No,! am going to present a petition. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): The hon. member for Lewisporte. 

MR. NEARY: I ahve already spoken on these. These petitions have been presented. 

MR. WHITE: Mr. Speaker, I would -

MR. SIMMONS: On a point of order, Mr.Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): On a point of order. 

MR. SIMMONS: On a point of order. Just for the record, Mr. Speaker, 

I vouch for the fact that these are all original petitions. I looked 

through every last one, there are no duplications there. They are 

originals signed in original handwriting, Mr. Speaker, for the record. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): The bon. member has given information 

to the House, I would not say the point of order needs to be ruled 

on. 

The bon. member for Lewisporte. 

MR .. WHITE: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I would like to present a number of 

petitions from my district, and one from the adjoining district of 

Twillingate. The petitions are from the town of Durrell, 266 people; 

the town of Embree, 130 people; Comfort. Cove and Newstead, 296 people; 

and from the community of Change Islands, 300 people. And another 

petition from Lewisporte signed by 81 people. Mr. Speaker, there has 

been enough said with respect to electricity rates in the Province. 

It is still one of the biggest issues that I am confronted with when 

I am tilking to people, not only my constituents, but other people 

as well. 

I noticed the other day, I was watching a programme with 

respect to electricity rates in the Maritime Provinces, and some of them, 

and I saw a gentleman being interviewed in Cape Breton where his 

electrical rates were higher - or his bill was higher than his old age 

pension cheque. So there has to come a time, Mr. Speaker, when we have 

to come to grips with this particular problem, and I just wanted to 

add my support to this petition and all the others that have been 
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presented here today, and to say no more because there has been 

enough time taken up already . 

SOME RON . MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

HR . SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): The hon. member for Burin-Placentia 

West . 

MR . P. CANNING: Mr . Speaker, I rise to present a petition from 

eighteen members of the Integrated School Board on the Burin Peninsula . 

It reads: ''At a meeting of the Burin Peninsula Integrated School 

Board , having a membership of thirteen" - there are ~<ighteen people; 

the other five are probably teachers , Mr. Speaker . 

MR . ROBERTS: The Burin Peninsula Integrated School Board. 

MR. P. CANNING:-'' it was agreed on motion to support your petition. 

The following Board members and staff of the School Board str ongly 

object to the governme.nt 's making a decision permit ting an increase 

in electrical rates.' ' 

Mr. Speaker , I support this petition, and have a few remarksto make, 

Mr. Speaker. Nu:nber one is, Mr . Speaker, 1 sat on that side of ·the 

Uouse for twenty-three years and 
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MR. CANNING: I had twenty-four petitions presented to me 

and in twenty-three years, I am proud to say the prayers of 

twenty-three of them were answered. 

Mr. Speaker, what I have noticed here since I came into 

this session is that there is petition after petition coming in, 

and they are coming to the Opposition from the government member's 

districts. It probably happened two or three times in the whole 

twenty-three years that a member for another district got a 

petition referring to the next district -

MR. SIMMONS : I got them. 

MR. NEARY: Once, 

MR. CANNING: I do not remember. Just in case it did I 

said it only happened a few times. I am wondering, because when 

I was on that side of the House I certainly would be embarrassed 

if a petition was presented by another member, because I would 

begin to think that the people of that district did not have any 

confidence in me. So I am wondering if the petitions coming to 

this side of the House are petitions plus a vote of non-confidence 

in the conference. 

MR. FLIGHT: 

'MR. CANNING: 

Good point 'Pat'. Good point. 

Most of them are from other districts. 

Thetr names are Lloyd Lake, who is Chairman of the Board - some 

fine ?eople here doing a good job,I can tell you, for the present 

and future of Newfoundland -Robert Shave, Sam Harris, Ralph 

Billard, William Brushett, -

MR. SIMMONS: Friend or foe, 'Alexr, friend- or foe? 

MR. ROWE: He does not have any foes. 

MR. CANNING: Mr. Speaker, one thing I am going to do here 

Mr. Speaker, for the rest of this session. I was sent in here by 

people to represent them in this House. 

AN RON. MEMBER: We all were. 

MR. CANNING: Yes, we all were, And we were all sent in to 

do a job in this House and to be listened to. Mr. Speaker, when 

I get up in my seat I can assure you that I am not standing up to 

blow off bull or hurl insults at somebody or drag sombody's name 
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MR . CANNI NG: into the House. That I did not come in here 

for. I have never done that and I do not intend to, 

SOME RON. '!EMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. CANNING: I came in here to represent , the people of 

Placentia West. This is my twenty-fourth year representing them, 

and, Mr. Speaker, what I want from this House is what the people 

of Placentia West want from this House and I am going to demand that 

I get it, and that is, that I am going to be heard when I ~ise 

in my seat. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR . CANNING : Anytime, Hr. Speaker, I am out of order I 

assure that I will bow to your orders. I am capable of ooing it. 

I do not know all the rules and I am capable of breaking them at 

any time 1 but I will sit in my seat and I will obey your rules. 

But there is one thing. As from this moment, the next time that 

I get up in this House to speak- I do not care who it is, if it 

is the Leader of the Opposition, or the Premier or anyone else 

who starts to mutter - if I am asked to sit down or yield I will 

do it. For a question I will do it. If I am out of order I will 

sit down, but from now on if a person utters a word when I am speaki~g 

in this House I am just going to stop. And if he keeps uttering, 

Mr. Speaker, I will leave and I will go out and go up in the 

district and do better work up there in the district perhaps, do 

greater service, than to be in here wasting my time in the House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER (COLLINS): Order, please! 

The hon. member has made a strong plea for silence whilst he 

speaks. I am sure that hon. members will respect his wishes. 

The bon. the member for Burin-Placentia West. 

MR. CANNING: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I should like to finish those 

names of fine people. I do not know if it wil l be recorded or not 

but I would like to read their names in the House. They are doing a 

fine job, as I said, for the present and the future of Newfoundland. 

They are teachers , . guiding schools. I was down to Alex Hapgood -
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Ml,l.. · CANNING: 

that is a familiar name. It seems like an ol.d constituent of mine 

who IIIOVed up to,p:erhaps, Grand Bank or he could be in ·Burtn. ! 

guess he is in Burin, I knew where they were when they were in 

IllY di.111ttict. I know them all and they all know m,e, but they have 

left and we have so~ new people in 1110 I am not familiar with 

where they are at the moment - loloyd Thornhill, 
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lffi. CANNING: 

Captain B. Reader, Jake Nullius, r.harles Martin, Onslow Hillier, 

Thomas Pope, Hubert Barnes, Frank Banfield, Cyril Leaman, Nelvin 

Grandy anc1 George Senior. }'r. Speaker, I ask that this petition 

be laid on the table of the House and referred to the department 

t 0 which it relates. 

SOME llON . :fENBERS : Hear, hear! 

I'R . O:BE)U'S : l~ell said. 

:•JR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Fogo. 

IB-1 

_CAI'T. HINSO!': ~~r. Speaker, I beg leave to present two petitions. As both 

petitions are pertaining to the same subject matter I will present 

them at the same time. Before doing so, Xr. Speaker, I would like 

to just remark about the way in which some petitions are presented in 

this House pert£ining to other members districts. I was the culprit 

last year or the year before, I am not too sure -

~~. P-OBEP.TS: The victim. 

C:APT. HINSOR: The victim. 

l!R. ROBEP.TS : The culprit was the other fellow. 

CAPT . HINSOR: The culprit ~Jas the other feJ low, right. l•7hen 

the then member for Grand Falls, he did not have the deceney or the 

courtesy to mention that he ~~as going to present a petition from 

my district but he had the audacity to get up and present three, 

one after the other. So, Hr. Speaker, that hon, gentleman,then as 

he wa:s,is no longer there. I am here, and I am still happy to 

present petitions from the district of Fogo!and I have two. 

1~, . ROBERTS: Rear, hear! 

SO!'ffi HON. l>!EI{l)ERS: Hear, hear! 

SAPT. IHNSOR: I have two now, one from Tilting -

MR. CROSBIE: You are the survivor. 

C.APT. WINSOR: - Survival of the fittest - containing eighty-four names, 

and one from Carmanville containing 106 names. 

XR • ROBERTS : You might say•seniority•was not enough. 

CAPT. •'INSO?.: That is right. The latter, ~tr. Speaker, Carmanville, 
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CAPT. WINSOR: 

is now becoming a very modern town and many young couples there are 

building new houses. Unfortunately for them they are heating their 

homes by electricity so much so now they wish they had not done it. 

However they are caught in this ever increasing electrical rate,and 

this was last Winter, SOliE of them have received bills up to $100 

and more. So what is the hope for those fellows? They are not 

men who are making big salaries, just average salary earners, and 

yet they find themselves now where it is going to take a great deal 

of their salary to keep their homes comfortable enough to live in. 

Nr. Speaker, I strongly support those two petitions and ask 

that they be received and laid on the table of the House and 

referred to the department to which they relate. 

~1R. ROBERTS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Port au Port. 

1m. HODDER: ~tr. Speaker, I beg leave to present a petition on 

behalf of 133 residents of the communities of Piccadilly and Ship 

Cove in the district of Port au Port. The prayer of the petition, 

~!r. Speaker, is the same as the rest and I do not intend to say too 

much about it except to say that th:l.s is a rural area where the 

residents are not the wealtiest in the Province. I think at the 

present time,unofficially,there is probably a '•0 per cent 

unemployment rate tl1ere~and many of the people there are part-time 

fishermen or farmers and many of them, their income is not nearly 

close to the rest of the Island's standards and those are the people 

who are hit hardest by these rates, Mr. Speaker. I have had many 

calls from constituents in this area. And as well on talking to the 

Light and Power Company in Stephenville I have found that they have 

had many requests to come out and check the meters because the people 

just could not believe that the rates could be so high. 

As well those people on fixed incomes are finding it very, 

very difficult and I hope that the government will see fit and will 

truly realize,as I am sure they do,that this is a very serious problem 
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tiR.. HODnER: 

and particularly serious for people who are perhaps not as lvell off 

as other areas of the Province . I ask that the petition be tabled 

and referred to the department to which it relates. 

SO~!E llON. tiE~'BERS: !tear, hear! 

MR . SPEfll<ER: The hon . member for St. George 's. 

MRS . MCISAAC: ~·r . Speaker, I beg leave to present 11 petition 

on behalf of 116 r esidents of the Codr oy Valley in the district of 

St. George's and 274 residents of Port aux Basques in the district 

of LaPoile. The prayer of the petition is silllilar to others presented 

in the House. In commenting I would just like to say that I think 

from the number of petitions being presented that the people of 

~ewfoundland are showing their concern and dissatisfaction . I 

sincerely hope that the covernment will take a sincere l ook at this 

proposal before allowing these increases to materialize . I ask, 

t'r . Speaker, tt.ac this petition be placed upon the table of the 

House and referred to the department to which it relates. 

SOt!E liON • ~lE!IBRRS : !lear, hear! 

HR . SPEAKER: The hon . member for Fortune-Hermitage. 
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MR. J. 'WINSOR: Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to present a petition 

from the Community Council and other citizens of Rencontre East, 

Fortune Bay. The prayer of this petition, of course, is the same 

as the others, that they do protest very strongly the decision 

to increase the electricity rates charged by the government owned 

corporation, and that many people will su~ter considerable 

hardship if this increase is permitted to go on. 

Now these people in Rencontre - it is one of the 

smallest settlements, I suppose, and the most isolated in Newfoundland. 

The income level is marginal, and they would suffer a great deal of 

hardship if any further demands are made on their income. I am sure 

this is well known by the House. And I would say that if we had 

saved some of the hot gas that is be.ing generated in the House it 

would keep the thermal station going in Holyrood for a week. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. WINSOR: So I would say no more and ask that this peti~ion be 

tabled and presented to the department to which it relates. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): The hon. member for Windsor-Buchans. 

MR. G. FLIGHT: Mr. Speaker, I rise to support the petitions so ably 

presented by my colleagues, and particularly that one so ably presented 

by my hon. friend,the member for Bay of Islands (Mr. Woodrow). I 

had not intended to support any more of those petitions, Mr. Speaker, 

simply because I know everything that could have been said has already 

been said. However, I would like to support those petitions in light 

of a situation that we witnessed last week. In the process of 

supporting petitions presented by members of the Opposition,a member 

opp•stte made an attempt,and a very humo•ous one,to belittle the 

efforts of the Opposition in presenting petitions. He suggested that 

we •hould set up a competition between the P.C. Opposition of Nova 

Scotia and the official Liberal Opposition of Newfoundland, maybe 

1,000 or 1,500 and let us see what happens. It is very humorous. 

It is very funny, but very ironical, Mr. Speaker, when that same night 
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Mr. Flight: 

on the Watson Report, the Nova Scotia Power Commission and a 

concerned citizen of Nova Scotia,and tke increase in electricity 

rates in Nova Scotia was the subject. It was very ironical and 

not so funny. 

We heard on the Watson Report the Finance Minister of 

Nova Scotia admitted that electrical bills had gone from $50 to $200 

in one year in Nova Scotia. Now, Mr. Speaker, in making a humorous 

situation of it, in attempting to, you know, belittle the efforts 

of the Opposition in presenting these petitions,the hon. member 

compared the Nova Scotia situation with the Newfoundland situation. 

Mr. Speaker, Newfoundland was mentioned on four or five occasions 

in that programme, and one reference was . made that the only reason that 

Nova Scotia had to increase their electrical rates by almost 200 

per cent was that Nova Scotia depended completely on oil for the 

generation of electricity. And the minister,whether he knew what he 

was talking about or not, indicated that if Nova Scotia were in the 

same position as Newfoundland is in, then indeed there would not have 

been necessary to increase the electrical rates in Newfoundland. 

Well I would suggest, it is a well known fact that most of the 

electricity that have been generated in this Province is being 

generated by water power. 

The minister also referred to the Lower Churchill situation, 

Mr. Speaker, and through his government's inability to negotiate with 

Quebec and Newfoundland and the Federal Government,getting power 

from Quebec, the Eastern Grid was talked about. But the fact is, 

Mr. Speaker, all these petitions are protesting the vicious increase 

that we have seen this past year in Newfoundland. And at the same 

time the minister has indicated that there is a freeze on, that tbe 

freeze will not necessarily stay on, that the consumers~in Newfoundland 

will be expected to pay for the electricity. He compared the situation 

to Nova Scotia. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Compared to what? 
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MI.. FLIGHT: I am aayillg he comp~ecl it to Nc>va Scotia. Mr. 

Speaker. I am serving notice ozu1C:h1s government that there is no 

way that the people of NewfoUildland can afford or will staJld for 

tl;lt:;type o£ iJlcreases ill electrical power ill NewfoUildlmd that the 

peop.le of Nova Scotia have stood for and obviously lri.il have to etiLild 

for. I support the petition~ Mr. ~peake.t. 

·SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear. hear! 
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'ill. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Ste-phenville . 

NR. T<. McNEIL: I her. leave to present a petition on he half of the 

local district of Massey Drive. The prayer of the -petition is the 

same as the previous ones that went before. So I will not elaborate 

on them. 

AN RON . ~!F.HflF.R: Corner Brook. 

''iR. HCNEIL: Hassey Drive is in Corner Jlrook, yes. Ry nm• the p:overn-

ment should reac.ize the seriousness of the electricity rate increases, 

I am sure that the peo-ple of the Province have spoken out, and that they 

Hill do all in their power to lower the burden of the electricity rate 

increases. So, f'r. Speaker, I ~dll not take any more time of the House. 

I ask that this petition be placed upon the table of the ilouse and 

rP.ferred to th~ nepartment to Hhich it re]ates. 

~IR. SPF./1 KF.R : 

' lR. P. P,QT,TF:: 

The han. member for Trinity-P.ay de Verde. 

1:r. Speaker, I beg leave to present -

SO~IF. ll()N. IIF."'!JlERS: Oh, oh! 

11R._ SPJT.AKER: nrder, -please! 

IIR • F'. ROIVE : - nine petitions, Sir, with exactly the same prayer as the 

other petitions that have been presented this aftrrnoon. So I will not 

elaborate on it. I think that all that can be said has been said. We 

can p;et into it on the estimates of ~lines and F.nergy. I will simply 

refer to where these nine -petitions came from, Sir, and the number of 

people who signed the petition; The town of Point Leamington signed 

1-y the tovm council of Point Leamington,wl-lich -presumably weans th11t 

the tmm of that particular area agrees "lith the petition: the local 

improvement nistrict of Peterview, Sir; the cotrrrnunity of h'oodstock 

vThich l1as - ancl in this case it is signecl hy 16!" people: thirty-eight 

people at large, seventy-nine people, Sir, no particular community 

attached to this; the I.ll.F..tiT. union local here in St. John' s ; 

Helrose, Trinity Bay, 200 signatures attachen; the tmm of Victoria, 

212 names attached; and Greens pond, Sir, 95 signatures attached. 
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Sir, I a sic that these petitions be placed upon the table of the 

House and ~eferred to the department to which they relate. 

~m. SPRAKER: Order, please! Order! I would invite hon. members to 

extend their welcome to the Reverend Benjamin Mdaba from Kenya 

~~ho i.s in the Speaker's gallery. 

SOMF. HON • NEffilERS : Hear, hear! 

Ill'.. SPEAKER: 

lffi, ROBERTS: 

The hnn. Leader of the Opposition. 

Hr. Speaker, I have four or five or six petitions that 

I would like to present, Sir. In presenting them perhaps I could read 

just one brief reference from Beauchesne which I think is very relevant, 

citation 331 on page 256 of the edition we use, that "the right of 

petitioning the Crown and Parliament for redress grievances is 

acknowledged as a fundamental principle of the constitution,and has 

been uninterruptedly exercised from very early times." Now, Sir, 

that is what being done here today, and that is what has been done 

throughout the last couple of weeks in this session in a way it has 

never been clone before. I really do not know ho•r many signatures have 

come in on the petitions which have heen presented. I certainly have 

not counted them all up. I doubt if anybody has. Rut I would imagine 

there are,seriously,around 50,000 or 60,000 Newfoundlanders and 

Labradorians who have signed petitions, all of which were organized 

in the sense that in each case somebody had to take the bit of paper 

and go around door to door or ?Ut it up on a notice board and say sign 

if you feel this way, all of which were organized, all of •mich were 

genuine in that they represent the legitimate and proper and honest 

feelings of people who were entitled to express their feelings because 

they are citizens of this Province. 

I am a little sorry today that gentlemen opposite choose to try 

to make it a partisan occasion. I think we have got away from that again 

now,and I hope we stay away from it. The Minister of Mines and Energy 

tells us his estimates will be called,which is good news,because it 

will give the House in Committee the opportunity to debate the matter 

which, of course, 1~e cannot do during the presentation of petitions, 
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Mr. Roberts: 

Mr. Speaker, the petitions which I present come from - the 

first group are from the Northern Peninsula, three are from my 

own constituency, sixty-two people in the community of Anchor Point, 

which is on the St. Barbe Coast in the district of the Straits of 

Belle Isle; 163 in the community of Main Brook,which is in Hare Bay 

on the Atlantic side, the ocean side of the district of the Straits 

of Belle Isle; and 261 from the communities of Cooks Harbour, Boat 

Harbour, Wild Bight, and the suburb of Cooks Harbour called Cape 

Norman, the site of the lighthouse and three or four families live 

out there, 261 people there. 

Then in addition, Mr. Speaker, there is a petition from 

the town of Hawkes Bay in the district of St. Barbe represented by 

the Minister of Manpower and Industrial Relations. It is signed by, 

I am told,l62 residents of that community. 

The prayer of all of these petitions, Sir, is exactly 

and precisely the same. The prayer, and it has been well rehearsed 

in this House, well expressed, all I need to say, Sir, is that these 

people too do not wish to see the electricity rates increased 

unilaterally, arbitrarily,without explantion or without justification. 

They do not want to see them increased at all, of course, who does. 

They do not want to see them increased in the way in which the government 

went about it. The government may have changed their minds now, I hope 

so. Of course, we will have the opportunity to debate that. 

Mr. Speaker, let me also present petitions which do 

not come with addresses on them, and I have checked Beauchesne, and 

our own precedents, and I can find no requirement that addresses be 

affixed to a petition. The requirement is that original signatures or 

marks be affixed. These are from citizens of the Province who have 

MR. MURPHY: Are they £ram Newfoundland? 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, they are from Newfoundland. And I shall sign 

them in the way the gentleman from St. John's Centre thinks they 

are from outside. 
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MR. MURPHY: I have no idea where they are from. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well,they may be- Mr. Speaker, the mere fact I am 

presenting them indicates that I believe them to the best of my 

knowledge to be proper, and we can only present petitions from 

the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador. Mr. Speaker, lhe 

hon. gentleman - I know some of these people, Sir, and in any event 

the mere fact under our rules that a member presents a petition, Sir, 

is prima facie evidence that the petition is in order. If the 

hon. gentleman wishes to challenge them, Sir, he kks the right and 

the duty,I would suggest to him,to appear before the Clerk of the 

House to get the petitions and then go on from there. We have been 

through that in this Rouse, Mr. Speaker. I think the han. gentleman 

was in the House when a petition was challenged. 

MR. MURPHY: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. MURPHY: 

I never heard it before. 

Well,I can tell when it was challenged -

I never heard of it before. 

HR. ROBERTS: Well the han. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! 

MR. ROBERTS: - gentleman may never have heard of it, I can remind 

him, Mr. Speaker, since he wishes to be reminded,that it was' while 

he was sitting here, I am not sure if he was Opposition Leader or 

not at the time, while the gentleman from Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood) 

was Premier, and a petition was brought in with respect to the 

district of Trinity South, and the late Captain Uriah Strickland 

was the member, and the petition had been taken up by citizens, 

by people,and there were considerable acrimonious controversy back 

and forth across the House. The gentleman from Twillingate got quite 

heated,as I recall it. There was quite a lot of debate back and 

forth, not about the petition, but about the circumstances which gave 

rise to it. And among the allegations that were made at that time, 

was the fact that some of the signatures were not genuine. I do 

not recall what came of it. I have not looked it up. 

MR. HICKMAN: A police investigation was started. 
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MR. ROBERTS: I am sorry? 

MR. HICKMAN: The House ordered a police investigation. 

MR. ROBERTS: The Ninister of Justice, who I guess was thim Minister 

of Justice in a previous reincarnation, in the Buddhist sense, 

reminds me that a police investigation was ordered, I would have 

thought the police would have had better things to do, but in any 

event an investigation was ordered I assume it was carried out. 

AN RON. MEMBER: By whom? 

MR. ROBERTS: By the House. The House can do what it wishes. But 

this House, Mr. Speaker, which can do what it wishes can still do 

foolish things. It once had a judge of the Supreme Court before the 

Rouse, .back what? 1830 or 1840, at some point. The only way out of 

that imbroglio, Your Honour, in case it should happen again, is the 

Governor dissolve the House. 

I'm.. MARSHALL: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

HR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS) : On a point of order. 

MR. MARSHALL: The hon. Leader of the Opposition reminded us about 

Beauchesne. I prefer to go to our Standing Order 92 that every 

member offering a petition shall confine himself to a statement of 

the parties from whom it comes,,the number of signatures; an!l the 

material allegations. The Standing Order here also provides that 

a person may only speak five minutes on a petition. The hen. Leader 

of the Opposition has managed to speak now for five minutes on something, 

but not presenting his petition. 

AN HON • MEMBER: Hear, hear ! 

MR. MARSHALL: My point of order, Mr. Speaker, is that his five 

minutes have now passed. He has not talked about the petition, so he 

has to take his seat. And certainly he is very out of order in what 

he is talking about because it has no relationship to the petition he 

has presented. He is getting into debates and this is not this period 

is for. The petition period has already gone on for this period of 

time and it is driving everyone crazy. 

MR. ROBERTS: To that point of order, Mr. Speaker, I thank the hen. 

gentleman. He is quite right. He has read the reference to Standing 

Order 92 correctly, and I regret if I was out of order. I was 
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Mr. Roberts: 

trying to deal with a point, I think a valid point,raised by 

the gentleman from St. John's Centre. As for the five minutes there 

were nine petitions here at five minutes each, that would give 

me forty-five. I have chosen,I think wisely,not to present them 

one at a time, because I think, you know, once is enough. And 

I had not intended to go into this disposition on petitions, but 

the hon. gentleman from St. John's Centre, I will not say led me 

astray, but helped to lead me astray. 

The petitions, I think, Mr. Speaker, are -

MR. MURPHY: On a point of order, Sir. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes. Okay. I am sorry. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): The hon. Minister of Provincial Affairs 

and Environment. 

MR. MURPHY : The point of order I raise, I understood the hon. 

Leader of the Opposition say that he did not know where they 

came from. Basically that was my understanding. There were no 

addresses as a community. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): Order, please! 

I did not understand that a point of order had been raised 

prior to the one raised by the hon. member for St. John's East 

(Mr. Marshall) • 

MR. MURPHY: I am speaking on the same point of order, Sir. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): There were remarks made, but I do not 

think the point of order had been raised. In regards to the latter 

point of ordersthe hon. Leader of the Opposition has indicated he 

has wandered. This was clear Itthink, and I was about to intervene. 

In regard to time I estimate he has about a half a minute left. 

The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. ROBERTS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

I present them with whole-hearted support. 

I present the petitions, 

I would ask that they 

be received by the House and referred in the appropriate way to the 

department to which they relate, and I do hope, Sir, we get on to 
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Hr . Roberts: 

the Mines and Energy estimates today so: that we can debate these 

matters as I think they should be debated . Thank you very much , 

Sir . 

S OME HON . }1EMBERS: Hear, hear ! 

MR . SPEAKER (DR. CODLINS): The hon . Minister of Health . 

RON. H. COLLINS: Mr . Speaker, I have not found the occasion 

yet to rise and suppor t the petitions which have been presented from 

day to day because there have been a lot of people doing that. I 

must say, Mr . Speaker , that it r eminds me of our days when we were 

quite young down on the landwash,when the tide went out,with our 

bottles trying to ca tch tansies , one fellow would s ing out that he 

had ten tansies, another ~ellow wou~lll sing out that he had fifteen 

tansies , and someone else would yell out down in the corner of the 

cove , I got fifteen , and I got a great big fatter one. Ray Guy used 

to call it , "The out harbour delights, arsing around down in t he landwash." 

I wonder 1~hat he would call this? 
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OBAL QUESTIONS: 

.JIR . SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The hon. member for LaPoile. 

}m. NEARY: Yr. Speaker, I would like for the Minister of Justice 

to tell the House how many Rem• constables are in Churchill Falls 

at the present time. 

~Ut. SPEAKER (nr. Collins): The hon. Minister of Justice. 

~-rn.. HICK,'!IIN: Fifty-one. 

HR. NEAP.Y: I cid not hear that answer, Mr. Speaker. 

1·'!'. HIOO~AN: Fifty-one. 

!!? • NEARY: Fifty-one. 

PD . ROBERTS: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

~'!'. :.T'r.lll:Ert (Dr. Collins): The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

t'R. ROTlERTS: ~ ~y - question is supplementary to the one asked by 

IB-1 

the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) but I would address it to the 

finister of Yanpower. Sir, let me preface it without a preface by 

saying nobody condones violence no matter what the cause. Could 

the minister, Sir, tell the House exactly what has happened at 

Churchill Falls and exactly where the matter stands? I know everybody 

in the Province is concernerl and anxious about the situation,and 

of course all we know are the fragmentary or incomplete news reports. 

I think the media are doing their best to cover it but by its very 

nature it is a difficult story to obtain and to cover. r.ould the 

minister please tell the House exactly what lias happened and what 

is happening at Churchill Falls? 

~T.. SPEAY~R (nr. Collins): The hon. ~!inister of Y..anpower and Industrial 

Relations. 

MR. liAYNARD: ~!r. Speaker, there is a two part answer to that question. 

As to what is happenlng in the negotiations at this point :In time, 

there is no movement in the negotiations for settlement of the dispute. 

As to what is happening with any other action at Churchill Falls,! 

would think that would be more appropriate for my colleague, the 

t~in:!.ster of Justice,or my colleague, the Minister of Mines and Energy, 

to answer that question. 
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I'lL NEARY : !.'r . Speaker, a supplementary to the ~!inister o( 

!lines and 3nergy. 

:T. . r:.OBEr.TS : My question was re-directed. 

J!R. SPf./1~" (l'r . Collins): TI1e hon . •:inister of ''ines and energy . 

1:1' . CPOSBIE: 1n reference to the question of the T.eader of the 

C'pposHion , "'-hac has happened in Churchill Falls yesterday, 'lr. 

Spe11ker , is certCJinly not 11 very pleasant situation . There has 

heen a great <ll':gree of l;mlessness, 
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MR. CROSBIE: and, of course, we can only go by reports from 

the site, but apparently yesterday morning there were some sixty 

·to seventy people who were on strike on the picket line when the 

~ager of the site accompanied by the controller drove to the 

site to go into the generating plant. Theyrushea their car- 

MR. ROBERTS: Who are I they I? 

MR. CROSBIE: The sixty or seventy men involved rushed the car. 

They locked their doors. The men involved then gathered around 

the car, they rocked the car, slashed the tires, kicked in the 

headlights,and spent some time tipping the car around, Luckily 

they had a radio-telephone device with them and were able to get 

the R.C.M.P. who came.and the people causing the difficulty then 

dispersed. After the tires were changed they were escorted back 

to the headquarters, the temporary headquarters of -

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. CROSBIE: 

MR, ROBERTS: 

MR. CROSBIE: 

They being? 

Mr. Burlington and -

The management people. 

Right. They were escorted back to the temporary 

headquarters that they have in Churchill Falls while the strike 

is on, which is a trailer, I believe, in the town centre- same 

where there is a large trailer. They were escorted back to this 

headquarters, to the management's headquarters. The fifty or 

sixty or seventy people involved in these activities then went 

and surrounded the headquarters,shouting threats and the usual 

kind of thing that gets shouted, I presume. They threw snowballs 

at the headquarters, they tore out the telephone line that enters 

the headquarters building, they slashed tires on cars parked in 

front of the building. Then after a while they left, they 

seemed to disperse from that scene. Soae of the occupants then, 

some of the management occupants of the headquarters went out to 

replace the tires on the cars. While they were out there so 

engaged the fifty or sixty or seventy men came back and jostled 

them and gave them, generally, a bad time, So they went back 

into the headquarters again~and the building was then again 
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MR. CROSBIE: surrounded. Every window in the buidling was 

smashed out by those surrounding it. 

MR. ROBERTS: Which building? 

MR. CROSBIE : The headquarters building, the trail~r that I 

have mentioned. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: This is the temporary headquarters? 

MR. CROSBIE: The temporary headquarters of the company's 

management. The telephone lines were torn out the second time -

they had been replaced in the interim whiie the picketeers,or 

who~ver they are,wer~ gon~. As I say, every window in the 

trailer was broken out and th~n rocks and snowballs and the like 

were thrown in through the broken windows. Twice the headquarters 

was rushed,but they managed to keep the doors shut from inside. 

There were R.C .M.P. on the scene but not in sufficient numbers 

to take any action. Their advice to the management personnel 

was that they could not interfer,they did not dare- not that 

they did not dare to interfer -

MR . ROBERTS: 

MR. CROSBIE: 

MR. HICKMAN: 

MR . CROSBIE: 

Not that they could not interfer . 

That they would not be wise or would not be -

They did not have enough men. 

There were not enough men there to handle the 

situation,so that if they attempted to interfer this would only 

result in a much worse situation, so their advice to them was to 

stay inside, This continued on during the day. During the 

afternoon there were - and by the way, the tires were slashed 

again and ~he cars were damaged - during the afternoon five more 

R.C.M.P. officers arrived at Churchill Falls and the R.C.M.P. 

then told them - I think that made a total of about fifteen there -

that they felt it would be safe then to escort them out ffv;~ at 

a time. They were escorted out five at a time and taken to their -

MR. SMALL.WOOD: The management personnel were escorted out? 

MR. CROSBIE : Yes, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SMALLWOOD : From the temporary office? 

MR. CROSBIE: From the temporary trailer. 
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MR., ROBERTS : They were under siege, were they? 

MR. CROSBIE: Well they had been under siege for most of the 

day, and instructed to stay inside.it was not safe for them to 

come out. They were escorted out then five at a time by the 

R.C.M.P. who escorted them to their homes. I think there were 

some twenty ~f them in this headquarters trailer. 

The shift that was in the plant, the shift of 

supervisors who were in the plant on the night shift could not 

get out in the morning. The morning shift could not get in 

because of these activities so they stayed inside the plant. 

So as I say, around five o'clock or five-thirty they got home. 

Then that evening some sixty or seventy strikers and some of 

their wives - apparently their women - also marched through the 

town. They overturned garbage cans -

MR. ROBERTS: That evening was last night? 

MR. CROSBIE: Last night, yes. They overturned garbage cans, 

they damaged some skidoos, did other damage to cars, they marched 

through the residential area where they - for example, in 

connection with the financial controller - they beat on his garage 

and made themselves generally a nusiance outside with threats and 

the like. They marked •scab' on his car, and this kind of activity. 

That was done to many more houses of management representatives. 
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J'" P,OTif.P.TS: Were they company cars? Did the company own them? 

!m. CROSBIE: I am not sure who owns the cars. I guess they are both. 

Garbage was thrown around on all those locations. Skis outside 

,,,ere taken and destroyed, th:ls kine\ of activity. This went on 

until around 10:00 P.M. in the evening when it quietened down. 

I think at one o 1 clock this morning the UCMP reinforcements arrived 

in there~and as my han. colleague says there are now fifty-one 

in on the site there and I think things are quiet there this morning. 

There have been several statements made by the union 

representatives, ~·r. Speaker, ~vhich I am informed by the company 

are not correct. It is not true that a striker on a skidoo was 

struck by a co~pany car yesterday Dr the day before. There was an 

incident where a striker on a skidoo going along on his skidoo 

turned the vehicle over on his own. He was not struck by any other 

vehicle. He was found by t!te security people and taken in an ambulance 

to the hospltal facilities there where he made an accusation that 

a company vehicle had struck his skidoo and injured him. This is 

confirmed by the RC!"P that there is absolutely no truth to that. 

So that is not the cause -

I:P. S~~ALL\o!OOD: How do they know there is no truth? 

''lL CROSBIE: They investigated and -

~'ll • S~'ALL HOOD: Any investigation, hmv c0uld they know? You 

cannot always prove a thing oid not happen. 

~~-· CROSBIE: The thing did not happen. l-litnesses saw it. There were 

witnesses and they -

SO}IE RON • }IF.'Ml!ERS : Oh, oh! 

t'R. !YELLS: There was no evidence to suggest that it dicl. 

~.- CPOSJ\IE: 'lr. Speaker, the point is that there is no evidence to 

suggest that this skidoo with a man 0n it ~laS struck by a car,~vhether 

company or otherwise. 
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"'R. SMAI..Lh'OOD: lie said it. Now he said it. 

MR. CROSBIE: Right. 

'lR. S~!ALLHOOD: Well that is evidence. 

MR. CROSBIE: And there was contrary evidence that he was not struck 

~y anyone, he overturned the skidoo himself. That is not the cause 

of any c:1ifficulty or trouble at the site. 

It is also not true, ~r. Speaker, that there are any scabs 

so-called working,operating the plant at Churchill Falls. Anyone 

who is working operating the plant is a member of management and 

not a member of the bargaining unit nor anyone doing work of the 

bargainine unit. They are all supervisors or management personnel. 

There is only one man who arrived in there since the strike started 

1~ho was not there before, and that was a gentleman hired from Ontario 

Jlydro, a line superintendent who was hired before the strike began 

and arrived there after the strike began. I think there may be 

four other. people from Montreal who are helping to operate the airport. 

There 1vas another incident involving a company employee who 

Has C'ln a skidoo and who was a::;saulted while on the skidoo going about 

h:l s work checking transmission lines, whatever the work is. In any 

event, ~•r. Speaker, that is -

MR. NEA,RY: 

~"!'. CROSBIE: 

Hell, a company employee, a striker? 

Not a str.iker, a non-striker0 you know, who ls still 

working for the company, 1'ho "-'RS on a skidoo and was assaulted 

yesterc:1ay. 

So this is \~hat is reported as being a general state of 

affa]rs at the site yesterday, ~:r. Speaker, y,·hich is most serious. 

Now the situation with respect to law and order and what is legal 

anc:1 proper is one issue. I do not think that any members of this 

han. House 1dll disagree that the law must be maintained and the 

public security ancl property have to be -

sm'E noN. ~'Evnr::n.s: Hear, hear! 

><T> • • CROSili:C: -have to be protected,and that is most important. That 
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:')' . CROSBIE: 

applies whether there is a strike or a colleccjvc bar~;aining dispute 

on or not. Of course ~11 merbers of the Uousc 1 am sure ~int~in 

that positi~n . ~o the first requirement is for la~ and or der to 

\Je maintained . Tltc actions 1~hich 1 have mentioned of course are 

certainly Ulegal, and action wHl be taken in that connection. 

1\s Car as the cl ispute het1~een the employer, CFLCo is 

concerned, al'ld t'te IBE\'l who are there on strike, negotiations 

"'ere held in f.t . Jc:>lm ' s here about ten days ago over a 1:.11'0 or 

three or four clay perio<l . t\ll issues have been agreed except 

I.'Hh respect t o the question Clf pay and I think vacations. The 

cor.tpnny rJade 2 nee offer in t hat connection, And it was taken back 

by the union rep::csentatives to their l"embership ~:ho votec' not 

to vote on the matter at all but to continue "dth t heir clemand 

t h:tt the recommendations of the majority in t he Conciliation lloard 

'teport should be implemented. t:o1~ that is the situation, ~'r. Speaker. 

'~e all knnlo.' lo.'hat the legal position is, that the employees are 

entitled to go on strike , to net collectively ond 1dthdr1.1w t heir 

labour . They are entitled tO picket . There is an injunction 

issued by the Suprer.te Court on February 16 'Which provides that 

there should be no more than (our pickets at the entrace to the 

company site, to the cenerating station . 

Of course , aport from the injunction there are the ordinary 

laws and rules that apply ~tnd which forbid this l:ind of Activity . 

So as a 
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Mr. Crosbie;· 

result of the request;as I understand it,of the man on the spot, 

the Minister of Justice arranged for more RCMP to be sent in to 

the site yesterday and last night. He was requested to do that 

and arranged it and it was certainly necessary, and as far as I know 

today matters are quieter. So, Mr. Speaker, there are two situations. 

One is with the collective bargaining dispute, which as long as 

we permit strikes in this Province or in this country, there is no 

way of prohibiting it or stopping it or forcing it to be stopped 

unless some extraordinary circumstances occur that might dictate 

that. But, Mr. Speaker, I think, on behalf of the government I certainly 

believe it should be made clear that no government can permit this 

lind of activity no matter in what circumstances do occur in this Province, 

and this government does not intend to permit it to occur, and I am 

sure that the Minister of Justice will see that enough RCMP patrolmen 

remain there --as long as they are needed until this very unfortunate 

situation cools down or the situation corrects itself. But I am told 

by the people involved that it was a day and a night of terror in at 

Churchill Falls,and that cannot be permitted. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS :Hear , hear! 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary question, Sir, to the 

Minister of Manpower and Industrial Relations. In view of the 

serious situation at Churchill Falls, the deterioration of the situation 

which will probably be further provoked by a statement just made 

by the Minister of Mines and Energy, would the Minister of :Hanpower 

now tell this House if he is going to grant -

MR. CROSBIE: Point of order. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins) : Order • please. Point of order. 

MR. CROSBIE: Mr. Speaker, that question is quite improper. It is 

not a question. Those remarks and the remarks just made about the 

stao.ment I have made are not in order, and it should be ruled out 

of order,and in addition to which it ii inflamm&~ory. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, my question is to the Minister of Manpower. 
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1-!R. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins) : Order, please! 

HR. WELLS: ~1r. Speaker, there is a point of order before the Chair. 

HR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): Order, please! 

Standing Order 31, section(c): "In putting any oral 

questions, no argument or opinion is to be offered nor any facts 

stated except so far as may be necessary to explain the same " - and 

so on. 

I would rule that the han. member for LaPoile (l!r. Neary) 

had exceeded the limits of our rules, and I would request and order 

that he withdraw the remark that offended. 

The han. member for LaPoile. 

MR. ·NEARY: The re:nark was unparliamentary, is that what Your Honour 

is sayinr? 

HR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): Outside the Standing Orders which states 

that no argument or poinioL is to be offered. 

HR. NEARY: Sir, if I did not conform with the Standing Orders 

I accede to Your Honour's request and withdraw it. 

I want to direct a question to the Hinister of Manpower. 

In view of the fact that the union have asked on a number of occasion 

for an industrial enquiry into the whole industrial dispute at Churchill 

Falls, does the minister now think that the time is ripe to grant the 

union's request and to set up an industrial enquiry,the same as had been 

done in St. Lawrence, Buchans and in other industrial disputes in Newfoundland 

and Labrador? 

HR. NAYNARD: Hr. Speaker, I will answer the question in the same manner 

as I have answered it a couple of times previously. When I believe 

that the time is appropriate for an industrial enquiry into the Churchill 

Falls dispute or any other dispute . 

}ffi. NEARY: Are you going to wait until the army has to be called in? 

HR. MAYNARD: I will make the decision, and not the han. member for 

LaPoile (Mr. Neary), or anyone else on the other side of the House. 

SQ}lE HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. NEARY: Do not be so arrogant! 
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MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The han. member for Windaer- Buchana. 

MR. FLIGHT: Mr. Speaker, will the Minister of Manpower -or the 

Minister of Energy concede that we have got the same situation, 

identical to the situation that was indeed in Buchans leas 

than three years ago, and that situation became violent? Indeed 

violence was allowed. It was allowed by this administration. 

A company official ran down an employee. That sparked some of the 

worst violence that that town had ever seen. It sparked the sacking 

of the company general office, and there would have been complete 

violence except for the fact that then,and only then did the gove~ntt 

see fit to appoint an industrial enquiry, and that cooled the situation • 

Can we not learn by mistakes~ because it happened? 

MR. LUNllRIGAN: Point of order, Your Honour. This is a very, very 

serious situation, and because of that I would like to suggest in the 

way of a point of order that members confine themselves to the rules. 

In this case the han. member is asking a minister for an opinion, 

which is totally contrary to the rules as expressed in Beauchesne, 

and I would like for that kind of -

MR. ROBERTS: The citation? 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: - you can read it in Beauchesne - that that rule be enforced 

Your Honour. 
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HR. FLIGHT: To that point of order, Hr. Speaker. 

I understood the Speaker to say that in addressing 

a question to the minister that one would have to stay within the 

realm of rel:evancy,except for making clear what he was referring 

to. And certainly we have two precedents. We have Burgee, and all 

within this past four years, and I am very familiar with it and 

the members in this House are very familiar, and the Minister of Nanpmver 

is very familiar with the situation at Buchans. And this government of the 

day . catef.orically refused to get involved until such time as Buchans 

went through one of the worst nights, and we have the same thing in 

Churchill Falls richt now. 

HR. SPlli\KER (Dr . Collins): Order, please! 

HR. WELLS: Point of order, Hr. Speaker . 

HR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): Order, please! 

Hay I rule on the point of order that was 

raised. In putting a question certain explanatory remarks may be 

made,but then should be followed up by a question within the rules 

provided in our Standing Orders. I did not understand that having 

listened to the preamble that a question had been put by the hon: member 

for Windsor- Buch2.ns (Mr. Flig~t), and I would ask him, therefore, 

if I misunderstood him, would he repeat the question, just the question. 

We have the preamble, and I am sure hon. members have it in mind. What 

was the question that he wished to put? 

HR. FLIGHT: The question is, Hr. Speaker, in the process of making his mind up 

as to whether or not the minister will appoint an industrial enquiry 

to look into the situation in Churchill Falls, will he follow the precedents of the 

Buchans' situation two years ago to use that as an example? 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): Order, please! 

Has the hon. member finished putting the question? 

MR. FLIGHT: No, I am afraid the minister has not got the question. 

I am going to rephrase it again. Will the hon. minister in making his 

decision as to whether or not he will appoint an industrial inquiry into 
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Hr. Flight. 

the situation at Churchill Falls, will the incidenetin Buchans three 

years ago have any bearing on his making his mind up to indeed appoint 

an industrial enquiry? 

MR. WELLS: A point of order on that question,now that it has 

become clear what the question is, Mr. Speaker. 

~ffi. SPEAKER (Ur. Collins): The hon. House Leader. 

MR.. WELLS: The hon. minister has said that he will decide 1and 

it will be a .miniaterial ded,sion, when and if an industrial enquiry 

will be made, And I think it must be presumed that when the minister 

makes up his mind, whatever it is, that he will take everything 

relevant into consideration. So that he cannot be asked at this stage, 

Mr. Speaker, hypothetical questions as to what he might or ·might not take 

into consideration in making up his mind. Obviously he will take 

everything that is relevant into consideration. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): Order, please! 

I am prepared to rule at this point that the 

question was hypothetical by its very nature and that it is, therefore, 

out of order. 

The hon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I ask the minister, Sir, 

what criteria -at what point will the minister enter into the dispute 

to appoint an industrial enquiry? What criteria? What ground rules? 

On what will he base his decision? Can the minister give me an 

answer to that question? What will cause the ~nister to make up his 

mind? 

MR. CROSBIE: Mr. Speaker, on a point of order. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): A point of order has been raised. 

MR. CROSBIE: That question is not in order. It is a question 

that is asking what advice the minister proposes to give the Crown, and 

what factors will be involved in it - page 148 of Beauchesne. 
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MR. NEARY: That is precisely what I am asking, Sir. What will cause 

the minister to make up his mind? 

11R. WELLS: ae is out of order. 

HR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): Order, please! 

The question is out of order. 

The hon. member for Trinity - Bay de Verde. 

MR. ROWE: Hr. Speaker, could the hon. House Leader indicate 

when he is going to recommend the name of the committee on committees. 

I guess, which is the best phrase I can dig up for it, according 

to Standing Order 84 (a). I do not know if there is any need 

for me to read the Standing Order, but there is to be a committee 

appointed to name committees. 

MR.. l.JELLS : I have the names, }tr. Speaker. I propose to do that 

at the appropriate time tomorrow. 

HR. ROWE: Y..r. Speaker -

}IR . SPEAKEP. (Dr . Collins) : A supplementary? 

IIR. ROWE: No, it is not a supplementary. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The hon . member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the Minister of Justice 

if he has been invited to enter into the investigation in connection 

with the Winter Carnival at Memorial University,or the investigation that 

is going on within the Students' Union? 

HR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The hon. Minister of Justice. 

}!R. HICF;MAN: Mr. Speaker, I thought I saw in the paper a statement 

attributed to a gentleman who is an office holder in the Students' Union 

saying that he was going to turn it over to the CID. 
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If he rlid the normal course lvould he followed,that they would investigate 

and then report the results of their investigation to a Crown prosecutor. 

But there has heen no formal request made of me 1 or informRl for that matter. 

~m. SPEAKER : 

1!11.. 1'. RO\oTJ'.: 

The hon. member for Trinity-Bay de Verde. 

~!r. Speaker, I do not know - I think this may he a question 

for the ~1inister of Provincial Affairs and the Environment. If not he could 

refer it to another minister. And if it comes under federal jurisdiction 

I would as\: the minister if he would be kind enough to make representation 

to the appropri~te agency. Rut, Sir, in view of the fact that there are 

a number of cars heinR sold on the market now that require unleaded 

r,asoline only,can the minister f~;ive any indication to the number of 

~as stations throughout the Province that do not have tanks with 

unleaded gas? Because it has come to my attention that there are a 

number of communities that have gas stations which have tanks which 

have only leaded pasoline. This ~oses a problem to the consumer because 

he has to have the catalyzer cleaned or removed every so often in his 

cars. 

l!R. l-mrJ'llY: I really do not know. I have not had any representation 

from any districts or any parts of the Province with regard to the 

unavailability. llut if the hon. member has any indication I would like 

to have it. If not I will question the Consumer Affairs Bureau tomorrow and 

find out what the story is. 

}~. SPRAKPR: The hon. member for Carbonear. 

rlR. R. I!OORES: A question for the hon. the Minister of Forestry and 

Agriculture. A number of years ago there was a community pasture opened 

in Victoria, Carhonear. vfuat now is the status of that community pasture 

on t'J.e basis of productivity? 

~m.. SFFAKI' F. : The bon. Minister of Forestry and Agriculture. 

JlON. J • ROUS SE'AU : I presume the hon. member is referring to the pasture 

at Swansea in r.abonear. That pasture, Mr. Speaker, was begun, I think, in 

1973. ·Working on it for a couple of years, I think they have about 

1,20~ acres now that have been fenced and about 225, 250 acres cleared. 

On t hat 225 or 250 acres that are cleared we will have it opened this year. 

ActualJy it has taken that long to fence the 1,200 acres and to clear the 

225 Hhie~ a lloHs of course for future expansion. We anticipate there 
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~·•ill he 16'1 to 180 animal units ab] e to he accommodated this season. 

For the information of the House an animal unit is one mRture c.ow or 

seven grazing sheep. So 16n to 188 units, consisting of either 160 

or 180 mature cows of the equivalent of seven sheep for every cow. 

t.ffi. SPEAKER : A supplementary. 

MR. f. ROWE: Am I c.orrec.t, Hr. Speaker, in saying that horses are 

not allowec1. in that Swansea c.orrnnunity pasture? In view of the fact, 

if the answer is yes, is the minister planning to do anything in·terms 

of setting up a community pasture in that area that would accommodate 

the great herds of horses roaming around through private property and 

through communities, particularly during the summer months imposing 

prohlems to these communities? 

~m. •nLLS: On a point of order, ~r. Speaker. 

liJ\, Sl'F'.AKF.R: A point of order. 

MR. HELLS: I refer, Your Honour, to Standing Order (3l)a saying 

"Mr. Speaker sriall disallow any question which he does not consider 

urgent or of pu~]ic. importance provided also that if in t~e opinion 

of the minister to whom a question is addressed it requires a lensthy 

answer.u This, I am sure, is very important but it is not of urgent 

public. importRnc.e today that the question of the horses be dealt with. 

'111e hon. member might like to put it on the Order Paper for answer at 

a future date. 

"!R. ROWE: To that point of order, Mr. Speaker. I think it is very 

urgent in vie~J of the fact that there have been people killed driving 

their vehicles along the highway and ploughing into a horse up the 

Trinity side, the South side of Trinity Bay and on the North side of 

the Conception Eay Highway. So I think it is of utmost urgency and it 

requires a very quick answer if the minister is giving anv consideration 

to getting some sort of an area to house or herd or enclose horses. 

MR. • S'J'EAKEF.: Order, p]ease! Order, please! 

MR. R. M00RJi:S: ~r. Speaker, to that point of order. It is unfortunate 

that the Government House T.eader would have to bring up this matter right 

now of public urgency. After all the questions that have been asked in 

this House that I refer to as nonsense questions, it is unfortunate that 
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HR. "R. MOOP.ES: 

he has to bring up this ruling right nm~. I would also like to say 

that Hho determines "hat is of public urgency, this House or the 

people of Victoria? The question was asked of me by a number of 

councillors in the community of Victoria. Now I consider their 

urgency to he of more importance that the hon. House Leaderts. 
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MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): Order, please! 

The han. House Leader is, of course, quite right 

in stating the rule, and it is the prerogative of the Speaker to 

disallow questions that are not of public urgency or of public 

importance. I do not recollect any questions have been asked 

that have fallen outside that definition. I do not think that 

the Rouse can recognize that foolish questions or frivolous 

questions have been allowed to be put here, and have been answered . 

This has not been the case. Attthe present time the question 

put as a supplementary falls within the scope of the Question Period, 

and is consistent with the questions that have been placed in the 

past, none of which,I would reiterate,have been foolish or frivolous 

nor have they been ruled so. 

The hon. member for Trinity - Bay de Verde. 

MR. ROWE: Just as another point of order since the question 

has been ruled in order, the supplementary question, I was wondering 

if the minister has an answer7 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The hon. Minister of Forestry and 

Agriculture. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: The community pasture of Swansea, Carbonear 

is meant for the north side only of Conception Bay at this point 

in time. That was the original intention of it. Until it is filled 

up there, we are not looking at the growth of any more pastures in 

the Province at this point in time except to enlarge existing 

ones. Now, you know, the opening, of course, we will look at it, 

but at present I do not know whether the horses are antic~pated 

to be housed or not, but certainly our first desire would be to have 

the cows, the mature cows and sheep or grazing animals of that nature 

there. 

MR·. SPEAKER: A further supplementary - the bon. member for Trinity -

Bay de Verde. 

MR. ROWE: Mr. Speaker, a further supplementary. This may sound 

unimportant to some members but, Sir, did the minister say that 

this Swan~ea community pasture is for the north side of Conception 
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Bay only? Because if he did there has been a letter forwarded to 

the Heart's Content Town Council saying that that particular 

community pasture is for the use of the whole peninsula there, 

the Trinity Bay side. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: I will take notice of that and clear it up. 

Primarily,I know it was primarily for the north side. I will 

take notice and give it to you tomorrow. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): I ~vill permit two more questions. 

The han. member for Conception Bay South. 

HR. >WLA!i: A question for the Minister of Transportation 

and Communications. In view of the fact that the deadline for 

licence plates, I think, has just about expired, I wonder if the 

minister can tell us how the year has gone in terms of numbers of 

vehicles for pleasure driving, if you like, and commercial 

vehicles? And also I ask the question in view of the fact that 

I understand that a number of companies that normally,with trucks 

and so on that they have,have not been licencing this year as yet 

in view of the fact of construction being uncertain and so on, 

I am wondering if the minister can provide any information on this 

to the !louse, please? 

NR. SPEAKER (D:r. Collins): The hon . Minister of Transportation and 

r.omrnunications. 

HR. HORGAN: Yes, Xr. Speaker. I was informed only today by 

my Registrar of :'6tor Vehicles that up until yesterday afternoon 

that a total of 140,000 vehicles had been registered, and last 

year the total number of vehicles registered was 193,000, which 

means now there are approximately 53,000 or 54,000 vehicles to be 

registered. Most of these vehicles, I assume, and we are assuming, 
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are vehicles of a nature of camper-trailers and family trailer 

type vehicles which are not normally registered at this time of 

the year, and also constructio.n equiplllent, and trucks and boat 

trailers and that type of vehicle. So that is the situation to 

date. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The bon. member for LaPoile. 

MR .• NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the Mini.s·ter 

of Forestry and Agriculture, Sir, if he has received :in the 

last twelve 1110nths a report by a private d.etective, a report 

that was done by a private detective in collnection with pilferage 

and theft at the Newfoundl.and Farni l'roducts Corporation? 

MR •. SPEAKER (Dr. Col.lins): The hon. Minister of Forestry and 

Agriculture. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: ~r. Speaker, I have not beea in the department 

for the 'past twelve months so I will have to take the question 

as notice. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Colli!lS): The Question Period has expired,. 
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On motion that the House resolve itself into Committee 

of Supply, Mr. Speaker left the Chair. 

COMI-IITTEE OF SUPPLY 

MR. CHAIRHAN: (Mr. Young) Order, please! 

The hen. Member for LaPoile. 

HR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, when the Committee last met, Sir, we 

had dwelt for some time on the Department of Justice and the administration 

of Justice in this Province, and I had presented some factual evidence 

in this bon. House,in accordance with the rules of the House. I 

presented this evidence uninterrupted, without any points of order 

being raised, presented some evidence, Sir, of some pretty serious 

things that 1~ere going on in this Province. Whether they were legal 

or illegal,is not for me to say. 

In response, Sir, to the factual information that I 

provided to the House three hen. gentlemen to the han. Premier's 

right, the ~1inister without Portfolio, the Government House Leader; 

the Hinister of Nines and Energy, the Minister of Justice resorted 

in typical fashion to the personal attack. They tried to undermine 

my factual information that I had presented to the House by trying 

to hit at me personally, by trying to undermine my credibility. 

Fortunately, Hr. Chairman, fortunately they failed. And I want to 

tell the !louse now that I am not going to be intimidated. I am 

not going to get involved in any personalities or muckraking. If 

thP. hon. e;entlemen persist to counter debate by lowering the 

decorum of this House to the personal attack, I will try, Sir, to 

resist as long as I can, but if they keep insisting, Mr. Chairman, I 

may have, I may be forced to get down in the muck and roll with them, 

a~d if it comes down to that, Sir, if it comes down to personalities 

and muckraking I can do my share of that too. 

But at this particular -

MR. HICKMAN: Would would do that? 

HR. NEARY: The hen. member has not felt the brunt of the attack 

at all. 
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MR.. HICKMAN: No, and I am not going to! 

MR . NEARY: What I am going to do, Mr. Chairman, in this particular 

case is turn the other cheek, because I know wherein I speak that 

the evidence that I put forward to this lion. House was factual 

evidence. There were no personalities involved. I gave names 

of companies, individual owners of these companies, If ; I did not 

give the names of the companies the Minister of Justice, the Minister 

of Mines and Energy and the member for Kilbride (Mr. Wells), the 

Minister without Portfolio,would be the first to stand in this 

House and say, "Name names",I have had that flung at me before so 

I named names,and then they tried to twist it around the other way. 

Well, Sir, I have laid out my case, and I make no apologies 

to any member in this House. And I certainly will not be scared off 

or back away from anythi;1g that I said within the rules of the House. 

Your Honour will remember that not once during my whole speech was 

I interrupted on a point of order, or a point of privilege or anything 

else. And there is nobody going to scare me now, because, Mr. Chairman, 

I want to report to this House now,- and I am just going to deal briefly 

with this matter, I will deal with it again later on toda~~ I want 

to report, Sir, since I made these statements, since I made these 

disclosures and these revelations that my telephone has not stopped 

night or day in the last twenty-four hours, From lawyers! 
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Mr. Chairman, do you realize - and as I said in this 

hun. House, there are respectable law firms and mortgage 

companies and lending companies. They are trying to do an 

honest job, and they want to see this thing cleaned up 0 

I had calls from two lawyers, and they told me I could use 

their names in this House. I am not going to at this point but 

I will maybe later on. They gave me authority to use their 

names. And 1 have had calls from managers of finance companies 

and mortgage companies and lending companies who are researching 

for me, who are going to provide me with documentation and who 

are satisfied to let me use their names, if the House will only 

agree to set up a royal commission to look into this whole matter. 

And there it is, Sir. I cannot be any fairer than that. I have 

laid out my case. I think I have made a good case. The public 

lnterest has been aroused, and the only thing that I can say, Sir, 

is that anybody who cannot stand the heat, then they better get out 

of the kitchen. 

Hr. Clvtirman, the Hinister of JUstice, Sir, in re;1lying 

before I get off that, }!r. Chairman, before I get off this matter of 

personalities; you know, I would not mind it so bad if I had not 

sat in this hon. House when I heard the mother of an hon. gentlemen 

in this House,her name raked in on the floor of this House for 

a paultry $50 a month rent she was collecting for a little bungalow 

downtotm. I did not hear the Hinister of Justice or the Minister 

tdthout Portfolio -

~fR. HELLS: The Hinister without Portfolio was not in the !louse. 

~m. NEARY: ~<o, not in the House at the time, but that did not 

matter the other day about all the precedents that we have from 

the hon. gentleman's colleagues. And what about the leases that my 
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hon. friend from St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) was so hepped 

up on when names were dragged out in this hon. House 1almost 

put these people to the brink of a nervous breakdown? That 

is perfectly all right. There is ncthing wrong with that. As 

long you do not touch the establishment, those who hold the 

power, 11ho hold Newfoundland in the palm of their hands, as 

long as you do not touch them, they are the untouchables, you are all tight. 

Well, Sir, I can tell the hon. House right now 

that if I am any judge of the repercussions, the case I laid 

out in this ho:~. House the other day, that the people of this 

Province want a royal commission, and we would be doing a 

disservice, and my hon. friend's who lowered the debate to the 

personality att'ack would be doing their profession a dishonour 

if they, themselves, do not join with me in asking for this 

royal commission. Not to go on a witch hunt, Sir, not to put 

anybody in jail! Before you can bring legislation into this 

House, Hr. Chairman, you have to identify the problem, and at 

the moment we do not know what the problem is. I got a pretty 

fair idea, but the case I laid out in the House the other day 

is just the tip of the iceberg. The problem has to be identified, 

and the only way, Sir, it can be identified is through a royal 

commission. Andthen draft legislation to plug the loopholes, 

and to make recommendations, and above all, Mr. Chairman, to 

make restitution, to give refunds and rebates to all those 

people, these p9or innocent victims who are trying to get a home 

for themselves, to give all these people refunds, rebates. Anyway 

I will deal with that later on again this afternoon, but I want to 

get bac.k to the Min1ster of Justice again, Sir. I have got another 

beef with the Minister of that department, and another reason why I am 

questioning the administration of justice in this Province. 
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Mr. Chairman, two years ago in this hon. House 

the Auditor General's Report, 1974-1975 -and I hope I got 

it with me - -.ms tabled in this han. House. In that report, 

the Auditor General's Report, Hr. Chairman, page twenty-five, 

headed , 
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Department of Fisheries, the Auditor General made a very, very 

strong recommendation - the Department of Fisheries, Item 64 -

quo-ting directly from the report, Sir, "Fishing gear bounties 

subdivision 14-04-03-01, a review of the procedures in effect 

during 1973-1974- remember the year now, 1973-1974- for the ,_ , 

processing of fishing gear bounty claims disclosed the following 

weaknesses; (1) suppliers original invoices covering purchases of 

fishing gear were not signed by fishermen as evidence that they 

had received the gear on which bounty was claimed. Ment:j.on of 

a similar situation was made in my report to the House of Assembly 

for the year ended the 31st. of March, 1972.11 So in the previous 

year - no,the previous two years before that-the Auditor General 

had brought to the attention of the government and of the House. 

11 (2) Verification forma returned to the Department of Fisheries by 

fishermen were signed, but the signatures were not witnessed as 

required; And (3) an examination of twenty claims disclosed that 

in the case of each of two claims the claimant signature on the 

application for bounty: form appeared to be different from the signature 

appearing on the verification form." Pretty serious charges these 

were, Sir, made by the only independent,! suppose, official of this 

House, the Auditor General, appointed by the House. 

"It is most important", he says, "that measures designed to 

detect and/or prevent payment of fraudulent bountyyclaims be strictly 

enforced by the Department of Fisheries, since it has been established" 

says the Auditor General, "through prosecution that payments totalling 

$98,425.00 have been made to claimants who filed fraudulent claims." 

Mr. Chairman, remember the dates,l972-1973; 1974-1975. The Auditor 

General drew to the attention of the government and 'of this han. 

House the fact that fishing gear bounty may have been paid out and 

was being paid out illegally. 

Mr. Chairman, a year ago the then Minister of Fisheries, 

the now Minister of Mines and Energy,made a statement in this hon. 

House that he thought that there was a little bit of fraud involved 

in assistance on the loss of fishing gear in this Province. And the 
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ever since has been trying to take the credit, Mr . Chairman, the 

minister has been trying to take the credit,for taking the initiative 

in this matter of what now is becoming the fishing gear scandal 

in this Province . The minister announced it in the House that he 

thought there were fraudulent claims, but the minister nt the time 

did nothing about it . Even though the Auditor General talked about 

it for four years , and it took a fire over at the Department of 

Fisheries, it took a fire, Sir, in order for the government to do 

anything about the situation. 

:1r. Chairman , in my opini on , before we allow Interim 

Supply to go through this hon . House it is incumbent upon the Minister 

of Justice to stand in his place in this hon. Bouse and tell us, give 

us an interim report on what is happening in connection with the 

investigation into fraudulent claims,into forgery or theft or anything 
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else that has gone on in the Department of Fisheries. It has 

been kept secret long enough. It has been hidden away in the 

closet now long enough, and it is time, Sir, that we brought 

it out in the light of day. Most of this money, Mr. Chairman, 

came from the Government of Canada, and that makes it all the 

more urgent, Sir, makes it all th~ more urgent _of why, 

Mr. Chairman, we should have an interim report from the Minister 

of Justice before we pass Interim Supply, especially the 

minister's salary. I am quite prepared here today, Sir, to 

allow most of these departments to go through without too many 

questions. Unless I get satisfactory answers from the Minister of 

Justice and his colleague who is sitting next to bim'as to why something 

was not done about this situation, I am going to move that their 

salaries not be paid, not be included in the Interim Supply, that 

we reduce the ministers' salaries to $1. The Minister of Mines 

and Energy, Sir, would be the first to stand in this hon. Rouse 

and accuse me 9or accuse my friend from Conception Bay South 

01r. Nolan) or accuse the member for Port de Graee (Mr. Dawe), 

or accuse the member for Lewisporte (Mr. White) of being inept, 

incompetent, negligent in his duty by allowing this sort of thing 

to go on. ~~ybe the minister was too preoccupied with kicking out 

BRINCO, wheeling and dealing on the linerboard mill and sni~fing 

around to see who sent Hansards down to Mr. Semonian,or whatever 

his name is, and I might tell the minister that I left this hon. House 

the other day, and the next day I went to the Editor of .Debates, and 

from what I can learn from the Editor of Debates, the requests for that 

speech that the bon. minister made last Fall, November, made it look 

like a bestseller, and most of the requests for the speech came from 

his own colleague. Is the minister aware of that? 

The next time before he starts pointing the finger of suspicion, 

he should do a little more careful investigating. I still have my copy. 

I went and asked for one, and I believe my friend from Conception Bay South 
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(Nr. Nolan) went and asked for one. I do not know how many more 

members on this side went and asked for them. I did. I make 

no apologies for it. That is my right. But, Sir, I will tell 

you I am concerned about the fact that the Ninister of Hines 

and Energy went up to the Editor of Debates, who is supposed to 

keep matters confidential between members and himself in this 

han. House, and bullied him into telling who came and asked 

for copies of that speech, used his strong arm tactics to bully 

it out of the Editor of Debates, and the Editor of Debates 

I would not embarrass the Editor of Debates or the Legislative 

Librarian by asking such embarrassing questions, and the minister 

should be ashamed of himself. The number of requests that went 

in were fantastic,so I understand. It made it look like a bestseller, 

and well it should. Even the Premier sent for a copy,I understand. 

I cquld be wrong. The Premier can deny it or confirm it. 

PREMIER MOORES: No! 

HR. NEARY: I am wrong. Well, Sir, my usual source of information 

at this particular time is wrong. But, Sir, the government members 

themselves went and asked for copies, because they could not believe 

it. And I can tell the hon. minister that down sitting in the 

cafeteria in this building, having a coffee, that I was told that 

thousands and thousands of copies of the minister's speech were 

sent :out to the national and international business world, the 

financial business world. I do not know if the minister was aware 

of that or not, but I was aware of it at the time, and I was very 

concerned about it, and I am just as concerned about the credit 

of this Province as the hon. minister. 

But, Hr. Chairman, in all fairness to the honest 

people in our fishing industry,and in fairness, Sir, to the federal government 
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~ to the tederal taxpaye~s from whom comes the financing of 

the Ge.ar Rep~cement Programme, the Minister of Justice. Sir. 

must immediately give this HoWJe detaile4 info:rilation in connection 

with .the fishing gear scandal that 
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was allet~ed to go on under tvro ministers -not the prsent minister, 

I am happy to say, my old friendr-the present Minister of Health and 

the present Minister of Mines and Energy. And I remember old Hully 

Hoy standing up in this hon. House and pouncing on the poor little 

1aember for Bell Island saying, ah he was inept, incompetent when he 

was in his Department of Social Services. \fuat about the millions 

that we heard about, the reports about that went out when the minister 

was head of that Department of Fisherie-s. \<as he incompetent. and 

inept and inefficient and negligent in his responsibilities? Or 

is it only the lower strata, the lower form of life, the non-lawye~s? 

Are thes·e the only ones who are incompetent and inept? I say, Sir, 

that minister should have been suspended by the Premier while this 

investigation was going on. Not that the minister himself did anythjng 

wrong! The only thing that he did wrong was that he was incompetent! 

And I am surprised in this particular case at the Minister of Mines 

and Energy, he does not usually goof like that. But in this particular 

case, Sir, he t~as negligent in his responsibilities as Minister of 

the Department of Fisheries. And he should have been suspended. 

And before he gets one red cent of salary under Interim Supply he 

will have to prove to me, Sir, that he was on top of this. 

The Auditor General 1972-1973, 1974-1975 brought it to 

the attention of the government and to the attention of the House, and 

then the minister tried to get up and claim credit. He was the first 

to discover it, he said. But it took a fire, Sir, over at thet 

department to bring it to light. This is a major investig~tion, Sir. 

It involves fantastic amounts of money,I am told. I am told it runs 

into the millions of dollars, and my pious sanctimonious friends from 

St. John's North (Mr. J. Carter) and St. John's East (Hr. Marshall) 

if they want to keepctheir in~egrity intact, they better shift their 

seats pretty quickly, because I am told this one could bring the 

government to its knees, bring down the government I am told. And, 

Hr. Chairman, for some reason or other I am getting the impression,and 

I ~ould be wrong, that the investigation is being slowed down, supressed 
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while the House is opened. That the government has no intention 

of allowing that report to come out while this House is opened. 

And they have no intention of l&y.ing the report upon the table 

of the House. The biggest scandal, Sir, to take place in the 

whole history of this Province, and probably in Canada. Aw the 

hon. Premier can look at me askance all he likes. 

PREMIER MOORES: What are you talking about? 

MR. NEARY: I am talking about the fishing gear scandal. 

The 'people of Newfoundland, Sir, want to know now what 

is being done about this investigation, and why it has all of the 

appearances of being slowed down. How many members of the fraud 

squad both CID and RCMP are involved in this investig~tion? How 

many accountants? And how many auditors are involved? Is it moving 

swiftly? Are the reports that are submitted to the Minister of 

Justice's office getting out of his office 1Uickly? 

MR. CHAIRMAN (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! Could I ask the 

Sergeant-at-Arms to see that the people in the corridors 

refrain· from talking, please. 

rlie bon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: Y.r. Chairman, it is time the whole matter was brought 

into the light of day, Sir, S!) that the people of this Province will 

know; Mr. Chairman, what vipers are nesting in our Provincial bosom. 

Mr. Chairman, the Minister of Mines and Energy,no doubt I 

will provoke him into getting up on his feet again in this debate. 

We will probably get interim supply passed before the day is over. 

There is no need of worrying about it. The government will be able 

to pay its bills and its salaries, and teachers and nurses. But 

this is the first chance, Sir, that we have had to get answers for 

these very urgent matters, these very urgent questions. And I do 

not think that we would spend a few hours in a better way, Sir, then 

trying to pry and drag and prod out of the Minister of Justice an 

interim report an what is being done about this great scandal. 
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I would strongly recommend, Sir, that the Minister of 

Justice present an interim report on this gigantic fishing industry 

scandal before we even get to this subhead, before we get to his 

salary. Because if I do not get satisfactory answers - and I do not 

care, Sir, how long we have to debate Interim Supply. I am satisfied 

to let all the other departments go through, boil it right down 

to the minister's salary and the Minister of Mines and Energy's salary, 

so that the civil servants can be paid. I am quite satisfied to do 

tl~t. But, Sir, the reports that are making the rounds outside of this 

hon. llouse are absolutely unbelievable, and they are widespread, and 

the •~hole thing seems to involve all levels of the 

provincial fishing industry. 

rtr. Chairman, I would submit that it is the responsibility 

of members on either side of ~bis hon. House to assure the people of 

this Province that this investigation is moving ahead quickly, that 

there are a battery of experienced men in both the RCMP and the 

Newfoundland Constabulary moving as s•viftly as they can to try and 

bring this thing to ahead as quickly as possible. I could be wrong, 

Sir. I have the feeling that the government are dragging their 

l1eels on this investigation, on this real stable full of manure, 

and the reason they are dragging their heels, Sir, in my opinion, 

is that they do not want the report to come out tvhile the House is 

sitting. They do not "ant the report, they do not want members on this 

side of the House clamoring and calling to have the report tabled 

in this ~on. House. But as I said a few moments ago, Sir, in all 

fairness to the taxpayers of Canada, of Newfoundland, and the Government 

of r.anada, tJho I understand is withholding now any further payments, 

that ~o~e level tvith these people and these agencies and these governments, 

and lay it on the line. 

The minister will get up - I know what he is going to 

say - look, I have heard him so often. He is the greatest master 

of procrnstination that I have met in this world. 

AN llOJI. 1 iEMilER: Hho? 

:LR. NEARY; The t-linister of Justice. 
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I rereember once tust prior to the police strike, the 

first police strike we ever had in Newfoundland, the Minister of 

Justice had the report locked up in his drawer, and the hon. 

Premier of the day, my good friend and colleague from Twillingate 

(Mr. Smallwood) was driving in around the bay· and heard the 

police were going on strike. And when he came he summoned all of 

us to the Cabinet room to find out, what is this , what is going 

on , what is this all about? They had made a submission, presented 

a brief to the government, and the Cabinet had not seen itt. It was 

locked up,so I am told,in the minister's desk. The next thing 

we knew we had a strike on our hand». And everyone in the Cabinet 

at that time knew what the cause of that strike was, what the 

reason was behind it. The minister will now get up and say, "Gh, 

we cannot give an interim report. We cannot say anything about 

an investigation. We cannot say .It could jeopardize the investigation~ 

That is what the minister will say. He will start pounding his breast 

and say,"As Ninister of Justice of this Province it would be irresponsible 

for me to say anything about an investigation that is being conducted 

by the police, because it could jeopardize the investigation, and 

that would be improper for a Minister of JUstice of this Province." 

I say, nonsense, hogwash, balderdash. I am asking the minister 

to assure this House , and we do not have that yet,, that this 

investigation is proceeding quickly; that the Minister of Jdatice 

assure the people of this Province and the people of Canada 
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that this investigation is not being suppressed. that this investigation 

is moving as quickly and as swiftly as possible. Give us a few 

more details that can assure us, tell us whether the report will be 

tabled in the House. Or does the minister just intend to take it 

do~m in his own department and scurtinize it and have these nine 

counsels that he boasted about yesterday in the House as being the 

improvements to justice in this Province~ he is going to have all 

these people peruse it down in his office by candlelight ,or are 

we going to drag it out in the open and put it on the table of the 

House? Hr. Chairman, it is public money, and the minister has no 

right to conceal any information in connection with this report. 

t1 r. Chairman, I do not think there is any doubt in any 

Net1foundlanrler's mind at the present time that public monies were 

spent on compensation for gear that was never lost, and gear was 

replaced, Sir, that was never delivered. And, J1r. Chairman, the 

action,as I said a fetv moments ago,that was taken by the government 

tvas not taken as a result of the initiative of any minister of the 

Crown, was taken as the result of a fire that occurred in the Fisheries 

Department and the CID and the fire commissioner went into investigate 

the fire and c!iscovered examples of embezzlement. That is how it 

came out in the open, othert~ise we would have never known about it. 

It would have been suppressed. It tvould never have seen the light of 

day. The minister can claim no credit for that. The Auditor General 

is the man that first brought it to the attention of the government 

and this hon. House, back in 1972, the year of witch hunts, Sir, 

the year of '"'itch hunts by the hon. administration when they took 

over, but this one escaped their attention for some reason or other. 

And then t hey now reluctantly, grudgingly are having it investigated 

because the fire commissioner and the CID uncovered the evidence. 

So far, ~lr. Chairman, we have heard of one poor little, 

innocent little gentleman from !lP the Shore being taken into court 

and prosecuted. I understand that his conviction, his charges had 

nothing to do Hith the fire or nothing to do with the Gear Replacement 
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Mr. Neary: 

Programme. Is that correct? 

MR.. W. CARTER: TI.at is correct. 

MR. NEARY: The Minister of Fisher,es says that is correct. Yet 

everypody in this Province, Sir, thinks that that is the gentleman 

that was being investigated. The minister should clear that up if 

he is so interested in people's character, and he does not want to 

see people's character assassinated. What about that gentleman? 

MR. W. CARTER : You are doing a great job on him now. 

MR. NEARY: I am not, Sir. I am doing a good job on him. 

MR. MURPHY: You certainly are. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! 

MR. NEARY: 

him-

I am trying to clear his name. I am tyying to separate 

MR. MURPHY : You are, are you? 

MR. CHAIRMAN (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! 

MR. NEARY: I am trying to separate hhe poor #ellow from this 

overall investigation. And this is a crowd that worry about peop~e's 

character! The minister sat back and never made a stat-ement; never said, "No, 

this had nothing to do with the fire or with the ReplaceliiE!nt Gear Pro~~:ramme." 

I never heard the minister come out publtcly. I believe I heard the 

Minister of Fisheries try to clarify the situation,or somebody. I do 

not know who it was. It certainly was not the Minister of Justice. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Darn right! 

MR. NEARY: No, you are darn right, Sir. That would be improper. 

Aw that would be improper. Protecting a man's character is improper. 

Aw, yes, they sure, sure, Mr. Chairman, they turned it around the 

other way when it is somebody on this side of the House, invo~ving 

somebody near, a minister or a member on that side. Then that is 

character assassination. And what about the woman who got charged 

and then let go, charged for burming down a school? What about her 

character? Is the minister worried about that? And what about the 

day - Mr. Chairman, I tell you,look, you know, is I say, I got a job 

to restrain myself - the day that I was put out of the House by a 
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Hr. lleary: 

government vote , not by the Speaker , not for breaking any rules of 

the House, but through brute force by the government because they 

had a majority , I was put out in the gallery, and my two little 

children up with the Guides sitting in the gallery. Well I would 

like to get the remarks made by the member for St. John's Centre 

(!ir. Nurphy) when I was out sitting in the gallery unable to defend 

myself,and my two little children sitting in the gallery. I was 

slimy, and I was this, and I was that . Go up and check Hansard if 

you do not believe me! 
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HP .• NEARY: That was all right, The Minister of Justice and the 

Minister of Mines and Energy and the 'iinister without Portfolio, 

that is all right as long as you do not touch the establishment~ 

Oh,you could touch me~ I am just dirt under their feet~ But I 

have news for the hon.gentlemen. I have no intention of backing 

away from them. Truth, Sir, is the best defence. I claim now. 

l1r. Speaker, I claim that the minister, both ministers,have been 

negligent, have acted irresponsibly in this fishing gear scandal. 

The minister who succeeded my han. friend from Gander (Mr. Collins) 

-and I am prepared to let him go scot free at this moment1 even 

though he was minister of that department for a couple of years -

it was the Minister of Mines and Energy who should have been on 

top of this. What kind of a sloppy department was the minister 

running? 

AN RON. MEMBER: You ran a sloppy department. 

NR. NEARY: Oh yes, Sir, I was running a sloppy department 

down in Social Services because I tried to run it myself and walked 

on the toes of the civil servants. The minister just let her go! 

He did not keep a tight rein on her at all, let her go to the four 

winds! What a sloppy way to run a department~ 

As a result,today we have before us the biggest scandal, the 

greatest example of corruption ever to face the people of this 

Province and of this nation. Not a "ord~ They do not give us any 

ex?lanation. The minister will get up and say, "Oh, there is an 

investigation p;oing on." Ho" many police ,I want to know? How many 

police are investigating? How many loads of fishing ~ear have been 

brought back so far from the Southern Shore and other parts of 

Newfoundland? How many accountants, how many auditors, how many 

experts, how many R~ fraud squad are involved? Does the minister 

know or does he care? Ot is he just prepared to go out and catch 

the petty little crimes? The little fellow that shoplifts, that 

steals a dictionary, grab him and throw him into court, Do we have 

two sets of standards in this Province? Do we have a law for the 

rich and a law for the poor? 
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MR. l'EARY: I can see the minister. The wheels are turning. He 

is going to get up now and say, it would be irresponsible of the 

minister if he got up and gave us a few details about this. 

Irresponsible! Three of four million dollars of the taxpayer's 

money down the drain, wasted, extorted, chiseled, and the 

minister remains silent. All he can do is tell us it would be 

irresponsible of him if he gives us a few of the details. 

I do not want to know at this moment who is going to be 

charged, how many are going to be charged. That is not what I 

want to know. I want the assurance of the minister that this 

matt~r is so urgent that there is a whole battery of accountants, 

auditors and police checking on it, looking into it, and that 

when they make a report it will be tabled in this House, and not 

just for the minister to get down with his magnifying glass to 

go over it to see if we are just going to charge this one or charge 

that one or charge the other one. That is not good enou~h, Mr. 

Chairman, so I am calling upon the minister now to give us an 

interim report. 

Mr. Chairman, I do not know if I have time in the forty-five 

minutes that I have, to deal with the other matter but, Sir, I 

want to deal with this matter of the buck being passed in the car-

wreck programme that appeared in yesterday's Telegram - a picture 

of the Minister of Transportation with the story. Did anybody 

take the trouble to read it? I am not going to read it all. I 

will just read some of it. Here is something for the minister to 

think about: "Ducking The Issue" this little piece is headed. "Do 

not pay any attention if they send you back to Environment" -

quoting the Deputy Minister of Environment - "They are just ducking 

the issue." he said. "You are trying to find out about the extra 

dollar on the registration -

MR. MURPHY: Point of order. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Point of order has been raised. 

MR. MURPHY: Did the hon. member say the Deputy Minister of 

F.nvironment? 
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:-m. NEARY: 

this . 

'1R. !iURPHY : 

'{R . NEARY : 

MR. MURPHY : 

"fR. NEARY: 

XR. !-II'RPllY: 

Yes, the Deouty l-linister of F.nvironment is quoted in 

The Deputy }tinister? 

Is a ~ • • Do~~ey the Deputy ~nister? 

No, Sir. 

1-lhat is his title? 

lle is not Deputy Minister. 

}1R. NEARY : Well, okay, I will come to it then, whatrver he i s. 

no you ~~ant me to read the ~1hole story? 

MR. ~IURPRY : I do not ca<e,boy! Take it home and eat i t if you 

like, as far as I am concerned . 

NR. NEARY : "Mr. Downey said the Department of the Environl'lent had 

initially out for th and oromoted the idea of disposinF of t he car 

wreck~ but that the nrograrnme had been taken over by the Departl'lent 

of Tr ansportation and Comnunications . 
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}ff!. NEARY: As far as he knew, he said, the arrangeaents wit!"! 

M"!-' ~•ere still in effect though they were still not as active 

as he had hoped. The Assistant Deputy Minister estimated that 

the company had picked up 16,000 wrecks in the past. The 

Deputy ~inister of Transportation and Communications, 

J .I' .• G. "acDonald however, had a different story to tell. He 

maintained the programme for disposing car wrecks 1vas administered 

and co-ordinated by the Department of Provincial Affairs." 

'' }'r. 'MacDonald said last year the sum of $250,000 was estimated 

to the Department of Trarsportation for abandoned vehicle disposal 

and that the administration of the disposal was not his department's 

concern: ' Nm,•, S-tr, 1vhat I want to know,whose concern is it? 

HR. }~ORGMl: What do you not ask it in the Question Period? 

}']l. NEARY: I asked it during the Question Period, Sir.-

}IR. ~ORGAN: You did not today. 

""'R. CHAim'!AN: OT"tler, please! 

Hl> . • NEARY: - and I debated it during the late show last week and 

I ~Tas met with complete silence, stone-walled, rammed right up against 

a stone wall, they call it stone-walling in Ottawa. 

~~. ~ORGAN~ You attacked the company last week. 

·~. NEARY: J did not attack the company, Sir. 

}~. MORC~~: Sure you did. 

~~R. CHAir.J1AN : nrder, please! 

''R. ~ORGAN: t know the reason why 1 too. 

'lll . • NEARY: 1-Yhat is the reason why? 

>"1:1 • >!ORGAN: You knm.• the reason ~•hy. 

~. NF.ARY: Hhat is the reason uhy, Sir? f'!r. Chairman, members should 

knm.r that you do not impugn motives of other members of this House 

and I l·rant the "insiter of - I better not. I am trj'ing to refrain, 

S1.r, from gettin~ -tnvolved :In personalities. But I would say that 

it •muld C>e far better for the minister if he took '!-Irs. Lundr:!c:m's 

adv1.ce and •·rent and Tesigned from the Anti-Poverty Associatioro and I have got a 

letter down in my office demanding the minister's resignation because 

he has not done anything. 

MR. MORGAN: That has no connection -
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

~"11.. MORGAN: Mr. Chairman, a point of order. 

HR. CHAIID1AN: A point of order has been raised. 

1·'R . MORGA.'I : t'r. Chairman, on a point of order, you know, if the 

hon. gentleman is going to refer to me, refer to me in a proper 

pos l tion. I have no connection, none whatsoever 'fJith the Anti

Poverty Organization of Newfoundland or Canada at this time. None. 

MR. NEARY : ~r. Chairman, the hon. member, Sir, was sent to 

Ottawa by the Anti-Poverty Association and became a member of the 

Consumer Association of Canada as a result of his representing that 

group. Well,~rs. Lundrigan is now demanding hi~ resignation from 

that group. 

~m. M0RGA.'I: The Consumer Association has nothing to do with it. 

~~. NEARY: vfuo has nothing to do with it1 

~. MORGAN: The Consumer Association. Get your facts straight. 

~T.. NEARY: ~r . Chairman, the hon. member used it as a stepping 

stone to get on this Consumer Association -

HR. HORGAN : Get your facts straight. 

HP.. NF.ARY: I have got my facts straight. 

MF.. MORGAN: Ask your colleague over here. 

MR. NOLAN: You are not a member of the Anti-Poverty Association. 

l'R. MORGAN: That is right. I am not. 

MR. NEARY: No, ~ttt the hon. member did become a member of the 

Consumers Association of Canada as a result of their sending him up 

to Ottawa to this conference. 

MR. MORGAN: Mr. Chairman, look,I want to clarify. It is a point 

of order for clarification. My position is I am on a board, an 

advisory board to the Federal Department of Consumer and Corporate 

Affairs which now has no minister. The board was to advise 

the minister on consumer affairs. That appointment was made and I was 

recommended for the position by the Consumer Association of Canada, not 

by the Anti-Poverty Association. 

MR. NEARY: That is not a point of order, Your Honour, and I am not going-
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~. ~IDRGAN: That is a clarification point. 

~~. NEARY: T am not chasing rabbit tracks right now, Sir, I am 

going after elephants. I am after the Miniater of Justice and 

the J~inister of r-rines and Energy, the two biggest guns in this 

House. I am going after them, and the Minster ~~ithout Portfolio 

to a certain degree is the Government House Leader who thinks so 

much of his integrity and his honesty. Will the minister get up and tell 

us who is responsible for passing the buck in this car wreck business1 

I ~mulcl estimate, Hr. Chai.rman, that $500,000 of the money collected 

for the dollar on the licence plate, almost $500,000 is being paid out 

to this company and we cannot get any information. l?e cannot even 

p,et the contract. 

><R . CHAiln'AN: nrder, please! I would like to advise the han. member 

that his time has expired. Forty-five minutes have elapsed. 

''R,NEARY:Yas. Thank you, ~·r. Chairman. I will be back at it again 

in a few minutes. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The han, Minister without Portfolio, 

~1R . T,JELLS: Before the hon. member rises, Mr. Chairman, if we 

are going to have the late show it is necessary to rise the Committee 

so that the Speaker can take the Chair and announce that the late 

show can take place and we will then come back in Committee. 

I move that the Committee rise, 

On motion that the Committee rise,report progress and ask 

leave to sit again, Hr. Speaker returned to the Chair. 
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HR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Speaker, the Committee of Supply have 

considered the matters to them referred and has l!lade some 

progress and ask leave to sit again. 

MR. SPEAKER (Dr. Collins): The hon. Chairman of Committees 

reports that the matters referred have been considered and 

reports progress and ask leave to sit again. 

On motion report received and adopted, eommittee 

ordered to sit again presently • . . . 
Two l!IStters ptior to 4:30 p.m. today were passed on 

to me for debate when a motion to adjourn is deemed to be before 

the House at 5:30 p.m. The hon. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) 

indicates dissatisfaction with au answer to an oral question on 

March 29 to the Minister of Justice concering bonuses, finder's 

fees, interest rates charged by certain mortgage companies and 

legal fees. And the hon. Leader of the Opposition of the same 

date indicated dissatisfaction with an answer directed to the 

Minister of Health regarding closure of 200 hospital beds. 

MR. WELLS: Call Motion 5 - Interim Supply. 

On motion that the House resolve itself into Committee 

of Supply, Mr. Speaker left the Chair. 

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY : 

}ffi. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for Conception Bay South. 

MR. NOLAN: Mr. Chairman, what I have to say will not take very 

long, in fact, very, very few minutes, but it is in connection with 

a matter that I, for one, and others discussed in this House the 

other evening concerning bonusing and second mortgages here in the 

House. It has been suggested that perhaps a royal commission should 

be set up to investigate this matter. You will probably notice 

that in the examples that I gave the other evening I made no references 

to either companies, law firms or even the individuals concerned 

even though I did in fact have · the information before me , But I felt that 

the facts, as I outlined the~, would be sufficient to at least interest 

the members of the House, and they could form their own conclusions. 
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.1:1r. Nolan. 

Now there were a couple of things I did not say, 

which perhaps I should have, to perhaps let the members of the House 

and this Committee, Mr. Chairman, to decide whether or not 

there should be a royal commission to investigate it or not, 

and 1t is this - by the way I have something to say about lawyers 

now and the Law Society, and I will immediately sit down if any 

member or any lawyer would like to correct me on what I am going 

to say, because it is quite possible that I am in error. I have been 

informed that it is, at least, nonethical within the Law Society, 

for example, if the han. member for St. John'~ West (Mr. Crosbie) 

is repre·senting me as counsel, for another lawyer to call me so 

that he can represent me or her rather than the han. member for St. John's 

West (Mr. Crosbie) -is that so? 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. NOLAN: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. NOLAN: 

You mean, soliciting business? 

Yes, that is what I am saying. 

Hardly! 

Well,now what I am saying to this House is that 

a gentleman who represents a substantial company, in terms of 

assets and so on and in dealing in financing in this Province, 

has told me - and at least one or maybe two others who I can 

think of - that one, this is exactly what has happened to him, 

that he did get a call from a ~awyer asking that he be given certain 

business. And going further, Mr. Speaker, the gentleman also states 

that the individual in question, whom obviously I cannot name, but if 

the royal commission with the powers of subpoena and the administering 

of oaths where one can testify under oath then you will get some of 

the truth of this thing, 
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MR. NOLAN: 

because I am also told by the same individual.that the individual 

in question,even though this gentleman is working for and is 

employed by a certain firm in a good position, was offered funds 

under the table in order to get that business if he would act there. 

Now if anyone disputes what I am saying, all I say is call the 

royal commission, set up the royal commission and investigate this 

thing and subpoena those. And also I think out of that will come 

additional information that will prove that while we were saying 

here in the House the other night that nothing was illegal, that 

iri fact there are some things going on that from where I sit is 

an embarrassment to those who have been doing business in financing 

and so on, doing it well, to those iti- tne-Law·-sodetyo-f Newfoundiand, 

who have represented people ably and well and decently, most decently 

as I know personally,and in fact I know of members of this House 

for a long, long while, fine men and women. And I feel their 

reputations should not be bandied about, should not be jeopardized. 

This thing is beginning to mushroom and it is bad. I would 

like to make it perfectly clear in this House-because it seems to 

be that at least the House Leader has taken exception to some 

things said and so on - that at no time in no way have I ever thought 

about or considered any of his association in any business,whether 

it be legal or otherwise1 to be unethical, never. I state it here 

publicly and now. But I am saying to you as an non-lawyer, as a 

layman,if what I have been told by a man of some repute is going on, 

I say it is your duty as la>.'Yers and as members of this House to find 

out exactly what is behind it. 

HR. NEARY: 

rm.. NOLAN: 

Hear, hear! 

This is wrong. Because if they are willing to do this 

to a man who represents a big company and even to go beyond him and 

go to his superiors to try to put the pressure on to get the legal 

business, if they are willing to do that, what are they going to do 

to the poor little uneducated housewife who is looking for a loan 
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!fR. NOLAN: 

fro1:1 St. Anthony or from anywhere else? Now that is all I have 

to say on this matter, l!r. Chairman. I felt that it had to be 

said. It wilJ only come out and there is no good of the !finister 

of Justice or anyone getting up and saying, "Go make a charge." I 

am ~aking no charges. I am telling you what this gentleman said 

IB-2 

in my presence. I did not ask him. I was told. The on] y way this 

man wUl ever testify so he will not be crucified is under oath before 

a royal commission. 

Afl HON. HEJ-fBETt: Hear, hear! 

1~. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Bay of Islands. 

HR. IWODROW: Hr. Chairman, I do not know if I will have time to 

finish my remarks before five fifteen or not but at least I have -

AH HON. ~ill~!BER: Five-thirty. 

HR. 1-IOODTWW: Before five-thirty,! am sorry. At least I will 

take the opportunity of speaking. I feel, }:r. Chairman, that at 

the present time before the House is the matter of supply, Whilst 

I do not proclaim to be as learned in the political arena as many 

other hon. friends, yet I have had a lot of experience in other 

walks of life and feel that I can add something to this debate. 

Hhen we are speaking of supply, Nr. Chairman, ''e are speaking of 

money. When Y!e are speaking of money, Hr. Chairman, we are speaking 

of the money that belongs in large measure to the people of 

Newfoundland, and may I add to the ordinary people of Newfoundland. 

l'ost of the people of Newfoundland that I have met are ordinary people. 

I feel that the government of the day, the Progressive Conservative 

Government, under its present leader wants everybody to speak in this 

House on such an important matter as money. I am sure that -

~m. SHALLHOOD: He is the first premier that ever did. 
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MR. WOODR0\6 I know. Absolutely. But he certainly showed what 

a fair man he was on television last night. 

SOME RON. MEMllER: Hear, hear! 

MR. WOODR01~ : And that is in fact one of the reasons why I have 

been prompted to speak today. He wants not only the members of his 

cabinet to speak, I feel, but those of us who are referred to as 

backbenchers. I would like to say that speaking of money,in a sense, 

I have been a member of , rather a Minister of Finance, rtot in a 

government field,mind you, but in another field. I have been a 

Minister of Finance ~6r almost twenty-five years, and there were 

times, -

MR. SMALLWOOD: I found that0out. 

MR. WOODROW: I know you did. 

I would to say that I have dealt with ordinary_ people. And 

sometimes I had to stretch a dollar, maybe a dollar had to stretch 

sometimes, They used to use a phrase about an elderly lady over in 

Benoits Cove, they say, she could stretch a dollar from Benoits 

Cove to Frenchman's Cove, and sometimes I had to stretch a dollar 

I can assure you maybe from here, let us say, to Harbour Grace. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

dollar. 

MR. WOODROW: 

you. 

The hen. gentleman will have to stretch the government's 

Yes. And the going was not always easy,I can assure 

Now I have referred already to the honest talk that the 

Premier gave last night. I felt he was terribly honest, and this 

was brought out this morning -

AN HON . MEMBER: You said terrible . 

MR • . WOODROW: No, no, I used the word in the right sense - that this 

was brought out this morning. Do not try to upset me because I have 

been used to speaking, you know, you can try all you like, but I do 

not mind. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Rear, hear! 
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MR. ~OODROW: It was brought out this morning. I know one has 

to be careful, granted. But this was brought out this morning by 

Mr. Jamieson on open line. 

NR. MORGAN: And he opposed the station,too at that. 

MR. 1-JOODROW: Absolutely. In any case, he was honest and sincere. 

And I think I will not be out of place if I am permitted at this moment 

to congratulate the Premier for being so frank and so honest, not 

only 1ast night, Sir, but in fact, you know, many other times, in 

fact he has not coached me on this, -

AN HON • NEHBF.R : He did not what? 

HR. I<JOODROW: He did not coach me on it, in fact, he did not 

ask me to say a word about it. 

PREMIER HOORES :· There :f s no doubt about U . 

MR. IVOODROI-1: li'ery good! 

Now you have all heard today the statement from the Minister 

of Education say i ng that the government are going to pay $1.6 million 

to offset the cost of insurance for all schools in our Province. I 

think this is re.::tlly a good move. It is what yo:1 wmuld call a 

constructive movement. It is not something we say, you know, something 

that is destructive, It is something that is going to help, to my mind, 

in a concrete way every child and every man and woman in l' ewfoundland. 

It is a well tllought out thing. So I was really and truly delighted 

to hear that today from the !lin is ter of Education. 

SOME liON • JIDffiERS : Hear, hear~ 

~ffi. WOODROW: We also heard, Hr. Chairman, yesterday about the 

!lome Warranty Plan. I think this really is another step in the 

right direction. And as the minister yesterday was talking about 

this,I was wondering if this would be another financial burden on 

the person who is going to buy the home. And I learned, I think, 

last night that this would be absorbed into the building of the home, 

Maybe it would average something like fifteen cents or twenty cents 

a month or something of that nature. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, the estimates or money or supply, 

whatever you want to call it 1 to my mind should be of major importance 

to not only the ministers of the Crown, but to every member of the 
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Nr . Woodrow: 

!~use including Opposition and as well bacKbenchers on ~he government 

side . That is the reason why I am talking. And I know everybody 

is making it important because every minister, or rather every m.eraber 

of the House on the Opposition side they are talki~g about this . 

Now it is very easy as you kn~N to criticize . I have 

often heard it said that so111e speakers are always at their best when 

they are telling people off. In fact. they would get 100 per cent 

marks for telling people off. The purpose of the Opposition is to 

criticize. But I would hasten to say that criticism should be just 

and constructive. 
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}fr. Woodrow. 

Anybody can give destructive criticism, but destructive criticism, 

mind you, is a horse of a different colour. I furthermore feel -

and I have said this before, I do not mind r~peating it again, 

because really I am here because if I am convinced of what I am saying 

I furthermore feel that the members of the Progressive Conservative 

Government are thoughtful men and love Newfoundland and will -

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear , hear! 

MR. WOODROW: - do their utmost to guard the destiny of our Province. 

MR. ROBERTS: Would the member repeat that again, please, 

because he does not mind repeating it, and I have waited so long to 

hear it. 

MR. WOODROW: I certainly shall repeat it if you want to, 

Nr. Leader of the Opposition. I furthermore feel -

HR. ROBERTS: Is this the new morality? 

MR. WOODROW: - that the members of the Progressive Conservative 

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador are thought£ul men and 

love Newfoundland and will do their very utmost to guard the destinies 

of our Province. 

SOME RON. HE!1BERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: Exactly as it is written. That is what I wanted to hear! 

MR. WOODROW: In an effort to help this country develop - and 

if I got to be a bit critical I hope you will understand. 

_MR. ROBERTS: We will understand. 

}ffi. WOODROW: I am sure you will. 

In an effort to help this country develop the 

former Premier, and the ·only one before the present Premier 

since 1949, used the phrase - I hope I get it right - "Develop 

or Perish." In fact, I am getting up to something. 

SOHE HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Dr. Winsor): Order, please! 

The hon. gentleman has the right to be heard 

in silence. 
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MR. NOLAN: Hr. Chairman, on a point of order, if I may. 

I would like to hear what the bon. member has to say without 

interruption. He is a new member in the House. Let us give 

him a chance. 

SOME HON. l!fl.I»ERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. WOODROW: Thank you very much. 

I feel he was sincere, but how many of his industries 

were successful? I said, I felt he was sincere. The only 

industry paying in Newfoundland today - and I stand to be corrected 

on this if I am ~rrong - is the Newfoundland Liquor Commission. Revenue 

from that is something like $22 million net profit a year. If I am 

wrong I stand to be corrected on it. All other industries have 

been subsidized by government, with some highly subsidized, such 

as the linerboard mill in Stephenville, which is subsidized 

to the tune of some $25 million to $28 million a year. What choice 

did the government have but to let the industries that had survived 

continue? Were they going to close down, for example, the linerboard 

mill, and others? But how many fell by the wayside as, for example, 

to just mention one 1 the rubber plant in Holyrood. Today this 

country is still paying the money of the taxpayers for these defunct 

industries. 

J!R, CARTER: 

l1R. WOODROW: 

Hear, hear! Defunct! 

Yes, Hr. Chairman, it is easy to criticize. The 

whole of North 'America and no doubt most of the free world is suffering 

from inflation. It started to show in 1974. Tha.t is the year, I remember, 

I was a member of the city council in Corner Brook, and the only word 

I heard was inf:ation. At the end of the year we had to come to 

the Hinister of Hunicipal Affairs and Housing and say, "For God's 

sake, help us!" I think the government has two choices in the present 

estimates in supplying money for the Province today. The government 

has two choices (a) continue to give normal services; (b) cut services. 

I think there are certain things that government should be doing, and 

should be considered as necessities of life. 
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'!rnv I am going mayb£ to be 11 litt]c hit criticnl. Hell nt ]e;lf;t T am 

convinced th,_t there nre tHo things that shou] d not fa] J under the 

s1-mrd of r~strictinn. I n>F~;>r to such T!lRtters as water ann sewerage 

rtrHl '•ui 1 ding and pavin~ of roads ,and my t~lo colleapues ':Jere 'lelp me. 

SI'\Hf •JnN. ~<r'flll'~S: HE>ar, hear! 

'.'! l'"~-l . 'lr:J'~Ef.r>: Hhat ahout hospitals -

l'R. FQOD~OF: Hell we will let that one p;o for the time heing. 

SOME HON . MRMRF.R ~ : Oh, oh! 

Yes, verv good. Ol;ay. Hhen they finish their words, Ilr. 

C:hairman, I will go b<1cl~ again. 

Continue. 

~fR. WlODF()T{; Verv good. In certain parts of the Bay of Islands district, 

and I suppose in many other districts as ,qe] J, it is impos:-dhle to find 

even a clear sample of water - a clear one., a clean one I p;uess is the 

worn I should use. J feel that when restrictions were put on by Ottmva-

and do not forr-ct when the restrictions started, they started in Ottawa, they 

did not start in this Province, they started in Ottawa - water and se1verage 

and l,uil.ding and naving of roads should have he en exclude~. Now these. 

things to mv mind are necessities of life anrl you have to he a member of 

a rural di.stri.ct to realize it. I am not only a memher of a rural district, 

l•ut for most nf my lifetime J lived in rural Nev•foundland. I realize how 

hard it is for people 'men they hAve not even got a drop of water, when 

they have to drive over dusty, unpaved roads. How many of our people, of 

our ~ewfoundlanders in our rural districts have been eating dust for 

most of their lives from May until October! 

fltl liON. HEt!lll'P..: Hear, hear! 

}fR. W)ODROH: We wou]d have to spend less on health services if 1ve had 

more clean Hater and paved roads. Now I know a lot has been done since 

107c ani! P.ven hefore 1"72. I do not want to be unfair with anybody. I 

an tryinr, as I said hefore in this House,I want to he an honest member . 

S0!1F. I'O'l • !!'f:Hf,l\RS: HeAr, hear! 

I was sent here hy the peoplP. of the Bay of Islands. I 

am P,oing to do mv hest to be honest. The peopJe expect thAt of me. I 

k.now a lot has ::,een done since 1n72 in thP. field of water and sewerage 
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~ff' . I~OODROW : 
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and huildinp, and p~vin~ of ro~ds . But a lot remains to he rlone and r 

kno~1 this ~overnment will try to do it. They will do more . We have 

again, ~lr. Cheirman, to bea1: in mind,and here is where I am trying to 

be honest, that the~:e are fifty -one dist~:icts in Newfoundland and Labrador 

and the goverr.~ent has and does realize its ohligation to all districts . 

rvery rliRtrlct is of equal imoortance. That is the reason why I said 

to this nouse in my mairlen speech t hat what is good fo r one district 

is not always good for the Province . I realize in fact what a respon

sibility, it is a terrible responsihility1 placed upon~ ~overnment when 

they are tryin~ to he fair, tryin~ to he fatr with every district . It 

must cause a lot of sleepless nights for the l'remier of the Province 

and for the members of the Cabinet as well. 

Hr . f:"'la irt'lan I want to - I cannot continue can I? 

AN Hf>N. 11FJ·ffiF.R: We adjourn the debate at five thirty . 

.JrR. 1·1000"R0": Adjourn, fine. r adi ourn t he debate. 

SON!'. nn~ . ~mF.RS: Pear , hear! 

On motion that the Committee rise, repor t pro~ress and asY 

lPave to sit a~ain , ~tr. Spealrrr, returned to the Chair . 

MR . SPP.l\KP.R : Order! The Chairman of Committees report they have 

considers m:'ltters to them refer~:ed, have made pro11ress and request that 

they sit again. noes the House accept this motion? All in favour "aye", 

contrary ' 'nay", carried . 

As this is Thursday, five thirty of the clock, a motion to adjourn 

is deemed to be before the House , and in the order of the matters presented 

to me the hon . meml:oer for LaPoile (Hr. Neary) 'dshes co discuss the 

matte~: c!Jat he broujtht up with the Hinister of J ustice concerning 

bonuses, etc . 

Thn hon . mem~er for Lal'oile. 
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HR, NEARY: 

Hr. Speaker, now that the dreadful,discriminatory and unscrupulous 

conduct in this Province by some brokers, legal firms and money 

lenders has been brought out into the open, that apparently it is 

common practice in the handling of financing and purchasing of homes 

in this Province, now, Sir, that it has been brought out into the 

open that the people of the Province are victims of this disgraceful 

situation, they expect their elected representatives on both sides of 

this han. House to take action. I would suggest, ~fr. Speaker, 

that we all ,including those members ,,rho are actively engaged in the 

practice of lavr on either side of the House, whether they are 

involved in practice of law personally or through their associates, 

they should now face up to the facts. 

l~ether or not, Sir, my revelations on Tuesday are a common 

practice as we were told by some of the speakers in the debate, are 

common practice among lawyers, brokers and money lenders is not 

the point. m1at is the point, Sir, is that this parasitic machinery 

that has apparently become the accepted practice in this Province 

for money lending is about the v10rst, has reached its worst level 

and has somehow or other, Sir, involved thousands upon thousands of 

dollars of homeowners in this Province with coremission, finder's fees, 

bonuses and exorbitant interest rates from the ppor people who can 

ill-afford to pay these extra charges and have enslaved these people, 

Sir, for a lifetime with a millstone around their necks. 

Mr. Speaker, assurances from the r'inister of Justice that "re 

are getting around to presenting legislation to set some limits on 

this gouging of the public is not good enough. As I stated, Sir, a 

few moments ago we in this House must first face up to the fact that 

there is a rotten situation right in our midst and then take immediate 

action to remedy this situation. As a first step, Mr. Speaker, we 

must get to the root of the problem and in my opinion, Sir, this 

can only be done through the appointment by this han. Rouse of a 

royal commission fully empowered, Sir, to investigate the whole 
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?lR. NEARY: 

mortgage situation, the relationship between la~~ers and the money 

lenders and their clients, and thereafter, Mr. Speaker, make 

recommendations as to the type of legislation, both civil and 

criminal,which will bring this cancerous situation in our Newfoundland 

society under control. I would hope, Mr. Speaker, that any 

recmrimendations that would be made-although I would not "1ant to 

anticipate what a royal commission might do - that any recommendations 

that it would make would provide for rebates to all those unfortunate 

Newfoundlanders who have been victimized in the last few years through 

these, although legal, highly immoral practices. 

Hr. Speaker, judging by the number of telephone calls I have 

received from la~~ers, managers of mortgage companies who are 

apparently doing business in this Province on the up and up and who 

will not have a~ything to do with bonusing or finders fees, the 

industry itself, Sir, is supporting my recommendation for a royal 

commission. Mr. Speaker, you cannot tar the whole industry with 

the one brush. That is why they are supporting my recommendations, 

as my hon. colleague from Conception Bay South (Mr. Nolan) indicated 

this afternoon, are supporting a royal commission. Some of them, Sir, 

are prepared to present briefs and give evidence to a properly 

established body. In my opinion, Sir, we would be doing the people 

of this Province a disservice, and in fact as I said earlier this 

afternoon the lawyers would be doing their profession a disservice, 

Sir, if they did not act on this matter without further delay. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Ninister of Justice. 
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Nll. !IICJQ-:AN: 

lfr. Speaker, if 1 n;1y responcl to the position put by the lion. meml>er 

for LaPoile (~!r. Neary) . In his few remarks he made certain statements, 

one that the activtties of bonusing that he referred to 1and I 

have to confess that c'fouble Clisbursement sheets -core something that I 

had not hearc~ of until the hon. gentleman raised it here two or three 

clays ago, is legal and highly immoral and that action should be 

taken. 

Mr. NEAPY: That part is highly illegal. 

~fR. RICKJIT.AN: llut, }:r. Speaker, I am in total agreement Hith the 

hon. the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) and I say action should be 

taken and action should be taken now,and that is the very reason why 

there will be legislation cominr; before this llouse hopefully to curb 

this allegedly immoral, allegedly unethical practice. I am not 

prepared,as one member of this !louse or as a member of government, 

to Hait for a year or tHo years for a royal commission to bring into 

government and subsequently table in the House 1 recommendations to 

try and curb this practice. As soon as it came to the attention 

of government - and I understand that this practice is not more than 

two or three years old. •fuen I was fortunate enough to be actively 

engaged in the practice of law it was not on the go when this came 

to the attention of government about this time last year instructions 

were issued to the registrar of companies to examine the existing 

legislation, report to us on the need 1and then a decision was made 

to prepare legislation for this session of the House. During this 

Sprinr; sitting of the House legislation will come before the 

House for the approval of hon. members or otherwise. 

The appointment of a royal commission would seem to be rather 

redundant then, ~:r. Speaker, for this reason. Then let us assume 

that the royal comroission finds ,and it will find I suspect, that 

the double - and this is the point of the question, a point of this 

debate - the double disbursement sheets should not be permitted 1 or 

alternatively should be discouraged 1or further in the alternative there 
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MR. HICKMAN: 

should be absolute disclosure. Then they have to say -

HR. S tALLI~OOD : 

MR. HICKHAN: 

_l!R. S~.ALLl~OOD: 

Wouid the hon. minister permit a question? 

I only have five minutes. 

If it would cause too much delay to have a royal 

commission,and i.f there is the strong desire to bring legislation in 

in this session which could not be done if there was a royal commission, 

would the government consider setting up a select committee of this 

Rouse to take evidence, to help shape the legislation,all to be aone 

in the present session? 

NR. HICKMAl'< : Nr. Speaker, my understanding is and my advise that I 

get from the m~nister in the department concerned, namely the 

Uepartment of Provincial Affairs and the Environment, that the 

data has now been collected, that there is sufficient evidence, 

sufficient information before the government to permit us to lay 

before this House meaningful legislation that will control and curb 

the kind of practice that has been referred to by the hon. gentleman 

from LaPoile (~lr. Neary). Hr. Speaker, may I point out that in the 

ler;islation tha t is in force in the three provinces, I th.ink -

1-'11. Yl'RPHY: 

~m. . )UCIO:A.'f : 

Nova Scotia. 

British Columbia. 

l>'ell I know of three, British Columbia, Ontario and 

That in all three the most they can do is compel 

any lending institution or mortgage broker to give complete and 

absolute disclosure. Once they do that,and then there is a cooling 

off perjod which allows a borrower to change his or her mind after 

t~ro or three days, well what more can you do if they insist on 

borrowing? 

But may I say this from lvhat I have learned in the last couple 

of days on this oortgage broker thing,that I cannot for the life of 

roe untlerstand why people do not go, potential borrowers do not go 

C:irect to lending institutions, because I am told that the lending 

i nstitutions frown on this so-called bonusing, that they are prepared 

to give the money direct to the borrO\'Ier if they come to the conclusion 
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NR. HICKrlAll : 

that the borrower is a good risk, has the assets to put up as 

security. Now, you know, if there is anyone within the hearing 

IB-3 

of my voice, may I strongly urge potential borrowers in Newfoundland -

and there is nothing wrong with borrowing money -who need money, 

go direct to a lending institution,because 
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MR. HICJ.O<.AN: 

all a broker can do, as I have learned, is to take the application 

for the loan, take it to the credit lending institution and then 

collect a bonus. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

I have to point out to the hon. minister that his time has 

expired,unless by leave. 

MP.. HICK}Uffi: I thought I had injury time, Mr. Speaker, for the 

half minute that -

SOME HON. MEHBERS : By leave. 

~m. SPEAKER: By leave. 

rm. HICKMAN: I wjll not trespass for more than -

SO.ME HON. HE?iBERS: By leave. 

HR . HICKNJIN : But I still will not trespass other than the time that 

was used up because I know there is another debate following. 

l!r. Speaker, I can only implore any Newfoundlander who has to 

borrow money to go straight to any accredited lending institution 

because I am at a loss to find out - and I say this pleading guilty 

to the fact that ·I am not aware of the detailed services that these 

mortgage brokers deliver -

}ffi. NEAFY: Hho are you trying to con? 

NR. HICKMAN: I am not. I am totally una1vare of what service that 

they deliver. There may be a statement tomorro1v saying, we deliver 

the fol1mdng services, but to my knowledge there is no service 

delivered by a mortgage broker company that could not be given by 

the lending institutions direct. 

rm . ROUET\TS: The people do not realize that they are brokers. 

I~. HICKl'·UIN: That is right. That is a very good point, Nr. Speaker, 

People may not realize that these companies that are acting as 

mortgage brokers are indeed that,because I have seen an advertisement -

}ffi . noBERIS: They obtain mortgages from the mortgagees and then assign them. 

HR. Il!CK}'A.'i: Yes. I have seen advertisements in the paper 

advertising, mortgage money available and -
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MR. NO~AN: And low interest rates. 

~~. HIOQ~ : -and this sort of advertisement, and I had assumed 

when I read it that it was a mortgage company. But I heard in the 

House yesterday an indication -

MR. NEARY: The minister is not that naive. 

MR. l!ICIG!AN: Yes, I did. 

MR. NEARY: Oh, my God! Well,that is why I am asking for your 

resignation. 

MR. HIOO!AN: I heard in the House yesterday, Ur. Speaker, a statement 

that one of these companies was not indeed a mortgage company -

_MR. NEARY: You are Minister of Justice! 

HR. HICKMAN: - but a mortgage brokerage company. 

Mr. Speaker, may I remind this House that as far as the existing 

legislation is concerned wherever there has been a breach of the 

Real Estate Trading Act and sufficient evidence available, we have 

prosecuted. I see it that when the Mortgage Brokers Act comes into 

force and this new type of enterprise that apparently arrived in 

this Province within the last couple of years comes under control~ 

that if there are any breaches of that control the responsibility 

is to prosecute for these breaches. 

But a royal commission would simply find I suspect at the end 

of its .hearings, "We find the following deficiencies in the system. 

We recolJII!lend the following legislation. P.S. we note this legislation 

is now law in the Province." 

MR. NEARY: What about the people who have been cheated, how do they 

get back their money? 

MR. HICKMAN: If they find cases of fraud, Mr. Speaker, or there 

is any indication of fraud - and let me repeat this, and I am not 

say!ng this for political points or anything else - if any hon. 

gentleman or any person in the Province of Newfoundland feels that 

he or she has been defrauded by any company, be it a mortgage broker 

company or anyone else,there is a very simple course of action to 

follow, the same course of actjonthat is followed by any other 

Newfoundlander who feels that he or she has been the victim of a 

crime; you either 
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~!R. HICKMAN : 

report it to the police or you bring it to my department. It will 

be investigated quickly , vigorously, fearlessly. If the evidence 

indicates that there is indeed a breach of the Criminal Code of 

Canada the necessary charge will be laid and the necessary 

prosecution instituted. 

SOME ITON. ~!EMB.ERS: Rear, bear! 

.MR. SPEAKER: Order, please: 

The bon. Leader of the Opposition has indicated a wish to 

debate the matter of clesing 200 acute caTe hospital beds. The hon. 

Leader of t he Opposition. 

Thank you, ~r. Speaker. 

On Monday afternoon I asked a question of the }tinister of 

Health. He was not here at the time but I addressed it to one 

of his colleagues. The minister I know is aware of the details of 

this because l:e and I bad a word outside the Chamber. The point 

of my question, Mr . Speaker, was with reference to the announcement 

made by the Finance Minis ter in the budget speech of Friday past 

to the effect that the government were about to close 200 hospital 

beds as an economic measure. There was no -
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MR. ROBERTS: 

and I want to underline that, Sir - there was no pretense, no claim 

at all made to the effect that these were being closed for health 

care reasons. And I think that is an important point. We should 

realize at the start that this decision was taken for financial 

or economic reason, and indeed the minister's speech on page eight 

or nine of 1,1hat my colleague from Burgeo-llay d 'Espoir has called 

"The On-The-Rocks" makes that quite clear. 

Sir, I asked for a list of the beds 1~hich were to be 

closed or for an indication of the hospitals in which beds were to 

be closed. I uelieve the answer I got - again we do not have the 

verbatim reports - but the answer I got from the Ninister without 

Portfolio,speaking for his colleague, was that his colleague at that 

point was meeting ~lith, I believe, the Hospital Association and the 

Hedical Association to go over the matter with them. Well, Sir, I 

again say to the minister that I think the people of this Province 

are entitled to know as quickly as possible exactly what is to be 

done • there beds are to be closed. Are we, for example, to see 

beds closed in the new \>/estern Hemorial Hospital at Corner Brook, 

which opens today, I believe? The first patients are being admitted 

there today, that magnificent new building -which,as the CBC told us 

this morning, the construction of which was begun in 1971, t~hich 

have been under construction for,in effect, four and one half years. 

Or where are we to see beds closed? Now I am not raising at this 

point, Hr. Speaker, the much more substantial question,which I intend 

to raise on the estimates,and my colleagues with me,of how a government 

can go around the Province during an election campaign promsing to 

build hospitals here and hospitals there, and expansions here and 

expansions there, then after the election say they are gming to close 

200 beds, which is, I would point out, Mr. Speaker, 6 per cent of 

the beds in this Province. We have approximately 3,100 acute care 

beds in this Province, which is low on the national average now, 

That is about six beds per 1,000 of population. That is well below 

the national averages, and certainly not whPt is needed. On one 
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~1R. ROBERTS: 

hand the government promised beds,and on the other hand they tell 

us they are going to close beds. But that is not the point. 

The point I want to make now is that the people of 

this Province have a right to know where beds are to be closed, and 

when they are to be closed. That is why I put the question down 

on the late show,as we all it. I ask the minister if he will now 

give us a statement, an indication. I am not asking for him to 

say Western Memorial,two beds, and the James Paton in Gander, three 

beds , and the St. John's General, five or whatever the figures might 

be. But I do want to know the areas in which these beds will be 

closed. I want to know, Mr. Speaker, whether they will be closed 

in a number of hospitals,by which I mean eight or ten or fifteen 

of the large general hospitals or whether they will be closed in 

one or two. I want t o know, as precisely as the minister can, whether 

they will be in one specality or more than one specality? Will they 

all be psychiatric beds, or general surgery beds? Just how do 

the government propose to do it? 

Finally, Mr. Speaker, I wonder - well,before I come 

to that final point - when the minister addresses himself to the 

question of where beds are to be closed, I realize he may not at 

this time be in a position to tell us, but I want to know when we 

will know? When will the people of this Province know? 

MR. CANNING: The cottage hospitals. 

MR. ROBERTS : My fr~end from Burin-Placentia West (Mr. Canning) wants 

to know, and a good point, whether beds will be closed in cottage 

hospitals ·, most of which are very small now. And if we were to 

close one bed in each cottage hospital, we would have twenty or 

thirty beds closed, but it would have taken out maybe 10 per cent 

of the beds in our cottage hospitals. 

MR. NOLAN: What is the national average1 

MR. ROBERTS : The national average,I would think.and it varies, 

Mr. Speaker~my friend from Conception Bay South (Mr. Nolan) has 

asked a question that cannot be answered quickly because it depends 
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Mr. Roberts: 

on just what one takes into account. But Canada must have now on 

the average of about seven beds per 1,000, acute care general treatment 

beds, in which I would not included psychatric beds or long term 

beds or what have you. But the figure will vary depending on the 

definitions of the beds which are counted as part of it. But 

the point is we are below the national ave~age. We are now going to 

be a little lower still because we are talking of closing roughly 

six out of every one hundred beds that we now have. 

My final point, Mr. Speaker, and I think I have about 

used up the time alloted to me under the rules at this point, my 

final point is this, Sir: Would the minister indicate to the House 

and to the people of this Province exactly how ~ch is to be saved? 

A hospital bed, Sir, the cost of it is a quantiflable item. It 

vatied in my time in the Health Ministry,which was four of five years 

ago, when they used to run from about $40 a day, I think, up to about $110 

in one or two of the larger ones. 

MR. COLLINS: The average is $112, 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, you know, the minister will have the chance to 

say, and as I say, my experience certainly is four or five years old 

now and I do not pretend to know as much about hospitals as whatever 

I knew then. But the point is it is a quanti~iable cost. And 

also I want to know what the net saving will be, because of course 

we get a large ~aunt of money from Ottawa rougnly 55 per cent 

or 60 per cent of the money which we spend on hospitals comes from 

Ottawa through the Hospital Insurance Plan. That is the point of 

my question, Mr. Speaker. I would ask the minister to deal wtth 

those points, and not the other ones which I hope we will deal with 

on debate of the effect of Ottawa- you know, we all know what it 

was cutting back on hospital insurance, we all know what it was 

cutting back on Medicare. That is not - I hope the minister will 

not mention that today. I hope he will address himself to the questions 

of where the beds. will be closed? What kind of beds will be closed? 

When they will be closed - and when we might expect an indication of 

it - and how much we will save? 
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!"F. SPEAKF.R (n'l.. COLUNS): The hon. Hinister of Health. 

Hll. C0LLTNS: ~fr. Speaker, I am sure that the Leader of the 

Opposition knows, 1>ecause he just indicated to the House that 

when the question was asked on Monday or Tuesday I was not in 

my seat for the sfmple reason that I was meeting then with the 

Hospital /lssociation and the Medical Association. We arranged 

that deliberately so that we would meet with them as soon as 

we could after the announcement was made in the Budget and of 

course for obvious reasons we could not approach them prior to 

the announcement in the Budget Speech. 

It is very difficult, Mr. Speaker, for me to indicate to the 

House where the beds are going to be closed. And I am sure that 

the Leader of the Opposition or any hon. member in this House would 

want for me as Minister of llealth,or for this government for that 

matter,to unilaterally say to the hospitals and the doctors, '~ou 

close ten here,and you close fifteen somewhere else, you close twenty 

in another place." That is one of the last things we want to do. 

Ve could do :It of course but I do not think that that is the right 

approach to it. \\'hat we decided to do was to meet with the two 

professtonal groups, which I just mentioned, outline to them what 

~~e propose to do 1 and to try and get their co-operation;because without 

the co-operation of the hospital administrators and the boards and 

the doctors, particularly the doctors, Mr. Speaker, because after 

aJl it is the doctors,and this is no criticism of them, the doctors 

~·1ho generate the business in the hospital. It is the doctors after 

all who admit or cause to have patients admitted to the institution. 

It is the doctors •~ho treat them when they are in the institution 

and it is the doctors •~ho decide just how long the stay is and when 

they will he discharged. So if we are going to accomplish anything 

at all in this field then,as I said, we must have the co-operation 

of those t•m groups. 

And I must say, Mr. Speaker, that those groups, I would not say they 

••ere happy with the proposal, but they appreciated the fact that tt.is 
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J.fJt . ('J)LLINS: government, not unlike other governments across 

Canada, particularly our own federal government, are faced with 

the problem of having to find wars and means of ma~inr our dollars 

p.o farther and at the same time of course tryin.ft to not necessarily 

cut 1-ack.but to restrain or constrain expenditures. Most provinces, 

Ontario for instance has closed about 3,000 hospital beds. I 

believe there were ~hnut nine hospitals closed. 

~ . RnBEt>TS: The hospitals are closing twenty beds each. They 

have not taken 500 beds off. 

''r.. C<'LLINS : 14ell, the hon. Leader of the Opposition and I have 

different fir.urcs on that. We will not get involved in n~hers 

an~Jay , }'r. Speaker, and I do not intend to mislead the Ilouse with 

members. But nll the Provinces, not all of the, sooe of them have 

closed beds, other arc contemplating closing beds. ?!r. Speaker, 

if ue are going to bring about restraints,all government services 

must suffer and of course the nepartment of Healt~ is no exception. 

nur total health cost this year has r.one from $170 million last year 

to $194 million this year , so that is an 
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HR. H. COLLI.S : 

indication of the ever escalating costs in terms of health care. 

Now I have not answered all the questions vlhich the Leader of the 

Opposition asked. After the meeting with the hospital administration, 

the hospital administrators, the hospital association, the doctors 

and others, it was agreed that there would be further meetings with 

the individual boards and those meetings will be commencing next 

week. And after having gone through that process of meeting with all 

of the indiviuual boards then we will get the two groups, the Hospital 

Association and the Medical Association people together again and that 

could very well take three or four weeks, maybe five weeks, approximately 

a month. 

Now I w~ll not be in a position to say too much further than 

Hhat I have said now until we have gone through the exercise of 

meeting with all of the individual hospitals and again meeting with 

the tt,ro groups referred to. We have indicated to all of the interested 

people that it is not our desire to do anything to impair the health 

care system,but it is our desire to try and find better ways through 

home care, through day surgery, or whatever, to find ways to close 

200 hospital beds or come up with the equivalent savings. 

The hon. Leader of the Opposition mentioned a figure , and 

we are looking somewhere in the vicinity of - I will not say 

approximately - but we are talking about a definite figures, $2 

million. That is the provincial portion 

.1\l'l IWN • ~IBEP. : $2 million net • 

HR. COLLINS: $2 million net, $2 million Province. The hon. 

Leader mentioned that the cost was shared by the federal government . 

But what "e are talking about is our own savings. 

~~ . r.OBEnTS : Then it 1s Rross expenditure. 

MR. COLLINS: 

that. 

Yes, a little over that really. It is a little over 

HI'. . !!OBEP.TS: Then it must he a large figure. 

HR. COLLINS: Yes, that is ri:;ht. I think it is pretty close to $5 million 
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NR. ROBERTS: I take it that the Province now has it budge'ted for, 

what the minister has mentioned~ 

MR. COLLINS: Yes, that is right. But the cost to the Province is 

in the order of about $2 million. 

Maybe we can find other ways to do it, I am sure it is going 

to mean closing some beds. Where it will be I cannot s•y,but just 

as soon as I am in a position to say so I will let the House know. 

l'R. ROBERTS: I realize we are beyond five minutes, but 

I think the House is interested, Mr. Speaker, in this and all we 

can do now is hope not to adjourn so we can come back at eight. 

The }linister of Justice has already gotten up once on that, and 

if that is the rule we do it. 

Could the minister tell the House, Sir, if he would, what 

is the figure they use today in the Department of Health as 

the average cost of a bed per day? It was usually $50_ to 

$60 in my day but that was a long time ago. 

~~. COLLINS: The average cost, Mr. Speaker, is - I am pretty 

sure the figure is right, I can double check it and if it is not 

right I will bring back the right one - the average cost today is 

around $112 per bed per day. There is a great disparity there. 

In a small collage hospital it might be down to thirty-five or 

forty dollars. In a hospital like the Grace it could very well be 

up to $160 or $165. I think it is $112 is the average cost, $112 

per day. 

1-!R. ROBERTS: I thank the minister. 

On motion that the House at its rising do now adjourn until 

until eight o'clock this evening. 
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The ~ouse resumed at 8:00 ~.~. 

~r. ~peaker in the ~hair. 

Tape No. 1674 NH- 1 

m. S"f. Kf: (n?. mu. IN<;) : Order, please! Before we begin 

'['receedings I v70uld l:l.ke to call the attention of the hon. members 

to the fact tJ-.at the Tmm Council of Roberts Arm are in the galleries, 

f\eputy ~4ayor I loyd Colbourne and Councillors Harris, Locke and 

Rowsell. I arr. sure you would ~-rish to give them a greeting. 

SOME RON . }IEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

1!1' .• WELLS: We have to go back on motion 5, Interim Supply. 

0n motion that the House resolve itself into Committee of 

the Hhole, l'r. Speaker left the Chair. 

}~. CHATIDI~~: Order, please! The hon. member for Bay of Islands. 

ThanY. you, l'r. Chairman. Just before I continue 

l"V remarks, Hr. Chairman, I would like to thank the member for 

Conception Bay South O'r. Nolan) for his kind remarks made this 

afternoon t~rhen he realized as a new member T v1as malring my, not 

""' main en speech hut second maiden one ,if you "!o7ant to have it 

that way, and it is nice to see a man of his calibre. I think 

l1e exercises not only a lot of justice towards hfs fellow man but 

a lot 0f charity as well. And I think that is something that we 

have to have in this House as well as outside the House. 

T also have to say about the hon. member for LaPoile (~r. Neary), 

whilst I do not always agree with everything he says,at the same 

time he certainly has a knack of making new members feel at 

home in the House of Assembly. And I feel that all the 

members, all of us who are here, we were sent here to work primarily on 

behalf of the people who sent us and there is no need to be - we 

~ave nothinp. to fear. We really should in fact feel it is a great 

priv:l.lege and a great honour to be able to ~rork primarily, r rimarily 

I suppose,on behalf of the Province and then of course on behalf 

of the people <vho sent us here to the House of Assembly. 
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MR. WOODROW: Now I was saying before I left off speaking that 

I considered such ljllltters as water and sewerage and building 

and paving of roads to be of major :IJnportance to all of us, 

espcially members :ln districts like my own, in rural districts 

where people in many cases are deprived of these necessities 

of Hfe. 

The member for Twi11ingate (Mr. Smallwood) wondered ·if I 

considered such things as hospitals and schools important. I 

certainly do. But I would say this much that if our children 

cannot have a drop of water to wash themselves and a decent 

road to ~alk over it is going to be very hard f .or them to enjoy 

the beautiful schools that we have in the Province. So W"hat 

I am saying is I think that in my opinion~and perhaps many members 

would agree with me, that water and sewerage and roads, paved 

roads especially, are very important to the people of Newfoundland, 

especially in the rural dist"ticts when in some cases they are lac\d.ng 

in them. I think these are some things that we should really consider. 
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Mr. Woedrow: 

Another matter, Mr. Chatrman, has come up in the 

House, and it has been spoken on quite a lot especially since 1976 

and that is the need in Newfoundland for a search and rescue 

division,or whatever you want to call it. Already I believe 

there is a motion before the House, and I suppose in due course 

this will be debated. But we all know in fact, and we all lament 

the tragedies that have hit our Province in 1976. And perhaps a 

lot of those or some of them could have been avoided, and some 

lives could have been spared if a search and rescue centre had 

been established in Newfoundland. In fact when I spoke on 

Provincial Affairs the other night, last Friday night, this 

was one of the things that I mentioned. I hope that we as a 

government, in fact, as members, all members when it comes to 

debating issues such as this - and I understand we will have to go 

to Ottawa-we will go,we say, united, because united we stand. 

And I do, not think there is anything more important and anything 

more non-political than a matter such as a search and• rescue centre 

for our own Province. 

I also wanted to say something, and it will have a 

bearing on the estimates, I wanted to say something about travel. 

A lot has been said about the necessity for travel, and whether we 

as members should travel hither, thither and yon. And what I feel is 

that the first place ~~e have to travel is to the people who elected 

us. And really, you knmv, :>ince I got elected I have tried under, 

say, n very heavy financial strain to. get to my district every week, 

and I got there every week, and I realize - I do not care what side, 

in fact, the member is on- I think it is important for him to get 

to his district as often as he is able physically or financially or 

whatever the case may be , to do so and let his people know that he 

or she appreciates the confidence that they put into him or her,in 

this particular case, on September 16, 1975. 

Now I would give a lot of leeway to ministers of 

the Crown, They ~ave to travel, they have to travel not only to their 

own districts but they have to travel to the other districts as well 
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lfr. \loodrow: 

and they have to travel, in fact, outside of the Province. And 

I would like at this particular time to thank the hon. Hinister of 

Fisheries who took a weekend off, which he no douHt eould have 

spent with his family and so on, and he came with me to my district 

and we, in fact, covered a lot of ground. 

SOHE: HO)I . !IDfBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR . WOODROlo/'; And I am sure it did a lot of good. I am also 

going to ask the other ministers, and I realize how busy they are, 

in fact, they must be terribly• busy with the many, many duties they 

have to perform, I am going to ask them within the boundaries of 

reason if they will also come out and visit my district as well. 
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MR. WOODROW: Now, I heard, Mr. Speaker, over the past couple 

of days a lot of allegations,and to say the least. I 1as a new member 

of the Rouse do not mind saying - and I think I am thinking on my 

feet now - I was really a bit shocked. I have confidence, as I 

said, in this government,and I have confidence,in fact, in the 

members, especially the Minister of Justice and the Minster without 

Portfolio and the Minister of Mines and Energy, and that does not 

take away fror.t any of the other Ministers of the Crown that are 

here. I certainly could say the same about all of them. 

I also happen to know something about such things as 

mortgages. I ·know what a first mortgage is, I know what a second 

mortgage is and I also know what finder's fees are. I know what 

finance companies are, I know what trust companies are and I know 

what banks are. I would like, in fact, to ask at this particular 

time - I woulc like to suggest that if there needs to be any 

clearing of the air,I would like,in fact, to ask the government -

I am not telling them to do so - but perhaps an investigation or 

a royal commission would not be a bad thing. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. WOODROW: After all, royal commissions- and investigations 

and the like have been set up before. But we have nothing to fear. 

Well then, if we have nothing to fear - it almost rhymes - if we 

have nothing to fear, clear the air. 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. WOODROW: 

Come on over with us! Come on over with us! 

Oh no! No, you are wrong there,hon. member. 

I am also aware, Mr. Chairman, that we are living in a capitalistic 

system, and thank God we are. Therefore it is very hard for us 

to control profits. How can we control it? In fact, to my mind 

it is really beyond our control. 

I have just about finished now all the remarks that I have 

to make,and I would like to say that as long as I am here a member 

of this hon. House I am going to try to do my best for the good of 

the Province and, naturally for the district in particular in which 

I - in fact, I almost lived there, which I am proud of also - the 
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MR. 11100DROW: district that I represent. And by the same 

token we have to have the understanding - in fact, I would be very unwise 

and very unfair if I should expect everything to come to the Bay 

of Islands district . I am grateful for what is there already 

and I think, as the hon . member from Twillingate (~x.Smallwood) 

said - he mentioned this concerning the hospital for ClarenviJ le -

we have to tell the people, we have to be honesr. I nave 

had to be honest with people. In my lifetime I have had to say , 

"I am sorry, you know, we j ust cann.ot have this. " Actually it is 

amazing if you use what you have you will never be in want. If 

we, for exampl e, had to !';urvive like - I remember one time, in 

fact, it was dut"ing the Second 1..lorld Wat" 
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HR . HOODROH: 

in Halifax people had to live on porridge only. It is amazing,you 

know. Somebody said, "How did you do it?". Well,in fact.they said, 

really, "If you use what you got you will never be in want". And 

I think, Sir, that we have to take, as the saying goes, we have to take 

the bull by the horns. I am going to try to be sincere. I am looking 

now at something written down here, and I do sort of hate to mention 

this but what I want to allude to concerns the Leader of the Opposition. 

Yo·u know he was going to find $300,000 before their election and he 

was - I am sorry, $300 million it was. He was going to find $185 million 

to finish all the roads in Newfoundland in three years,and there was 

$10 million for mothers allowances, I think, and $11 million or $12 

million for school tax. 

_lffi.. WHITE: If you are l'O!np.: to quote people, quote them correctly. 

}W,. WOODROW : As they say, I have not got the figures exact. 

MR. ROBERTS: That is obvious. 

}lR. ~IOODROI.J: ll'ell ,I know this but I think I have the last figure 

exact. The whole thing was $300 million, all right. And I am 

happy to say, 11r. Chairman. that before I was elected - and I say 

this and I stand proudly and say it - that I made one promise to 

my people,and that promise I am keeping every day and that promise 

was, Mr. Chairman, it was to work to the best of my ability. 

sm!E RON . ME}'BERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. WOODROW: I ~vould like, if you want to see what I am doing -

and I do not want to praise myself - but I would invite you to look 

at the phone calls that I 5ade and the correspondence to examine for 

yourself. 

MR . ~'ORGAN: I was over there. 

~IF.. WOODROW: Yes,of course you have been. I know. The hon. 

~inister of Transportation and Communications was over to the district 

with me and as I said I am trying to get others over as well . 

But in any case sometimes, you know, I say it is too bad we 

have to sit down, but there are many others who have aany more things, 

many important t h ings to say • 
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AN RON~ ME~ffiER: By leave. 

~<:R. WOODRffiv: By leave? 

SONE HON. HEHBEltS: By leave what? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Does the han. member wish to carry on? 

}!R. 1-lOODROH: Well I would like to the han. member that I have other 

things to say. 

SOME HON . HE1ffiERS : By leave. 

~IR. WOODROW: All right, Very good. You know, we have only 

been elected for six months yet. You will be hearing a lot each 

day in the next four or five years, ah. 

AN HON. HEr-mER : Hear, hear! 

tffi. WOODROW: So I thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

SOME RQN. 1~~ERS: Hear, hear! 

tlR. CHAI IU!AN: 

liR . STRACHAN: 

The han . member for Eagle River. 

Mr. Chairman, I wish to comment very briefly on the 

situation surrounrling the fire at Pleasantville last Fall and the 

subsequent investigation into the Fishing Gear Subsidy Programme 

that my learned friend from LaPoile O~r. Neary) brought up earlier 

on today. I trust that you will bear with me since the notes and 

files that I kept on this situation I have left in Nain, at my 

home in Nain. Also not being used to the rules of the House I 

have to try and tread carefully and delicately. 

!n 1973 I became involved in a certain fishing operation in this 

Province wh1ch was facing near bankruptcy, it was almost belly up. 

I went in to try and save the situation there and try to do something 

with it. It was there that I came across certain situations operating 

within the Department of Fisheries that concerned me,and also within 

certain fishing companies and supply companies in Newfoundland. 

What I found was not - at least when I went there I had been told 

repeatedly that there was a system of kickbacks, a system of patronage7 

not the twenty percenters but the ten percenters, if you provided 

business to certain large companies supplying either fishing gear 

or equipment. I never found any direct evidence of it 1although indirectly 
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t tP-.. STrJI.CllAN: 

I had numbers of overtures made to me during the two and a half months 

I was there. But I did find a system at that time - and this was 

way before the discovery now of irregularities in the fishing gear 

programme - I did find 
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MR. STRACHAN: that fishermen were being encouraged to submit 

claims for gill net losses. In fact in many cases I also found 

that the forms that the fishermen had to fill out were being 

left totally blank, the affidavits. The fishermen were being 

asked to sign the name at the bottom and that later on the whole 

forms would be filled in. 

MR. SU'IHONS: Asked by whom1 

>~. STFACHAN: I should say taat the - if I can explain the 

situation, ~~hat I found happened in the case that I was involved 

in was that the fisherman lost ten gill nets. He then went to his 

local supplier and under the Gear Subsidy Programme he asked for a 

replacement of his nets. He was handed a form • and apparently this 

was general procedure or accepted procedure because the fishermen laughed 

at the situation - he was handed a form on which he signed his name 

and what happened was that this form, this affidavit stating that 

he had lost gill nets, but no quantity entered, was then submitted 

to the Department of Fisheries for payment as the local supplier 

would give them the nets. 

I 1ave lost .- my notes in Nain, and I have got to try and 

delicately pick my way through this. But what was happening was 

that the major supply companies in St. John~s were supplying 

the local supplier with these nets,and rather than charging 

the local company on a thirty day or maybe the maximum of ninety 

day basi~, he was taking the nets on a system of assignments from 

the government. What was happening was that the local supplier 

could not pay for the nets that the fishermen were needing because 

the fishermen were using a great quantity of nets,so what was 

happening was that the major supply companies were carrying the 

brunt of thP. load, that is,instead of the local supply company paying

what is it, let us get it right- rather than the local supply company 

submitting a claim to the government, what was happening was that the 

major gear supplier on a system of assignments was waiting for a period 

of six months to a year because the Departmentcf Fisheries are very 

slow paying, and because they were slow paying he was assuming the 
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J.<R. STRACHAN: burden of supplying fishing gears to the fishermen. 

Now the thing that concerned me at that time was that it 

sounded simple enough. But I wondered what the fishing gear 

companies were doing carrying very large loads, a very large 

amount of working capital being handed out in the course of 

a year; and sitting and waiting for something like $500,000 or 

$1 million or $2 million or $2,500,000 to come back in form of 

payments from the government? And I figured that no company, 

or no major company could have this kind of working capital and 

survive very long, because first of all he was not earning 

interest on that money and,secondly,the coet of the nets was rising 

so much that he must have been losing over the period of a year 

too. Because ~y the time they went to get a new supply of nets 

from Japan, or wherever else it was, the price of course was 

much higher one year later. So I could not understand this system. 

I could not understand why they were being so benevolent and whether 

there was some form of payment being included somewhere to cover the 

interest or ~vhatever it was, and I never did find out exactly that 

situation there. But what I did find out was that once the local 

suppliers got hooked in by a system of assignments, then the local 

suppliers could not move or shop around and they were tied into 

a monopoly situation in which you absolutely could not get away 

from the major gear suppliers you were dealing with. And I figured 

at that time that because one could not shop around the price 

of gear therefore went up and since the government was paying the 

programme anyway, nobody was hurting. 

I also found that the fishermen were being encouraged. There 

'"as a drive, there was almost a hard sell by the companies and 

the local suppliers to get the fishermen to clRim. 
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MR. STRACHAN: 

I was concerned about this because I felt that when his statements 

came out I figured the fishermen would be getting the blame, 

That they were being told that they were being greedy or chasing to 

the government or wanting free equipment, cheating and various other 

things. But I found in this case here that they were being encouraged 

and I was told,or it was indicated to me that I should carry on the same 

kind of encouragement programme, that the money was available and 

the Department of Fisheries would pay it. 

Now at that time I was too involved in running a company, 

a fishing operation,to be really interested in delving deeper into 

it. But I did find later on that, · it was indicated to me, and I do 

not remember by whom, but it was indicated to me at that time that 

there was also in the Department of Fisheries a system of cross checking 

the invoices from the supply company against the gear that the fishermen 

had applied for to see that everything cross checked. But that it 

was controlled that if there were any mistakes, in other words the 

invoices did not balance the amount of gear out, what shouid happen 

in the department or within the people scurtinizing them, that they 

shpqld not bring it up to any superiors but that they should phone 

the gear supply company iliil!lediately and have this verified. 

So what was happening then was that the gear supply company 

was saying;"Fine, just wait a couple of days; and they would phone them 

back and make the correction, and they corrected them according to these. 

But only one in five hundred or one in four hundred was ev.er picked up 

this way. There were statements made, at least at that time I heard 

a great deal of indication this way. 

The thing that concerned me most, however, was at that time 

I did think - and I returned to Nain shortly afterwards, ·and never 

became involved in it again - but I did think of trying to come and 

deal with the situation because I felt that either a monopoly's 

commission or some business practices within.this Province or some 

controlling body should investigate the large gear supply companies 

because they were creating within this Province a monopoly situation, 

they were artifically driving prices up, and they were pushing for 
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Mr. Strachan : 

business in manners which, if not illegal, certainly were slightly 

unethnical or immoral, I might say. 

What my big concern was when the story about the firt 

on the subsequent investigation in the department started last Fall, 

I was concerned that what would happen would be that everything would 

close in, and nothing would come out and the fishermen of this 

Province would be blamed for mismanagement of a programme which was 

enacted to help them, to be a benefit to them. And so I wanted to 

indicate some of these. I had ex~ensive notes made at that time 

while I was running the business,and I found a geeat deal of inadequacies 

at that time, but I did not pursue them because immediately afterwards 

I left and went back to Nain, and I did not feel that I had sufficient 

evidence to warrant: coming to anyone and asking for an investigation. 

I believe the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) is correct 

in some of his statements that he makes concerning this Fishing Gear 

Programme, this subsidy programme,and its misuse and abuse. And 

I felt that by this time the administration, the present administration, 

should have made available to the public and to the fishermen in this 

Province a clear situation, a presentation of the facts so that we 

know who was at fault and who was to blame in a programme which is 

now being, as I understand 1wiped out, of which fishermen in this 

Province cannot take part in aga~n or have any other further benefit. 

That is the gist of what I have to say. I most certainly 

would,if the Minister of Fisheries wishes,I would certainly make available 

to him some of the pieces of information that I have as o-f that time, although 

I may add that I have gone through it carefully and none of it was 

definite in my mind, I did not have time to look into it and be 

investigative in that sense, because I was, of course, running a business 

at that time. But I would certainly give him the 
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l1R • STRACHAN: 

benefit of what I thought was happening and explain some of the 

situations to him. But I also feel that in a matter of this amount 

of money, $7 million,- of which there was a great deal of abuse, then J 

think the abuses should be laid at the correct source an~ that the 

fishermen in this Province should not be blamed totally for something 

at \mich they were encouraged to do. 

MR. MURPHY: Mr. Chairman, just one question. I have lost track. 

This form, this affidavit thing the member said was signed but left 

blank, did you come in aftenrards and say that someone else filled 

it in for another amount? I lost track of that and wonder what 

happened to these forms. 

~ffi. STRACHAN : Yes. I do not have my notes that I could have 

dealt or go through it. 

HR • HURPIIY: Yes, yes. No, I was just wondering -

l1R. STRACHAN : What happened was that if a f:l.sherman came then he 

had to fill out an affidavit stating that he did actually lose on such 

and such a date ten gill nets. But when I went in to take over the 

position I handed the form to the fisherman and asked him to fill it 

all out, etc. , the dates and his number of nets and so on and he 

said," No, I do not usually fill them out. You do that. All I do is 
II 

I just sign my- name. And he just signed his name. ~tore and more people 

were coming in to me and saying 1

11 
No, you fill them out • or you do what 

II 
you do with them." So I checked the office and the office said 1 No, we 

do not generally fill them out. We _just send them in to St. John 1 s, or 

there is some arrangement made ~dth the gear supply companies in filling 

out these affidavits." But the fishermen quite sincerely felt that - in 

fact,in many cases I do not think th_e fishermen even knew they were 

affidavits. It was just a piece of paper put iD front of them in which 

he signed. 

HR. MURPHY: And conceivably that ten could have been made twenty, do 

you think? Would that be the case? 

MR. STRACHAN : Yes, oh yes. Absolutely. That is the point I was trying 

to make, that the fishermen quite innocently \~ere coming in and just 
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HR. ST~CP .Ac! : 

signing the name and thinkinF; thnt WM tlw <"11<1 ,,r lt. 1'11t lt WM 

creatinp: 'v:!tl,in this Province a monopoly situation in the supply of 

fishing gear. 

MR • SIMMONS : As the programme was designed, I would just like to 

ask a questior about, to pursue the matter he is on now,the signing 

of the blank forms. To his knowledge, were the forms completed in 

the community concerned,and if so, by whom? I do not mean by name, bUt 

by the s1rpplier or to his knowledge was the form sent in its blank 

state to a St. John's supplier? Does he know who ultimately completely 

the form? How far did the form go as a blank form? 

~w .. STRACHAN: I am not sure,hecause obviously I was a new fellow in 

the operation when I came into the operation. The gear supply companies 

were extremely suspicious of me and therefore -

HR. TtOBEllTS: 

honest? 

~!R • STRACHAN : 

Was it because they felt the hon. gentleman was too 

lYell,I think that they· felt that there would have to be 

a period of wooing before they could come to any kind of arrangement 

with me. They therefore felt that I would have to carry it through 

the proper procedure. So I never managed to check out who filled them 

out at what time and where, whether it was done in St. John's or whether 

it was done by the local agent,and what system there was of payments and 

so on. But what I did know was that this assignment arrangement was a 

very cumbersome method. It was also creating this monopoly situation 

and the fishermen were being encouraged to sign these forms. 

HR. SIMHONS: Just for clarification, it was the local supplier, 

the local supplier that was advising the fishermen that he could sign 

a blank form, is that correct? 

MR. STRACHAN: No. The local supplier was only su1'ply:!n~ fishing gear 

from the major companies. In other words,if you phoned up the major 

company and said, 11 I want 200 gill nets tomorrow~ 200 gill nets would 

be delivered. He would then hand them out to the fishermen. But the 

local supplier was merely acting as an agent in this case because he 
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was not paying for the nets from the major supplier. 
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MR. SIMMONS: But who was it who was saying to the fishermen there 

is ·no '.need to have this form completed and sign it as a blank? Was 

was it the local supplier? 

MR. STRACHAN: No one. The point was that there was obviously an 

arrangement between, I felt, an arrangement between the major gear 

supplier and the local agent or . the local suppliers. 

MR. CHAIRNAN (Mr. Young): The hon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: M.r. Chairman, first of all I want to thank the member 

for Bay of Islands(Mr. Woodrow), Sir, for his support in my recommedation 

that a royal commission be -

HR. CHAIID-!AN (Mr. Young): Order, please! Excuse me, I thought you 

were goinr, to ask a question. 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. CHAIR?AAN: 

HR. STRACF!AN: 

)1R. CHAIRMAN: 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

!'JR. NEARY: 

MR. STRACHAN: 

MR. NEARY: 

HR. CHAIRMAN: 

MR. STRACHAN: 

HR. CHAIRMAN: 

I beg your pardon, Sir. 

Is the hon. member for Eagle River finished? 

Yes, but I would like to say -

No, I thought -

The member is finished. 

No, he yielded for a question from you. 

Did you yield for a question? Are you finished? 

Yes, Sir. 

The member -

He yielded for a question. 

No, I -

He yielded for a question. 

MR. STRACHAN: Not yet. 

MR. NEARY: No, the member can have the floor, Sir, if he -

MR. F. ROWE: On a point of order. Just to straighten the matter out, 

l think my colleague, the member for Fogo(Capt. Winsor) was about to 

ask a question and he was yielding. 

MR.. STRACHAN: Yes. 

MR. F. ROWF, : So that question can be taken care of, he will be finished 

his speech and the hon. member from LaPoile(Mr. Neary) can go on. 
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CAPT WINSOR. I would like to ask the hon. member, who obviously 

has a lot of knowledge of this gear programme, how fishermen . 

went about filling in their applications, but theP.question I would 

like to ask him, who or did fishermen take the affidavit in front 

of? There must have been some one. Was it a fishery officer or a JP? 

MR. STRACHAN: No, the affidavit was just filled out in the office 

of a lo~al agent of the gear supply company. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, first of all, Sir, I want to thank the 

member for the Bay of Islands (Mr. Woodrow) for supporting my 

recommendation that a royal commission be appointed to investigate second 

mortgage companies, brokers, certain law firms who are engaging in 

bonuses and finders' fees, and I also want to thank the member for 

Conception Bay South (Mr. Nolan) for supporting my recommendation, and 

I also want to thank the member for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan) for 

his support on the gear subsidy programme. 

I am not quite sure, Mr. Chairman, I believe I could claim 

in part the responsibility for the member for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan) 

being living in Nain at the present time. When I was Minister of 

Social Services and Rehabilitation, the member was in the consulting business . 

The member for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan) at the time had set up his own 

consulting firm and he and I and the officials of my department talked 

about the establishment of a fish plant in Nain and another fish plant 

in Makkovik and I -

AN RON. ~!EMBER : A monopoly. 

MR. NEARY: No, not a monopoly, and my department commissioned the 

member for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan), if he remembers correctly, for 

just the paltry sum of $5,000, I believe it was, to go to Nain to establish 

a fish plant for the Department of Social Services and Rehabilitation. 

And he did an absolutely magnificent job, Sir, outstanding job. 
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MR. NEARY: When I went down for the opening and saw all the 

people there dressed up in their white coats and hats and 

so forth, I could scarcely believe what I was seeing, absolutely 

fantastic. It is the first time ln Northern Labrador that women 

worked and were paid equal pay for equal work with me~, the first 

time. 

PREMIER MOORES: You must be talking about Waterford. 

MR. NEARY: I am talking about what? 

PREHIER MOORES: ~~aterford. 

MR. NEARY: Haterford. No,I get a letter from Waterford every day 

believe it or not. I pass them over to the Minister of Justice. 

PREMIER MOORES: The white coat brigade! 

~~. MORGAN: They are coming to take you away. 

MR. NEARY: So I could partly claim the responsibility,! suppose, 

for the member being in this hon. House today because I believe 

when he went do~vn to open up that fish plant he fell in love with 

Nain and he stayed there. 

But, Mr. Chairman, the member has made a very valuable contribution 

to the debate that I started this afternoon in connection with the 

fishing gear programme. I laid out a case this afternoon that I thought 

~as fairl~ suh~tantial for the Minister of Justice to give the people 

of this Province an interim report on ~·rhat is happening in connection 

';rith the invest:lgation into the theft,I suppose you could call it, 

from the ~isheries Department. 

Hr. Chai-rman, we have so little information. 

MR. HICKMAN: If y~at down lon~t enou~~:h you wonlrl hi!IVe all -you want. 

MP. NEARY: Well,the minister had an opportunity to get up and has 

not gotten up,and I am going to try to see if I can provoke him 

into getting up because the people in this Province are entitled to 

an explanation, are entitled to know what is going on and ~~hy the 

government is dragging its heels on this investigation. 

'f'R. HICKHAN: If you would sit dmvn I would be able to tell you. 

"1'. '1EAt'Y: Hell, Sir, the minister will get up before I am finished. 
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' "': . MURPHY: fie cannot r.et up he fore you are finis~ed . 

A;;~ !{ON . HF11BF.P. : S:!t do1m. Sit dm..'ll . 

"'" CllAI RMA:J: Order, please! 

"T> :>~F.AI'Y: ' 'r . Chairman, this has all the appearances of a 

cover up , has all the appearances of a situation. that is being 

s~.·ept under the rug . ~e do not know what police forces are 

investigating -

"ll . liiCI<.'<A.'l : ilell, sit dO\-m and I will tell you . 

>rp . :'\EJ\RY: - "hat police forces are investigating this robbery 

i n t he Department of Fisheries . We do not know if it is the 

~C!'!', the Newfoundland Constabulary , holY many members of the 

fraud squad, how many members of the Newfoundland Constabulary , 

how many accountants, how many auditors. We do not kno~r, 

''r . Chairman, as members of this House ,let alone the general 

public , ~·e do not know, ';ir, if the investigation i s goinr. on 

at all. If it b 11e certainly are not hearing very much ahou t it . 

And , ' 'r . Chainnan , ~re wan t to know why the ~'inister of Fisheries of 

that day, the present ~:in is ter of Hines and Energy, wa~ not suspended 

from his port folio for an indefinite period 1ihile this investigation 

on embezzlement in that department was being carried out, 1\ot because 

the mintster hinself would be involved, 1 am not saying that, I 81U sure 
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MR. NEARY: 

the minister was not, but the fact that the minister presided 

over a department, Sir, that had the biggest cash shortage in the 

history of Newfoundland, so we are told, and the minister is transferred 

nonchalantly over to another department. He should have been suspended. 

In any other province, in any other jurisdiction,a minister that 

presided over a department, Sir, where there was so much theft and 

embezzlement and thieving going on, a minister in any other jurisdiction 

would have been dropped, dumped, suspended from the cabinet for 

presiding over that, allowing his department to be run in such a 

sloppy way. This has not just been going on for one year, Sir. The 

Auditor General in his report as I indicated this afternoon, the 

31st of }larch, 1974, two years ago yesterday, brought it to the 

attention of the government and to the attention of the House and 

he brought it to the attention of the government in 1972, the 

Auditor-General, a man who has no political affiliations, who is 

a servant of this House. 

about it. 

Yet, Mr. Chairman, nothing was done 

Paybe the l''inister of Hines and Energy 1who was then the Minister 

of Fisheries was too preoccupied in trying to carry out his vendetta 

against the oil refinery in Come By Chance, against the Linerboard 

mill in Stephenville, kicking Brinco out of Newfoundland, maybe 

he was too preoccupied with the big financial wheeling and dealing 

that was going on to worry about his department. But, Sir, under our 

parliamentary system every minister, Mr. Chairman - does the House 

realize this1 Maybe the new members do not - every minister is responsible. 

HR. IVELLS: A point of order. Speaking of our parliamentary system, 

~!r. Chairman, one of the things that it is forbidden to do is impute 

wrong motives to a minister or aDY member of this House. Now the 

han. gentleman has imputed motives to the present Minister of Mines 

and Energy,who is not here at the moment, imputes motives to close up 

Come By Chance and to do two or three other things which if he was 

motivated that way would be serious allegations, and the fact that he 
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MR. WELLS: 

was not motivate~ that way make them even more serious and it is 

completely against the rules of this House to allege these motives. 

HR. NEARY: 

feelings -

MR. WELLS : 

J''R . NEARY : 

Well, Mr. Chairman, if I have hurt the han. minister's 

You are not hurting the m1nister's feelings. 

I just said the Minister of Mines and Energy may have 

been preoccupied with these things. 

~lR. WELLS : I think the record will show the hon. member said 

otherwise. 

rR • NEARY : Well, Hr. Chairman, just for the sake of the record -

the hon. minister is so touchy this last twenty-four hours or so, 

Sir - but T withdraw if that will make him feel any better. 

1-'R . WELLS : 

l'R . NEARY : 

JIR. !·IELLS : 

HP. NEARY: 

Is it withdrawn unconditionally? 

Nr. Chairman -

I s it withdrawn? 

The min:l.ster is not the Chairman of this Committee. 

The Chairman of the Committee is sitting to the minister 1 s left. The 

minister does not own the House. 

HR. CHAirulAN : Order, please~ 

I will ask the member for LaPoile (Yr. Neary) are these statements 

lvithdrawn? 

}1\. NEAPY: Well,if Your Honour thinks it is unparliamentary I- does 

Your Honour think it is unparliamentary? 

1W .• CHAIFY.Ju~: Yes, it appears to be so from the Chair. 

~·R. NEARY: I withdraw it, Sir, withdraw it. 

~m . J. CARTER: Withdraw again. 

IIR . NEARY: Mr. Chairman, I withdraw again and I withdraw again and 

I withdraw again. Does that make the bon. member for St. John's North 

(Mr. J. Carter) who is trying to maintain his public image and his 

integrity, any ~appier? Well7 if he was trying to maintain his 

integrity he better shift his seat over here pretty fast. 

Mr. Chairman, under our parliamentary system, Sir, under our 
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MR. NEARY: 

systel!l of govet:ntnent, every minister is responsible for the actions 

of his department. It is inescapable. There is no way out. Every 

minister who occupies a portfolio today in that goverQment, Sir, 

is· responsible for every little detail of the running of that 

department. We have seen -

AN RON. 'ME!IRER: No. 

MR. NEARY: Yes. 

till· HON. ·MEMBER: You do not know what you are talking about, 

MR. NEARY: The running of the department is the responsibility 

of the minister,not the civil servants. And the blame or the credit 

or the glory or the conderonation of any department, S~r, rests with 

the minister. In this particulal\ case the minister presided over a 

depart~nt for a couple of years where all these things are 
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Mr. Neary: 

alleged to have gone on, and that mi~ister should have been suspended, 

Re should have been put out to pasture, In any other jurisdiction 

it certainly would have happened. It happens up in Ottawa all of 

the time. We saw the example recently of dial-a~judge, Just because 

a minister called up a judge, he was forced to pass in his resignation. 

Here you have a situation here where you have,so we are told,the 

biggest ca&k shortage in the history of this Province. And if there 

is any investigation, Sir, it would appear the government is just 

accepting it as just a routine investigation. Just rountine. Aw, the 

minister nods his head, Sir. I would say -

MR. RICKMAN: I shake my head sometimes. 

MR. NEARY: I beg your pardon? 

~m. HICKMAN: Shake. my head. 

HR. NEARY: Shakes his head. Well,usually he is rubbing his hands 

and rolling his eyes heavenward. I have no doubt at all that the 

minister is going to get up shortly and tell ~s, Oh,how unpatrotic 

I am to be cha~lenging the minister's authority, but, Sir, it is 

time for somebody to challenge the Adminstration of Justice in this 

Province. The minister told us this afternoon in connection with the 
\ 

royal commission that I requested,that the government are searching, 

scrapping now across Canada, digging up legislation to look over, 

to see if tve can get a suitable piece of legislation in Newfoundland. 

But the minister did not tell us that if there were any cases of 

fraud involved in the double disbursement sheets that I spoke of 

yesterday that the money would be refunded to the people who were 

vi ctimized. ttr. Chairman, does this House realize that in the case 

of welfare recipients who chisel a little bit to try to keep body and 

soul together, that the department goes back beyond. the seven year 

period, goes back sometimes ten years and drags - my hon; friend is 

shaking his head- because I know it to be a fact. It is true. 

MR. HICK.'UIN : Are you referring to me, . now? 

HR. NEARY: No, I am not. and drag welfare recipients into 

court for overpayments that are ten years old. And bringing in 
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1-lr. Neary: 

a piece of legislation now to control loan-sharking and finder's 

fees and bonuses and exorbitant interest rates is not going to cure 

all the people that have bean victimized over the last two or three 

years, is it? Does the minister think that is justice? 

:rr. Chairman, what about Mrs. Sandra Butt1 The minister 

is always.so concerned about peoples reputations, and personalities. 

\fuat happened when this lady was arrested and put in jail, and then 

took the lie detector test and was allowed to go free? 

HR. HORGM: : When "'as this? 

tlR. NEARY: Oh, do not tell me the hon. Hinister of Transportation 

and Communications docs not know about that case? 

SO!·!E BON. llllHBEP.S: Oh, oh! 

}ffi. NEARY: The Curtis Academy fire? 

HR. MORGfu.'l: Oh, yes! 

MR. NEARY: I did not hear the minister come out then and say, 

11 We are sorry. Other charges may be laid. The investigation is going 

on. \.J.e were ~;rong. vie apologize. We will have to make up for 

destroying the lady's reputation somehow or other." No, Mr. Chairman, 

you did not hear any of that. Do you know why? Because these people 

I am· talking al;out are not a part of the establishment, they are not 

a part of the clique, they are not a part of the power base that 

runs 'this Province. That is why, Sir, I am challeng,ing the Minister 

of Justice under Interim Supply. It is about time we got rid of 

the double standards in this Province. It is about time, Sir, that 

we had one law for the rich and one for the poor- or the same law 

for the poor, not a law for the rich and a law for the poor as we 

have at the present time. 

And, Mr. Chairman, one other thing I want to challenge the 

minister on,and that is that appearance of a scandal involved in the 

Summer Garnes, especially, Sir, in that land transaction. 
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1-fR. NEARY: After ~sking - if the member for Trinity - Bay de Verde 

(r-!r. Ttowe) would just get out of my way so I could see the expression 

on the minister's face? I want to see how much his blood pressure is 

going up. 

When I cross-examined the government on whether or. not th .. ~· 

were going to investigate -

You must think you are awfully eff~ctive. You 

must think you are. 

~m .• NEARY: I am pretty effective, pretty effective. I got that 

crmvd over there frightened out of their shoes. 

nh, oh! 

~\R. }'l.JRPHY: Remember what Judge Mifflin had to say! 

'~. NEARY: L~sten to old filth and dirt over there himself • Listen 

to him! Listen to the bigot! 

!ffi. . ~mRPHY : Sit down! Go on! 

MR. ROUSSEAU: Mr. Chairman! 

NP . • NEARY: Yes. 

'!!'-. RI'US~F.AlT: A point of order, Nr. Chainnan. 

}/f"R. VELI.S: The point of order is very clear. The word bigot, the 

member called the minister a bigot. 

PREMIE"P ~Of) RES: Whichever one. Anyone. 

!!R. l.ffiLLS: Yes, which is absolutely unparliamentary and should be 

ordered to be \dthdrawn immediately. 

"R. NEARY: }lr. Chairman, to that point of order, Sir· It is perfectly 

in order in my opinion to call the gentleman a political bigot, perfectly 

i.n order. 

~m . WELT.S: The Hard 'political'\.ras not used, Nr. Chairman. 

HR. MURPHY: There is nothing wrong with that. 

NR. NEARY: Well my hon. friend accepts it, Sir. There is not a thing 

wrong with H. 

~<1'. }'f11Ttl'HY: The best expression all day. 

H". CHA!R}'AN: 0rder, please!. The Chair did not hear the word 'political' 

before higot and therefore -

~'111.. NEARY: But, Sir, when you are referring to -
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~nt. Cli.t\ IRJ-!AN: - would ask the member for LaPoile to withdral~ it. 

l!J'. NEARY: }'r. Chairman, I will rephrase my -

PREHIER ~!OORES: Withdrat~! 

11R. CHAIRI1A'l: withdraw and rephrase. I withdraw and rephrase 

Sir . The member is a political bigot. When you refer to hon. 

members in this House, 1~r. Chairman, you refer to their politics 

~. ROUSSEAU: Do not be so cheap! 

MR. NEARY: ~!r. Chairman, if I v1as the hon. Acting Minister of Public 

~oJorks and Services I would keep a close watch on Scrivener "Project over 

there at Memorial University. 

HR. ROUSSEAU: 

}'R. Mt'RPHY: 

Do not worry about -

There must be someone else you do not have any straws 

on. Are there not yellow pages in the telephone book7 

"'R. BEARY: ~·r. Chairman, I told the House this afternoon , do I hav!'! 

to repeat it again, when I was sitting out there in that gallery with 

my two little children, ten and eleven years of age, sitting up with 

the Girl Guides I heard that -

MR. MUPJ'tiY: Go ahePd! Co ahead! 

~. NEARY: ~~at I am about to say may be unparliamentary, Sir, but 

I heard that hon. member. 

~'R. MURPHY: I will tell you t{hat I said. 

~<!Jl. NEARY: Yes· l: heard Hhat the hon. member said. 

~111. HURPHY: - such slime in my life. 

}ffi. NEARY: That is right. That is what the hon. Ji1.ember said. t~ell, 

I could not get in here to defend myself when I was put out of this 

House by brute force, by the government majority. 

~. }'1JRPHY: Then say it now. 

!''R. NEAPY: You talk about cowardly. 

}'R. ~'1TRPHY: Say it now! 

MR. NEARY: You talk ahout cowardly, Sir, and Mr. Chairman, that member 

got the gall to sit down there and talk about scandals, this whole -

no,I cannot say it. Welltlook there has been more scandals uncovered 

since 1972 than you could shake a stick at. 

AN RON. ~®IBER: One big one. 
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PT\E"t-'IER ~<OORES: The most identifiable one. 

~R. NEAP3: Oh the hon. Premier is going to get his two cents 

worth in. The hon. Premier might remember a year or two ago in 

this hon. House where he got a little bit personal with me and 

he stood up man-fashion and ~•ithdrew his statement. But he has 

given a bad example to some of his ministers because they have 

been at their dirt and their filth over the last couple of days and 

1 guarantee this, I am going to issue the ~1arning nmv, that I am 

not going to take it much longer. I guarantee you if ~•e ~•ant to 

start mud slinging and muckraking in this House,and you want to get 

personal, I am just the boy who can fling it out too. 

MR. MURPHY: You are telling me. 

~"1. NEARY: You are darn right I can. 

l-r?.. ~'0RGAN : It is cleaner. 

HR. NEAJ:.Y: M:!:. Chainnan, we should stay away from personalities 

in this hon. llouse 1as the hon . Premier has learned. We should stay 

mvay from personalities. The hon. Premir learned that lesson 

a couple of years ago when he made the slip in the House and got 

up and apologized to me for it. 

PREMIER r-x;n . · S: Stay <nvay from personalities, "hat about you? 

HR. NEARY: \\Tell that is ~1hat I am doing. Where are the personalities? 

I just heard the dirt and fhe filth coming out of the member for 

St. John's Centre (l4r. }lurphy) and the present ~'inister of 

Mines and Energy, he should he in the Guiness Book of World Records 

for his character assassinations of the past. 

~m. CROSBIE: Bunkum! 

HR. NEARY: I finally got him back in his seat, Sir. I will have 

him up on his feet now I suppose when I sit down. 

~~. CROSBIE : That is what you will not. 
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!lll. NEARY: 

The minister should have been suspended for presiding over a 

department where all this embezzlement was going on. The minister 

has to accept the responsibility for the running of that department. 

But I Has coming to the ~~acPherson property, Sir. In the case 

of t.;elfare recipients, the l'inister of Justice does not write a 

,,,elfare recipient a letter and say, "Hould you mind explaining why 

you did this?" llell1 that is "'hat is happening in the case of the 

Summer Games Committee. After I put a number of questions to 

the Yinister "'ithout Portfolio, the member for Kilbride (r:J;". Wells), 

the government House Leader,about the Sutnl!ler games and the minister 

got up and answering me one day - I think it was during the Late Show -

tol<1 me that I should be ashamed of myself attacking this fine 

crowd of Newfoundlanders, that I was unpatriotic, I should be ashamed 

of myself. The next day I picked up The Evening Telegram and,lo and 

beholdhrere was the han. the Premier, the han. member's leader, coming 

out and saying that he thought it was very umvise the way they handled 

the tendering procedure and the way they were handling the Summer 

Ijames. If that is not twisting, Sir, or turnine! 

Then •,•hat happened? noes the minister want me to tell the House 

'"hat happened then? 

~'R. HELLS: The people concerned here - and I am not going to mention 

any names - will have an opportunity to reply. 

~·n. HEA~Y: The people on 'lelfare, Sir, who ch:fsel a fe•·· loaves of 

hren<~ or tJho go dm-m and steal a pair of eyeglasses down to 1-loolco are 

not asked for an explanation. !'ear God, they drag them into court 

and they thro•,: the book at them! That is what the minister 1 s department 

cloes. 

I'C~ 1101"1. ''El-'1JJ3n: Nonsense! 

Hell you cannot make chalk of one, Sir, and cheese of 

the other. "'hat should have happened was that this land transaction 

involvec' in tlie Summer games should have been investigatec1 the same 

as you would investigate a uelfare recipient. 
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'1' .• NFAP.Y: I clo not care where it is. It is probably in the 

r.inister's own district or it may be on Shea Heights or it may be 

in Huncly Pond. If the bon. Premier just keeps sticking his little 

darts in, he is going to get one back pretty soon that he will not 

Jike. He rdll get one back that he will not like if he keeps getting 

his little snarkey,personal re=rks in. 

PP.Er'IER ~~OOPES: It was nnt personal. 

YR . KEAPY: It wns not personal? 

Pr.m·<I!m IfOOr..ES: hll I mentioned was the favor to the Province unless you 

can take full respons ibility for it. 

t!R . ~lEARY : I >dll take responsibility for it. If tlte Premier tvants 

to start that kind of a debate just say the word, that is all the 

has got to do. 

l~r. Chainnan, you do not ~1rite a welfare recipient and ask him 

for an explanation,and you do not write somebody who was shoplifting 

and ask them for an explanation, ycu do not v rite somebody who went 

dotm and smashed out a window of a store do~~town, you do not write 

them and ask the:n for an explanation. But you <rrite Mr. "'organ 

and ~'r. HacPherson and ~·r. Andy Crosbie and ask them for an explanation. 

Hhy? l-lhy not investigate? vlhy not send the police in? Hhy not 

appoint a judicial enquiry? \·:'hy not? It is not the first time it 

has been done. 

I understand, '1r. Chairman - and I am checking this out - I 

understand that the land in question was supposed to be given to the 

church. I t<'ant the l·'inister of Justice to go to the records of the 

St. John's !Iousjr_g Corporation and the St. John's !lousing Authority. 

lihen all that land over there was expropriated my understanding was 

that the }'acPherson property was left out because Mr. Harold };acPherson, 

I believe it is, the late Harold MacPherson who l:!ved there at the 

time,saicl the property was going to be donated to the church. So it 

was left out. It was not expropriated by the St. John's Housing 

Corporation or by the St. John's Housine Authority. 
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!'R . NEARY: 

Hhen the Pippy Park was set up, the boundaries of the Pippy Park 

almost eo right into that property. But that was carved out. It 

was left out because it was church property, 

452.9. 
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Mr. Neary: 

so I am toldl and that is why I want the minister to check it out. 

MR . HICKMAN: It is not so. 

HR. NEARY: It is not so? Well cne thing is so, Sir, one thing 

is so, Hr. Chairman, is the fact that somebody made about $250,000 

or $300,000 for about a one day transaction in that whole land deal, 

a middleman. Then the government have the gall to tell us they are 

going to write the S~er Games Committee. Going to write them. 

Well in the future if that is the kind of precedents you are going to 

establish, you are going to have to write everybody in this Province 

who gouges a few dollars out of the Public Treasury. Why make chalk 

of one and cheese of the other? Why not take the bull by the horns 

and let us not be jelly fish about this, because it has all the 

appearances of a scandal. Have it investigated ·~ 

Aw, you get an explanation back. Oh, Dear Mr. Crosbie, 

would you please explain why Mr. Morgan got $100,000 as a middleman 

in a one day legal transaction, would you mind explaining that? Mr. 

Crosbie says, Dear Mr. Hells, the Hinister without Portfolio, yes, 

we are very happy to explain this, Sir, blah, blah , blah. In he 

comes with the letter into the Rouse. Here we got the explanation. 

Who is going to judge whether or not the explanation is justifable 

or is valid? Is the minister going to judge? Is the government going 

to judge? H:!ll the reply be laid upon the table of this House? 

Hr. Chairman, i-:: is time now that we took a good hard look at the 

administration of justice in this Province. We have had a law now for 

the rich and a law for the poor in this Province long enough. 

I started to get into today, Sir, this article here about 

"The buck being passed in the car wreck programme." Here is a beauty. 

''Remember the one dollar paid last year by Newfoundlanders in the 

government's campaign to rid the Province of car wrecks? Well it appears 

that that buck is literally being passed from one Provincial department 

to another. In 1975 the Province received about $200,000 from a one 

dollar charge placed on motor vehicle registrations. But an attempt 

yesterday by a Telegram reporter to seek information on hbw the 

money was used and how successful the campaign was produced a startling 
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Hr. Neary: 

revelation,namely; that no one in either the Department of Transportation 

and Communications or the Departmen om Provincial Affairs and 

Environment is taking any responsibility for the administration 

of the car wreck disposal programme, nor was anyone prepared to 

comment on the utilization of the levied funds. Each minister and 

deputy or assistant deputy minister is shrugging responsibility, 

claiming it is the jurisdiction of the other department. However, 

in December 1974 when the campaign was announced both department 

ministers had a hand in the plans ~o dispose of the car wrecks. 

Joe Rousseau who was then Minister of Transportation had entered 

into a contract to get rid of the wrecks. At the same time he said 

it would be his department's role to gather the wrecks and have them 

delievered to a central area where a steel crushing company could 

dispose of the cars .' 1 

MR. ROUSSEAU: Mr. Chairman, on a point of personal privilege. 

I have never at any point in time ever stated that I entered into 

a contract, if that is what the hon. members says, he is either 

quoting something that is mistaken or he is mistaken,one of the two. 

It was never suggested -

MR. NEARY: I am reading from the Evening Telegram story. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: Okay, good! Whichever indication is, I never 

suggested, to my knowledge that the government ever entered into a 

contract with the Department of Transportation and Communications. 

I might have said, the government were considering it, and originally 

it was determined to be in the Department of Transportation and 

Communications. If the member is reading that article correctly,which 

I have not bothered to read by the way, and the amazement of all 

amazements I got my name in the Evening Telegram • How about that~ 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, are you going to rule on that point of 

order? 

MR. CHAIRMAN (DR. WINSOR): The Chair would consider this not a point 

of order, but as an explanation of one member to another. Woull the 

hon. member for LaPoile, please continue. 
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The hon. member was not in his seat so I will read it again. 

It says, "Joe '.tousseau who tvas then Minister of Transportation said 

government had entered into a contract to get rid of the wrecks. 

At the time he said it would be his department's role to gather the 

trrecks and have them delivered to a central area where a steel 

crushing company could dispose of the cars. A contract with 

Affliated Harine Metals Limited, AMM, o'Wiled by a Toronto businessman, 

l!r. R.1>1. Smith was then entered into by Provincial Affairs Hinister 

Gordon Dawe. 1>1ben questioned on the programme,assistant Deputy 

Minister of the Environment, Cyril Downey,explained that the whole 

thing was in the hands of the Department of Transportation and 

Communications. ''no not pay any attention if they send you back to 

Environment. They are just ducking the issue:he said. "You are 

trying to find out about the extra dollar on the registration", he 

asked the reporter. "I woulcl like to know about it too." Well, 

Sir, all o{ us in this House would like to know about it. Mr. 

nowney said -

MR.. J . CARTER : Mr. Chairman, on a point of order. I believe 

that the hon. gentleman is reading something he read earlier this 

afternoon and therefore he is violating the rule of repetition. I 

would like a ruling on that,please. 

}ffi. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, to that point of order. I arn 

reading this for the first time. 

HJ?. ROBE!!.TS : To that point of order. l'r. Chairman, the rule 

is against needless repetition and I submit that evert if the 

gentleman for LaPoile (r<r. Neary) is reading the extract from 

The Telegram a second time, I would not think that is at all needless. 

But the rule is needless rep~tition, nothing to do ~71th tedious. 

You can be as tedious as you want as long as you are not needlessly 

repeating it. l.nd I would submit the bon. gentleman if he is repeating 

it, he is not cloing it needlessly. Indeed I think what he is saying 

now is perhaps the most useful thing he has said in about three days . 
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MR. CHAIIDIAN: Order, please! 

As far as the Chair is concerned, I do not think that the 

member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) is using the article from the Telegram 

repetitiously. And would he please continue. 

HR. NEARY: }<r. Chairman, the members on the other side, Sir, can 

harass me all they like. We are into Committee and I can speak on 

the Interim Supply Rill as often as I want to and the mere they 

harass me, the longer it is going to take me to make my case. So 

it is up to them. 

"As far as he knew, he said, the arrangements with N"!-' were 

still in effect although they are not as active as we hacl hoped. 

That assistant deputy estimatecl that the company had pilecl up about 

16,000 wrecks in the past year but had only crushed a small 

percentage of the cars. The Deputy Hinister of Transportation and 

Communications, J.A.C. ~!acDonald, however, had a different story 

to tell. He maintained the programme for disposing of car wrecks was 

administered and co-ordinated by the Department of Environmental 

Affairs!' The Minister of Provincial and Consumer Affairs who was 

always anxious to get his little needles in, now is his opportunity 

to get up and strai~hten this matter out for us. 

1
' ~~r. ~'acnonald said last year " suw of $250,000 was 

estimated to the Department of Transportation for abandonee vehicle 

disposal but that the administration of the disposal was not his 

department 1 s concern. llhen informed of Mr. Downey 1 s remarks, l!r. 

~'acDonald repliecl., 'Everybody :1 s passing the buck around.' -This is 

the buck they are collecting off of the licenses- 11 Since h:l.s 

department ~•as voted the money in 1975 estimates, ~!r. HacDonald 

noted that ·~,e just pay the bills' but administration of the prograllll!le 

he insisted ''as the Environment Department 1 s affair." 

"Asked how much money was paid to M"M,I"r. }lacDonald said, 'We 

got $250,000 in our vote. I assume ~•e paid most or all of that~ 

"I assume", he said. " He again stated the details of the contract 

signed "~<'ith AHN could be obtained from Provincial Affairs officials:· 

Hell, ~rhy does not the minister give us the details? The minister 
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'IR .• NEARY: 

refused to answer my question last week. 

HR. HIJRPI!Y: T'Jhat questions dic1. you ask me? 

_!T.. NEARY: I asked the questions, Sir, in keeping with the rules 

of this House. 
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Mr. Neary: 

I was not ruled out of order. 1' Seekin~ further clarification on 

the matter the reporter again received conflicting statements from 

the minister of each department concerned~' Now the ministers are 

involved. 11 Transportation Minister Jim Morgan. emphatically 

stated that his department was the source of the collection of the 

revenue for the disposal of abandoned vehicles, but the funds 

collected on the motor vehicle registrations were passed to the 

Department of Provincial Affairs and Environment. 1Mr. Down~y should 

know bloody better than to say it is our responsibility when he 

is aware it is the responsibility of his department,' Mr. Morgan ·said, 

angrily. 'I am sick and tired of Provincial Affairs denying anything 

to do with Affiliated Metals!"- Is this true? Is the minister 

denying or refusing to have anything to do with Affiliated Metals? 

Well that is what l:iis colleague, the Minister of Transportation and 

Communications stated publicly in the Evening Telegram of March 31. 

"'The Provincial Affairs Department is the one responsible; added Mr. 

Horgan, referring to the fact that in the 1976 Budget estimates 

brought down Friday, a sum of $150,000 for abandoned vehicle disposal 

has been allotted to the Department of Consumer Affairs and Environment. 

1It is their ~cill game. And I take strong exception to a civil 

servant who is fully aware of the situation to say that it is not 

his responsibility! Mr. Morgan agreed with his deputy that the 

Department of Transportation paid the bills for the disposal, but 

he noted payment was made from invoices sent to the Department of the 

Environment. 'They are the ones who have the details!" And I am 

asking the minister now to produce these details. "Provincial 

Affairs and Environment Minister Ank Murphy, however,contradicted 

these remarks. Questioned on the disposal programme he snated flatly 

that that would be the Department of Transportation and Communications." 

Did the minister make such a statement? Are the ministers speaking 

to one another, or are they at loegerheads? 

" This department pays the bills for disposal of wrecks he continued 

although the invoices were fil1st approved by an engineer in the 
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Hr. Neary: 

Provincial Affairs Department. The agreement with AMM was signed by 

former Environment Minister Dawe, he said, ' but every cent iR 

expended by Transportation and Communications. They have acrecord 

of every penny spent!" 

But, Mr. Chairman, just listen to this. Here is the most 

ser:l:ous part of this statement. "As for the estimate of $150,000 

budgeted to his department for abandoned vehicle disposal, Mr. 

Murphy said it was a mistake.'1 Mr. Murphy said, it was a mistake~ 

' 1He added that the Treasury Board had been notified that the sum was 

not in hisdepartment 1s requested estimates.'Why it is there! he said, 

1I do not know:" 

Now, Sir, I believe this is a situation that has to be 

straightened out. This is a matter, Sir, that has to be clarified 

before we pass the Interim Supply Bill. Once we allow Interim 

Supply to go through this House, Sir, it will probably go through 

before eleven o'clock tonight, once we allow it to go through then 

it will be a couple of months, and maybe never~before we get around 

to questioning these things again. Because as the minister knows and 

the members of the House know we only have seuenty-five hours on 

Interim Supply and to go into the estimates in detail. That is not 

enough time. So, therefore, we will only be able to do maybe two or 

three department. We did not aake these rules. It was the government 

who made the rules. And the time used in Interim Sup;ly should have 

never been deducted from the time spent on the estimates. But, Sir, 

there it is. It is there. The government forced the rules through 

the House. I objected to it. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, the only opportunity we have to get 

these questions answered is here and now. So I am putting the question 

to either minister, I do not care which minister wants to take the 

honour and glory of picking up these car wrecks and stockpiling them 

down here at the Octagon, down at the old former Steel Plant. I want 

to know if the company is paying rent or have leased the property down 

there? Or are they been given the property free of charge? And I 

want to know what other considerations this company got, apart from 

the dollar they collected on the licence fees, what other considerations 
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MR. NEARY: do they get? Why does either minister refuse to 

table the contract? What do the government have to hide? Put it on 

the table of the House and let us all take a look at it. 

A.t'l liON. ME}1BRR: Is the contract not tabled? 

~m. NEARY: No, Sir, I believe we have been two years trying to 

get it tabled. But I might say something else too, Mr. Chairman, 

Before I came into this Rouse this afternoon I went down to the 

Registry Office, I am spending so much time down there lately I will 

soon have to move my bed down there. And Affiliated Marine Metal 

Salvage Company was supposed to have their share of this filed 

as of yesterday, the 31st. of ~arch. They have not filed their share 

list yet. So I would presume no1v that the procedure, the long-dragged

out, drawn-out legal procedure to strike the company from the records, 

from the compani.es records will now commence. I hope it will. And 

I might also tell the Acting ~inister of Public Works and Services 

1vho 1vas snarkey with me there a few moments ago that Comanec 

had until yesterday to register their share list and they have not 

done it. 

AN HON. HD1BER: Hbo? 

t'R. NEARY.: Comanec, Construction Management and Economics, the one 

that is moving in to take over the university. They have not registered 

their share list. They were supposed to have it in yesterday. That 

is two companies the government are doing business with. We do·not 

knm,• who the real owners are. That was up to two a' clock this afternoon. 

He should not get snarkey with me. He should get snarkey w:!.th the 

people who are r,ettjng the administration in hot water. I do my homework, 

Sir, and I guarantee you I do it well. When I come into this han. 

House to lay out a case I lay out the facts. All these questions have 

to be answered before I will agree to allow interim supply to go 

through holus-bolus to give the government a blank cheque. It is 

about time they Here brought up short to give us an explanation for 

some of these things that we have been trying to get answers to for 

so long, especially the fisheries scandal, and 1-1hy that minister was 
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MR. NEARY: not suspended I will never know. If it was some little 

ordinary fellow, if it was not a big shot, it was just a little 

fellow like myself or the little fellow up in Gamba or the 

member for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan), or the member for Lewisporte 

(Mr. White), all of us who are not a part of the establishment, if 

we presided over a department that had the biggest cash shortage 

in the history of Wewfoundland and probably the history of 

Canada, we would be suspended. Hot only would you be suspended 

from the Cabinet, you would probably be booted right out of the 

House. And I would like to hear the Premier explain why he did 

not take disciplinary action against a minister who was so lax 

and so negligent and so irresponsible in his duties towards that 

departmen~,-and incompetent and inept,and that is unlike the 

Minister of Mines and Energy who ususally does his homework, and 

he cannot claim one bit of credit for breaking this scandal. It 

was the fire. If there had not been a fire we would have never 

known about it. 

Commissioner Frank ~yan and th• CID deserve a medal for 

going in and discovering the scandal. We would not have kn~ 

a thing about it. They only went in to investigate to see if there 

was arson, and in the process of investigating arson discovered 

embezzlement .And this poor little fellow who I mentioned this 

afternoon, who had nothing at all to do v£th it, nothing to do 

with the gear, the fishing gear scandal, dragged into court, 

everybody thinks that he is the one, the culprit, and the minister 

sits back and lets the poor fellow take the rap. 

Mr. Chairman, as I said this afternoon, I will venture a bet 

with anybody in this bon. House right now that that report will not 

be finished while the House is open, because they will slow it down 

until the House is closed. Because, Mr. Chairman, there 'rlll probably 

be enough in the report to defeat the government, 
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HR. NEARY: 

and bring them to their knees. The present Minister of Fisheries 

should thank his lucky stars. So, Sir, we are entitled to at least 

an interim report from the ~~inister of .Tustice on all these matters 

that I have raised. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. }<inister of Fisheries. 

Hl).. W. CARTEP.: The hon. member tonight is talking about the great 

embezzlement that has taken place in the l)epartment of Fisheries. 

It certainly is not my intention to condone any wrongdoing on the 

part of members of the staff of that department,if indeed there is 

Nrongdoing, or the people involved in the industry. But I do not think 

it is fair to cast that kind of reflection on a large number of our 

fell01·1 Newfoundlanders, all pretty decent, God-fearing, family 

peop]e, and to suggest tbat there has been a mass case of embezzlement 

in that departr:1ent where in fact there have been no charges laid _.to date. 

The police are investigating on the basis of suspicions that have 

been arousec' Ly the fire and other things. But certainly in fairness 

to the staff of that department I do not think the member should be 

referring to that as he said, to quote him, "The embezzlen>ent that has 

taken pJace in the Department of Fisheries." I do not think he means 

to do that. I do not think it is fair for him to do it. 

}~. NE/\JlY: lc'ell let me set the minister's mind at ease. '!he 

minister kno~<'S full well that it is not the staff of his department 

that I am talking about. 

J'R. liT. CM'.TEP.: Listening to you I could not know. 

}'R. NEARY: J.Jell in case the reporters are not getting me straight, 

let me make it abundantly clear now that I am not referring to the 

staff of the department. I menttoned that this afternoon,as a 

matter of fact. 

Now, Sir, if I have time I would like to spend just a moment 

or two on the Shirley Blanche and the information that was tossed 

out so nonchalantly last night by the Minister of Justice on this 

particular matter. The minister who is so concerned about people's 

character, who is so concerned about c~aracter assassination and 
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MR. NEARY : 

personalities, the minister who never stoops to the personal attack, 

who used this line of defense when he was countering my arguments on 

the loan sharks and the bonusing and the finders fees, the minister 

stooped to the personal attack which is no defense, which is very 

weak and sick. Then, Sir, later on the minister gets up and almost 

paints the two gentlemen who were involved in the Shirley Blanche 

affair,almost made them look like criminals. 

t-iell, Ifr. Chairman, I asked the Editor of Debates if I could 

get a transcript of the minister's speech. I am told, Sir, half an 

hour ago before I stood to speak that they are still working on it 

and when they get it finished that I should get a copy in due 

course. Well,I pointed out to the Editor of Debates this afternoon 

that I wanted it for this debate. I realize that the girls in that 

department, Sir, are overworked and probably underpaid and I believe 

it is about t~me that we put a few more girls on the staff in that 

department because we are sending for transcripts fairly regular and 

members shoulc have the information at their fingertips when they 

come into the House. But I have to trust to my memory about a couple 

of things that the bon. minister said. 

One thing that the bon. minister said was that his department 

die'! not become involved in the Shirley Blanche affair • he said 

the Crown did not become involved until January, 1975. 

MR . CHAIRMAN : Order, please! I would like to inform the bon. 

member that his time of forty-five minutes has expired. 

HR. iillAPY: ~·lhen the minister replies I will have to come back 

to it again in a few minutes. 

~1Jl. CllAirJ~.AN: The bon. member for St. John's North. 

!1R. J. CARTER: Hr. Chairman, I think :l.t is probably obvious now to 

all members of the House and probably to a good many members of the 

general public that this House has ceased to function. It no longer 

l~orks as a House of Assembly. !1r. Chairman, this is not your fault. 

It is not the fault of the Chair. It is not the fault of Beauchesne. 
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!'P.. J. CAP.7Er.: 

Because a Chairman or Beauchesne or any rule book presumes at 

least some good will or at least s~~ rationality or some sanity, 

IB-3 

and these are certainly all lacking in the person of the forMer member 

for Bell Island (~!r . Neary) and in his -

~<r •• NEARY : ~r. Chairman, I would just like to raise a point of 

order . Usually I just ignore the gentleman, Sir , but I believe when 

a member's sanity is questioned in this hon. nouse that it is 

unpadiamentary and the bon . member should r etract . 

I would ask the hon . member for St . John ' s North 

to withdraw th;lt. 

Yr.. J. CARTE?: I withdraw that, ~lr . Chairman, if you feel it is 

unparliamentary. 

'm . lltAJlY: t;sually I ignore him, Sir, because -

t~. C~~~fi~: Order , please! 

~:r . J. ('.1\JtTER: However I do not think 
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Mr. J. Carter: 

that anyone will seriously question the fact, the events of the 

last few days have shown that this House is not functioning. 

Kow a quick look at the estimates under the heading 

of the Legislature,and a very rapid calculation will show that this 

House is costing the people of Newfoundland about andollar a second, 

and based on that yardstick I would say that the member for LaPoile's 

(Mr. Neary) bill that he owes the people of Newfoundland must be 

many thousands of dollars. 

Now I firmly believe -

MR. NEARY: Very funny! 

MR. J. CARTER: - the financial condition of this Province is very 

grave, very, very grave. And in fact this was why I refused any 

increase in my salary and will continue to do so. And I might add, 

Mr. Chairman, that I am not the only one. However, although I have 

plenty of criticisms of the former administration and some of the 

present administration I did not stand on my feet primarily to 

criticize. I have some concrete proposals to make and will, Mr. 

Chairman, with your indulgence, make them. 

In the first place, if we wish to look at the estimates 

and consider them sensibly: we should seriously consider a reform 

in the way which the estimates are handled. And since nothing can 

be considered that is not a proposal,! have submitted the following 

proposal, that for this year only that the following procedure be 

adopted for the consideration of the estimates: (1) That the 

Committee of taa Whole on Supply be divided into as many sub-committees 

as there are departments of ~overnment under consideration. Each 

member serving on several committees, and that most of the seventy

five hours allocated to estimates be debated by these sub-committees 

which will sit in the present Legislative Chamber at times to be 

determined having full use of that Chamber, that is to say, Hansard, 

Press and admission to the public; (2) That notwithstanding the make 

up of any sub-committee proportional to the standings in the House the 

only ones who may vote in the sub-committee would be the members of 

that committee. However, all members of the House may attend and 
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speak, hm~ever, deferring to the members of that sub-committee. 

The deliberations of that body to" be chaired by the head of that 

particular sub-committee; (3) That the main debate on the budget 

be limited to, for argument sake, say, twenty-five hours during 

which time members may speak for only twenty minutes each, the 

~1inister of Finance, the Premier and the Leader of the Opposition 

forty minutes each; (4) That the sub-committee so formed will sit 

up to an equal number of hours each and will report back to the 

House at a time lieemed convenient, such report to be limited to 

a factual account made by the Chairman, and strictly limited; (5) 

That the minister of each department concerned be permitted to 

bring into Chamber such officials as he deems necessary and that 

they be permitted to answer such questions as are put to them. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I do not expect these proposals to 

be adopted exactly as I have made them,or even partially, but I do 

suggest, 11r. Chairman, that this is a beginning and we could perhaps 

discuss in private the possibility of reforming the rules of this 

House. 

Nm-;r, Mr. Chairman, I have a few more concrete proposals 

to make. The Budget does place some very severe limitations upon 

the discretionary powers of government, but we can always do a little 

bit better. And I have a number of proposals that I would like to 

make, they are not in any particular order, that is to say, they are 

not especially in an order of importance. However, I do feel that 

if they were implemented or someGhing like them were implemented 

that we would be somewhat better off. 

Now to begin with I feel that we must keep traffic 

moving. It is difficult to estimate the cost of hundred of highly 

paid people stalled in heavy traffic, but it must be considerable. 

You only have to look out here between the hours of 4:30 P.M. and 

5:30 P.M. all along the parkway and to see the hundreds of cars 

stalled, stopped, waiting for traffic lights, waiting to get through 

and these are all highly paid people waiting to get home or ~c the 

morning waiting to get to work, and if you were to add up the total 
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Mr. J. Carter: 

cost of wages that these people are losing or the hours that they 

are wasting in traffic it would certainly be considerable. 
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The cost of moving goods across town as well as the cost of deliveries 

must also he considered under these conditions. This must be a signifi

cant factor in inflation. One answer is the substitution of rotaries 

for stoplights. I Jike to think of the intersection here hy the Holiday 

Inn that cost,I believe, some hundreds of thousands of dollars whereas 

a simnle rotary could have heen installed for some tens of thousands of 

dollars. 

AN ITON. }lf:}fBf.P..: What is a rotary, "John"? 

NT\. J. CARTER: A rotary is just a complete circle,paved,that allows for 

two lanes of traffic and it has a post something in the centre. 

PREMIER MOORES: A roundabout. 

HR. CARTF.R: There are some things called roundabouts, two in Halifax 
11 

hut they are not true rotaries in that the roads that lead into them 

are one lvay. A true rotary has -

NR • W)Rr.AN: The }!icmac rotary. 

HR. CARTER: No, it is not, The Ninister of Jlighways was auoting the 

Micmac rotary. T~at is not a true rotary in that many of the roads that 

lead into it are one way. A proper rotary as used in Europe allows for 

traffic to exist as well as enter into the rotary at any point. 

MR. MORGAN: That cannot work. 

MR. J. CliRTF"R: Oh, yes. Yes, sure! I have been through enough of them. 

Anyway the cost of them is much lower than complicated intersections and 

the effect of them is to keep the traffic moving. Practically all the 

roads in r.reat Britain, all the maier intersections,have rotaries. The 

point is the traffic does keep moving. You do not have to wait to get 

throug11. Traffic is slowed hut never stopped. They appear to work well 

lvherever three or more roads intersect. 

N01v another point that should be consiclered is the. immediate 

twinning of certain roads in and around St. John's. The most important 

ones are Prince Philip Driveway,which is already under consideration, 

the Kenmount road or part thereof hecause it is only doubleci half way 

out,ancl of course the Topsail Road. 

AN HON. ~ff.l'·'Brll.: Hear, hear! 
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MR. J. CARTER: I suggest that this would go a long, long way to 

unclogging traffic in St. John's. Now this may seem like a minor 

proposal but I think if these things were brought about we would all 

be a lot better off. Certainly we would be able to move around a lot 

more easily. While on the matter of traffic I would like to mention 

car wrecks. I do not suppose they cost anything to have arouna but 

there is no greater indication of poverty. The automobile i&-~ -

omnipresent factor. both in flfe- . and in death~- -aB- tlte many car WTeckS--

attest. I think it makes people believe all those Newfie jokes when 

they come down here and see all the car wrecks around. Anyone who has 

ever looked out of the window of an aircraft as he is landing or 

approaching St. John's can see the entire country side is littered by 

many thousands of wrecks. This, gentlemen, I believe, is a scandal 

and something should be done. I know something is being done. But I 

suggest that we improve our efforts and just get rid of the darn things. 

Now we are at the extreme Eastern tip of Canada and the Canadian 

National Services are a constant reminder of that fact. The ferries, 

and bus service and non-existent train service are constant reminders of 

that. If you do not travel by air or private car these days you are a 

second class citizen. Even our air services are not properly rationalized. 

With apologies ~o the member for Gander(Mr. Collins) there can be no 

reason 

- -4;~-.C. .-.:.....·. v . .,.;_ . .:.-::· '· . 
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~m.. J. CARTEl: : 

other than political considerations - and here I am suggesting 

political considerations by Ottawa,not ~y Newfoundland - why St. 

John's cannot have an international terminal. 

AN HON. 1-'EI"BER: Nonsense • nonsense! 

MR. J. CARTEr.: Okay. Let the debate begin. 

The individual is too small to protest effectively. Yet if 

IB-1 

you listen, transportation and its ills is a steady topic of 

conversation. St. John's bus service. of course,operates at a 

deficit of over $1 million a year. The bus schedules are erratic, 

the buses monsters. empty and a hindrance to traffic. Either do away 

with them or give out private franchises or feature smaller vehlf.cles. 

I think we all agree that the present system is wasteful and inefficient. 

To get off transportation. ~1r. Chairman. much of our wealth 

resides in our forests. It is one of the renewable resources that · 

1>1e can be sure of. And yet what do we do with it? We allow people 

or corporations to cut under license taking what they want and leaving 

the woods to grow back as best it can. Anyone who has observed 

cut-over areas \dll agree that the destruction rivals a forest fire. 

The ne1.r growth is so thick that it tangles with the uncleared slash 

and an impenetrable jungle results in a few years, and trees that 

will die long before they reach maturity except for the few surviving 

whips. 

No wonder our woods are prone to pests and disease. These 

pests ann disease seldom threaten healthy forests where the species 

are varied and trees have rooms to grow. I think the answer lies 

in the ownership of the woods. What encouragement is there for 

a Hoodsman to carry out proper management procedures? It should be 

possible for individuals or companies to buy woodland to hold in 

perpetuity under strict controls and conditions. A well managed 

woodlot will give an increased perpetual yield as time goes by. 

There is no better investment that I can think of that can provide 
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}'R. J. CARTER: 

employment and income all the year around. 

You see, Hr. Chairman, I believe it should be poss:lble for an 

individual or a corporation to buy several square miles of forest 

in Newfoundland under careful consideration, under very strict 

supervision and not at a giveaway price. I suggest that it should 

be possible for an individual or a corporation to be able to buy 

several square miles of woodland at a fair, reasonable market price, 

not at a giveaway price or a throwaway price, and when they own it, to 

carry out under strict supervision proper management techniques so 

as to give a perpetual yield or yield in perpetuity. This could of 

course be combined with some agricultural effort, but I think that 

if it were possible to purchase such a strip of land it would not 

be very long before you would have some, what I call, real millionaires 

in Newfoundland, millionaires who became wealthy as a result of their 

own efforts and increasing the wealth of Newfoundland at the same 

time. 

With the change in the tenure of our forests comes the possibility 

of improving our stock. Newfoundland was heavily covered with white 

pine when our national anthem was written. The stunted fir and 

spruce are largely a recent development. There are varieties of trees 

that will far outperform these two varieties and should be introduced 

right away. I suggest a provincial experimental farm should be 

established as soon as possible, one that would fund itself. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: What is wrong with the one we have not~? 

}ffi. J. CARTER: The kind of experimental farm I am suggesting, 

}lr. Chairman, is rather more extensive than the one that is presently 

being thought of. There are all sorts of exciting clevelopments in 

strains of trees and vegetables and it could be exploited to our 

great economic advantage and I do not t-rant to take up the time 

of the Committee going on about one of my favorite hobbyhorses but 

at some later date perhaps I will. 
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11R. J. CARTER: 

Another suggestion, and here I apologize for jumping 

around, but again I do not want to hog the time of the Committee, 

everyone is Hondering what is wrong with education, why are we 

paying so much for so relatively little. I realize that we are 

getting a great deal of education in Newfoundland,but we are also 

paying an awful lot for it. The currect theory suggests that more 

vocational education is the answer, and this may or may not be 

partially true, but this much is certain, our citizens must be 

taught to read and to write and to calculate if we are to compete 

in this modern world. And I am not satisfied that this is happening. 

Our schools are becoming too large and impersonal.Everything is thought 

of but the student, many of them complain of feeling lost and forgoteen. 

Surely we have done away with the community schools our peril. ~~o 

in the community cares about the big central high school that may not 

even be located in the community, and there are a great many schools 

around this Island, Mr. Chairman, that are no longer located in a 

co1111llunity, and I suggest that this is a tragic error. 

The continuing loss of ._again to jump around, the continuing 

loss of farmland is to be avoided at all costs. One of the problems is 

that government are not aware of the value of farmland or the fact 

that it is a continJ,Ially renewable resource. There are still fields 

in England that are mentioned in the Doomsday Book and they are still 

bEinging ;l.n a living. Land banking is one answer, another is the 

enforcement: of green belt regulations. However, this requlres 

courage as there will always be a supporter, a political supporter,who 

would like for you to make a special exception just for him. 

Now while we are on that point, Mr. Chairman, a man may 

have a private house on a corner lot and he does not feel ill-used 

if he cannot sell out to a service station. He does not feel that 

his rights are being trampled on. Now by the same yardstick I am 

suggesting that a man may have a farm and he should not feel ill-used 

if he cannot sell out to a housing development. My own view of 

agricultural land is that it is far more valuable than a housing 

.·:.4 ... ~9 ,"'T. 
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Mr. J. Carter: 

development. But the unfortunate truth is that developers come along 

and they offer many thousands of dollars for a few acres of choice 

farmland, and the farmer is probably on the point of retiring, his 

children are either grown up and not interested in farming,or perhaps 

he does not have any, and he gives in to the inevitable temptation, 

' the farm is sold and he has made a good profit, In the meanwhile his 

neighbour up the road thinks.well~why can I not do the same. Now 

I am suggesting that there is something wrong with our thinking when 

we feel that farmland can or should be done away with. I think it is 

a great mistake, and I think it is to our loss, to our perpetual 

loss because once it is gone, it is very hard to recapture, to bring 

back. 

MR. WOODROW: Could I ask you a question,please? Are you 

saying the land should be brought by the government? 

MR. J. CARTER: Mr. Chairman, I will acknowledge the question 

and try to answer it as best I can. I am suggesting that if the 

can afford to they should land bank, but if they cannot afford to 

I am suggesting that the individuals should not feel ill-used or 

put upon. Because jast as an owner of a private house cannot sell out 

and make a department store on his land 1 so the farmer should not 

have to feel that he may be able to sell out. 

MR. WOODROW: May I ask a question? 

MR. J. CARTER: I thought I answered it. 

MR. WOODROW: But I was not quite finished, I was going to aay 

that probably the hen. gentleman is thinking of some - I have seen 

this happen, for example, up in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, you know, 

where a lot of valuable land has been sold to people for building 

houses and so on. So you are more or less saying that the government 

should purchase this land? 

MR. J. CARTER: I am suggesting, Mr. Chairman, that farmland should 

not be done away with, and if the government can afford to land bank 

that is grand, but if it cannot afford to land bank then still it 

should enforce by tegulation or protect by means of regulation, the 
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instruction of such a valuable asset. 

The housing situation in St . John's is not going to be 

eased until ~1e change over from the rental r ate to the mil .. rate. 

At the present time 30 per cent of all rents have to paid to the 

city in taxes. Privately owned homes , although still subject to 

the 30 per cent are assessed at a much lower rate. The effect of 

this 
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MR. CARTER: situation is to make it uneconomical for people 

to invest their money in rental units. No one t1ill go into the 

business out of choice. It can be argued that this is entirely 

the jurisdiction of the City Council 1but when they show such poor 

judgement is the Province merely to stand by and watch1 

Now I happen to know, Mr. Chairman, from some public meetings 

that St. John's members have held with the City Council, that they 

recognize the problem and are anxious to change over to th~ mil 

rate . Still they are dragging their feet and I suggest that the 

Provincial Government tvould be doing St. John's a great service if 

it could help to eryedite this change-over. Because until this 

change-over is in effect no pprson in his right mind is going to 

invest money in rental housing. 

I think it should be thought of very, very 

carefully because the present situation is intollerable and it is 

going to get worse. 

Now a great deal of this budget is not going to be debated 

under any heading. This includes all Crown corporations and to 

some extent ~emorial University which receives all its money under 

one heading. Every year this argument arises,and the excuse given 

is that to debate the YUN budget is detail would interfere with 

academic freedom. 1.fuile all of us are proud to have our own 

university,and many of us are graduates of that institution, we 

are at a loss to understand why there should be such secrecy, 

especially is tlis so when our aid is sought to increase the 

university's allot~ent. It is perhaps not up to us to set 

}!emorial 's priorities but we may be excused for asking why there 

was not a stronger plea for a library when the netv engineering building 

was heing sought. I do not see how free and open debate can hurt an 

institution that sets such store on critical discussion. 

Nor.v, Mr. Chairman, to close I tmuld like to reaffirm my faith 

in Newfoundland. I do not think that it is a Province that is going 
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HR. J. CARTER: do1m the plug. But I would like to suggest that unless 

we take hold and try and do a little better than we are doing, 

that such may be our faith. And although I am required under the 

regulations to address Your Honour as Chairman, I have a few 

remarks that I would like to address to Peter Riley of The Fifth 

Estate. Atid there was a disgraceful programme.·It was a competent 

knife job on Newfoundland. I would like to refute.some of his 

concLusions, by mentioning a few conclusions of my own that I think 

will have thP concurrence of all hon. members. 

He listed our liabilities. Well here are a few of our assets. 

Clear unpolluted air.so that we can open our windows at night. That 

does not exist in' all parts of the world,I may suggest. Highways 

largely unclogged with traffic in spite of my remarks about the 

highways in and around St. John's, so that one may drive to a 

favourite fishing spot within minutes. An invigorating climate 

that has developed a spirit of adventure even in the least of us. 

There is hardly a part of the world where a Newfoundlander has not 

made good. Vistas that stagger the imagination. Also the fact that 

we contribute more to Canada than we take, for argument sake 

Churchill power, foreign exchange and a legacy of the Continental 

Shelf that we brought into Confederation; and furthermore that we 

are dissatisfied ~·ith our failures, that we have thrown out the Doyles 

and the Smallwoods and we still have some more on our list. 

I"R • NEARY: You should be ashamed of yourself. 

MR. S:MALL\.JOOD: M'r. Chairman, the hon. gentleman who just sat down 

and I have at least three things in common, Number one, we do 

feel the.need for some reform in the way this House is conducting itself 

and doing or not doing its business. I think we would 4isagree as 

to just ho~,, that reform ~muld be brought about. Another , a second thing 

'"P. have :In common is that both of us,in somewhat different 'mys, 

are keenly interested in asriculture; and the third thin~ that we have 

in common is each his own particular devotion,and I am sure in his 

case a very deep devotion and I flatter myself_ that mine is somewhat 

deep too, devotion to each his own political principles. 
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I am a lifelo:'lg Liberal. If J ever tende>d to deviate from pure T.iberalism 

it was always in t~e direction a little somelvhat to the le>ft of T,iberalism. 

1 think the hon. gentleman has heen throughout his life c1eenly devoted to 

Toryism and he may be the only Tory in this House ... Philosophically and 

temperamentally I believe the han. gentleman is a very, very genuine ann 

a very, very sincere Tory. So we have those three things in common. Tha t 

may be all. There is one striking difference bet1veen us. T like him hut 

he does not like me,or if he does he has been very successful in concealing 

·his deep regard for me. "I do not like thee, Doctor Fell/ The reason \vhy 

I cannot tell/ But this I know and know full well/ I do not U.ke thee 

Doc tor Fell.'' I am Doctor Fell and the han. gentleman is the one who does 

not like. 

Now I•Tith regard to his statement that this House is not functioninf", 

1 incline half a dozen times here evet~ day to share that feeling. 

Emotionally I grow very, very impatient and bored almost to tears,yet 

as was the case for twenty-three years seeing where the Cion. the Premier 

is sitting at this moment or in the equivalent spot in Colonial Building, 

in t"tenty-three years I found myself to be absolutely incapable of 

absenting myself from the Chamber. I would come in here at three o'clock 

and I would leave at six and never stir outside these four lvalls. I 

lvouln ,yalk up and down and smoke a cip;arette,when I used to smoke~ 

behind the> Speaker's Chair,or up and down these galleries but never 

left the C~amher. That is the way I still am. I cannot leave this 

Chamher. I 1-1ant to hear every word that is spoken here. God in Heaven, 

lvhy should I want to hear all the words that are spoken? But I do and 

I cannot help myself. As I grmt terrihly bored by the inconsequential 

chatter, meaningless, purposeless, senseless and useless chatter,I grow 

to be terribly hored and terribly discoura11:ed. 'Rut my head tells me 

that is rather stupid. Hhat do I want, v1hat do I expect, that every 

~on. member elected to this House is goinp. to be a veteran parliamentarian 

completely conversant with the rules, with the precedents, the procedures, 

parliamentary rractice? ' lot even in the ~1other of Par11nments at 
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WestministPr i$ it like that, and still less in Ottawa . What do ! expect, 

that every hon. gentleman elected to this Rouse, whether for the seventh 

or eight h time or the sixth or the fifth time or the fourth or the third 

or the second or the first time, that every ~on. member of this House 

is going to he thoroughly well-acquainted with all the problems and 

acquainted in detail with the problems of the Province, that each hon . 

!'!ember is going to have the right oerspective puttinr. first t hings 

first, or to use the current chatter, the right priority, which is only 

a fancy way of saying putting first things first,and which puts second 

things second and third thinr.s third, as the new chatter is ·to say 

infrastructure ~1hcn He have al,~ays said throughout our lives the public 

services . t!o,~ "'C call them infrastructure. 

~low, Mr . rhairman, there is one thing with Yhich I 11gree with the 

hon. gentleman - more than one - one thing in particular (dth the hon . 

member for T.aPoile(Hr . ~:eary) . I think that one of the most scandalous 

things that the hon . the Premier has done since he became Premier of our 

Province L<; to agree and if he had not agreed it would not have been 

done, it could not have been done, not if he had remained as Premier 

fo r him to a~trec to limit t!le time of debate on the heart and soul and 

csser.!'e of r,overnll'.ent and of parliamentary life, 
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the po'1-1er 0f the purse, liTTlit that to seventy-five hours. Change 

that and change it quickly. I.et not the hen. gentleman go down in 

history as the man who put a limit on parliament's time right to debate 

the public purse, the govern!!!ent spencHng. Seventy-five hours is 

not enough. It is absolutely shocking by all the precedents and 

principles of parliamentary GOVernment, it is shockinc that the debate 

on Interil!' Su"ply shoulc1 be included ~'Hhin that seventy-five hour 

limit because the introduction of Interim Supply or of supply, either, 

is the occasion always - "'elJ,has been for many, many long years 

indeed, m.:my clecac1es - the occasion "Thereon the 1T!eT!'bers of the 

ler.islature or of parliament have the opportunity to ventilate, 

to cmnplain, to expose and to condel'lil. 

The hen. member for I.aPoile (Mr. Neary) has occupied - I do not 

kno1-1 - t!Jrt'€' cr four hours perhaps a] together since this motion 

came before the Committee of Supply, the motion of the ~!inister of 

Finance, that supply to this amount be advanced to the Government, 

that the government be authorized to spend $134 million,or whatever is 

the amount. He has occupied hm or three hours of that time. I do 

not think he is going to occupy that much more time because I believe 

he is hoping,as we all hope 1 that before eleven o'clock tonight the 

motion \•'ill carry. I have heard hil" express privately and I have 

heard him here tonirht openly express the hope that it would pass 

toniGht, that means by eleven o'clock. 

That the debate in tlds chamber on that motion - suppose it 

took two or three or four days, five days - that that time should be 

deducted from the seventy-five hours is a scandal. It :!s a parliamentary 

scandal. If I were the Premier of this Province, number one, I never 

woulci have allm.red it to be brought i.n here. And I was harassed and 

houndec and tormented by the Opposition of that day and the Opposition 

of that day dur.inr those twenty-three years was not a patch on the 

present Oppos:l.tion. The most they ever numbered was - what - five 

or six men? 
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Seven . 

Seven oen for one short time. But the last time, 

the last five years l lvas l'renier, the Opposition consisted of three 

men , men elected from the East end of St. John's, three nen out of 

fo rty-t~:o. 

liN !!ON. ~mEr.: Forty-one. 

·~. Sl'IALLWOOD: No, forty-two it Has ,and it '1\•as thirty-nine to 

three. 

HR . Ht'IU?ll'f: The public vote ~1as thirty-eisht and three. 

IJl . Sl1ALL\IOOT1: Yes, indeed. I know that n Premier, that cabinet 

ministers, especially this Premier, \7ho ,let us face it , is not, by 

all the signs, i::; not in love with that Chair he is sitting in, not 

in love ~<ith these four ~o>alls , not in love with sitting here in this 

chnmber. rte is not. That is his temperament. That is the k.inrl of 

hon . gentle~ he is . 

.]'r..Et'lErt : ·nor.r;s: I h;we an earache. 

'fit. S"ALLHonn : 1-:ell earache or heartache or stomachache or 

cramps or boredom or what, tlle hon . gentleman - but let him not -

notg that this thing has been done let him be the one to undo it. 

t'nless the Premier decides it wUl not be done. \ole will be stuck 

tdth this seventy-five hour rule. He can change it. He has the 

power to do it . If he says in cabinet, gentlemen in my opinion we 

must change this and make it a limit of 100 hours , that is it . l 

know the office of Premier. I know the position of Prem.ier. I know 

the authority of premiers ever}~here, wherever there are premiers 

I am "'ell lll•'llre 
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"fR. Sl'ALT.WO()fl : T ::~m well m~are of how it iR dom•, Let me tell 

the hon. the Premier what several min~.sters in the Government of -

the man who built the bridge across Halifax -

SO!'E H(lN. >'J':}'BERS : '"acDonald. 

:~ . SF.ALLl\TOOD: Yes, he had-

AN 1\(') ' . ''E1·!Jl1':R: It is called after !lacDonald. 

Yes, "acDonald, \~hat '"as his name? Angus L. r1acDonald' s 

C:abinet. Here is the Pay he ran his Cabinet. A minister ,.rould come 

up and see him and his office and say, "Premier, I would like to do this." 

'';:tybe his Tleputy Yinister, his staff have talked the minister into this 

idea so the minister drops in to see the Premier. And the Premier 

listens and Angus L. nods and says, "Now that is interesting. Leave 

that to me 1vill you?" And at every Cabinet meeting, there were no 

Cabinet papers, none, tl.e Premier would turn to. this minister and 

say, "You '"anted to bring something forward. Would you go ahead now?" 

And he '-rould bring it forward and he would explain it. "Well,thank you 

very much. And you had something you wanted , " and so he would go around 

and there would be three or four or five ministers and they would express 

the thing they ~oranted done. The Premier would say, "Thank you. Thank 

you very much." !he meeting ends. Nobody Jr..nows what has been decided 

unt1.1 they hear from the Premier and the Premier, Angus L., a '!leek or 

two or three weeks or a month later or a day later or a few hours later, 

at h1.s option he ~<"ould announce 1vhat the decision was. 

Not.t• every Premier does t:hat. You do not take a vote around a 

Cabinet. The Premier is supposed to sum up and make the pronouncement, 

and if the Premier, the present Premier says, ''Look,Joey is right. 

I do not want to go down in history as the man responsible for 

limiting the time of debate." 

HP .• HOP.G!IJ'<: I do not disagree. 

H'l • SHALLT-TOOD : "I do not 1-1ant to go down in history with that 

tagged to me," If he d~es that we will have the rule changed and 

there will be ample time to deba.te. 

"'R. rroRGA.'l : It is was ted now . 

Now whether hon. -
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MR. S}!.ALLWOOD: It is not wasted. 

MR. ~'ORGAN: It has been so far. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: No. No, it has not been. If nothing had happened 

in this House since the minister brought in the motion and the 

House went into Committee of Supply, if nothing had happened 

from that moment to this moment but what this hon. gentleman has 

done and said in this House, there you would have the very heart, 

the very essence of parliamentary government. There you had the 

very essence -

!""R. MORGAN: You said that three times. 

}~. SMALLWOOD: It does not matter. Sometimes you have to say it 

ten times. 

MR. NEARY: 

here. 

I got you to say it a dozen times and you are still 

MR. SMALLWOOD: There is the very essence of democratic parliamentary 

government,because if you do not have that kind of thing, if you do 

not have expose and hammering and nailing and riverting ithome, if you 

do not have that then truly this is a useless institution. 

Now I agree that this business of coming in here at three o'clock 

and by five o'clock in a three hour sitting, ~~o hours taken up 

asking questions, presenting petitions, two-thirds of every sitting 

taken up, and one hour to do the business of the Province, that is madness. 

That is the quickest way to bring this House into utter disrepute. That 

is the quickest and most efficient way to make the people despise 

this House and have nothing but contempt for it. That is the easiest 

and the quickest way to make this House immaterial, irrelevant, of no 

importance, of no consequence. 

New another way to bring this House into contempt is to shout across 

'Frank', 'Bill', "Aw shut up;Walter", "Hold your tongue 'sam'," across the 

floor, across the floor, grown up men, grown up men. I do not know what citizens 

sitting in the galleries will think of the parliamentarians, the law makers. 

We were elected to make the laws. We were the laH makers and do 
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not think for one moment that the la~rs we make Rrl~ goinp, to he resj)ected 

if we are not respecte~. If the law makinR hody forfeits respect of the 

pnhlic, do not expect the j)uhlic then to he very respectful of the laws 

thRt we mal;e. The whole trend in Canada and the United States and in 

1.Jestern Europe, the whole trend is for authority to sink ever lower, 

authority in courts, churches, parliamentary bodies, all institutions that 

have autbority are forfeiting respect, partly hy their own fault, p2rtly hy 

rhe fact that the young crowd that have grown up i.n the last ten, twenty, 

thirty years have Jost their respect for authority and for resj)ectahility 

and for rules and regulations and for discipline. So that makes it 

terribly easy for a parliamentary body that costs half a million dollars 

of public money to get us elected,and perhaps a couple of million dollars 

of private money to get us in here and we having got here is now costing 

the public - how much did the han. gentleman say, how much a second? 

AN HON. ~lTI!BER: A dollar a second. 

HR. SHALLHOOn: A dollar a second. Sixty dollars a minute this House 

is costing the oeople of Ne~~foundland. 

MR. MORGAN: And it is still going up. 

MR.. Sl'1ALLivOOD: And it is going to grow. But look, l~hile I agree very 

fervently with l•rhat the han. gentleman said about the Flouse ceasing to 

function,and what he did not say hut what I say is that we are losing the 

r e spect of the neopl e, in sr>ite of that I say put no gag, no limit on the 

one r,reat occasion in every parliamentary body. The hon. ~1inister for 

Industrial and Rural Development and the han. the ~1inister of Fisheries 

sat, and the Premier himself - lJell he did not sit much but he was a member 

of parliament. He 1vas .iust as unhappy sittin~t in the House of Commons 

Chamber as he is sitting here - but these two -

PREMIER MOORES: It was not quite the same. 

'ffi. S}IAl>LWOOn: Yes. 

PREMIER MOORES: There is a lot of difference. 

NR. S:'1ALLWOOD: 

PRm!tF.:P. MOORFS: 

And that is saying a lot. If he was even -

I uas on a different side. 
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MR. SMAL UJOOD: Yes. These two hon. ministers there will confirm what I 

am saying, that the Opposition looks forward every year to that great 

opportunity to raise grievances, this opportunity we have now when supply 

is asked, when the government c.omes before the people\s ·House, the 

representatives of the people including the han. gentleman from Bay of 

Islands(Mr. Woodrow), the hon. gentleman from St. John's North(Mr. J. Carter), 

the hon. gentleman from St. John's East(Mr. W. Marshall), the bon. gentleman 

sitting behind the Premier there, including not only the members over here 

but the members over there who are not members of the government, this is 

their opportunity too, a golden opportunity, a priceless opportunity. 

Now the Opposition when I was Premier did not make the hest use of 

that. The present Opposition are not making the best use of it either, not 

nearly as good a use as they could. The hon. gentleman who has made a lot 

of use of it, carrying out the great tradition, the redress of grievances, 

the redress of grievances '-Thich you bring about, if you do bring it about, 

you bring about by exposing the grievances, by expressing them. You may 

do it crudely. You may do it thAt the occasional member will wince. I 

have 'dnced more than once inwardly listening to the hon. gentleman. Even 

when I was full of admiration for the fearlessness and the spirit with which 

he has don.e it,there were times when I rather winced. I wish he just had not 

said quite that or '-Tish he had not expressed quite that or wish he had 

not quite ~rought in this name or that name which I felt did not strengthen 

his case. His case was very powerful as it was. 

Now finally to come back to the han. gentleman who just sat dowtlt 

reform 
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Hr. Smallwood: 

·reforming the way we handle supply, reforming the way we handle the 

estimates, well, 1 I am for that. I am all for that if it is genuine 

reform,and if the reform is such as to get good results.-But not 

the good results that, a Hitler got,that a Dictator got because the 

great argument for dictatorship is that it is efficient. You know, 

Mussolini made the trains run on time. Democracy, what do you mean? 

Do not give me any nonsense like that~ Mussolini made the trains run on 

time. Hitler put an end to the talk shop. What was the talk shop? 

The Reichstag, the Parliament of Germany. He put an end to the talk 

shop. So dictatorship is more efficient. But that is a price that 

we are not willing to pay for efficiency. And if this system of 

handling the estimates is poorly done, if it is inefficient, if 

the cure for it is any form of, you know, over-dicipline or anything 

tending in the direction of dictatorship or the absence of democracy, 

the absence of freedom to speak, freedom to argue according to 

conscience,then that is a price too much to pay. That would be the 

downfall altogether of the Democratic system. 

Now let me say finally that I am between two minds as to 

whether I will stay in this House or not. I am seriously of two 

minds, If the House goes on as it has gone on~I do not think I could 

stand it. Ne1~foundland is in a desperately serious condition. Newfoundland 

is so close to bankruptcy that it is frightening, and it still has not 

dawned on the people of Newfoundland, it still has not dawned on this 

House Last year in December, when was the Fall Budget brought down? 

AN HON. MEMBER: In November. 

MR. SHALLWOOD:- In November, in that debate I got up and I skated 

very close to the wind, saying how serious our situation is. I was 

followed by the han. member for St. John ' s East (Mr. Marshall) who 

to my delight, and I may say, surprise, in his own way, polished and 

suave echoed what I had said, and showed the same alarm. And on 

the following day the han. gentleman from St. John's North (Mr. J. 

Carter) got up and did percisely the s=e thing. ~lell,I had heard 

rumours that those two han. gentlemen were not too happy with things 

in general. But the great surprise came when the han. Minister of 
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Mines and Energy got up and delivered a speech which was one of 

the most remarkable ever to come from the front benches of any 

government, ever, anywhere. 

Sir William Lloyd when he was Premier of Newfoundland 

seconded a motion that was made across the floor of lack of confidence 

in the government. It \~as moved by the Opposition, and seconded by 

the Premier, and it was put and voted on and carried, and the 

government fell, and Sir- William Lloyd resigned as Premier on a 

motion of lack of confidence of which he was the seconder. But 

here we have a minister of the Crown who made a speech here last 

November which I would highly recommend to all hon. members to read, 

read carefully and study 0 And then,surprise of surprises,the following 

day,I think it was~the hon. the Premier himself got up. and admitted 

that we are indeed in deep trouble. And still do you suppose, Mr. Chairman, 

that all hon. gentlemen in this House really are seized of this 

knowledge, are really vividly conscious of the fact that Newfoundland 

is in dire danger, let alone the people, let alone the newspapers, 

let alone the radio stations, let alone the television stations, most 

of this House. And further more I wonder if all the government do, 

and now I am woT;J.dering if the Premier himself realizes it? Because 

if he did he would not agree to a budget a quarter of a billion dollars 
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some $250 million in one year jump over last year. This 

is the first day of the year, is it? This is the first day in this 

year. The Premier through his ~~inis ter of Finance is asking the 

House to give him $250 million to spend more than was spent in the 

year that ended last night. That was $1 billion. Now he wants a jump 

in one year of $250 million. Now I know it is unparliamentary to say 

the hon. gentleman is gone out of his mind. That would be very 

unparliamentary 1 and it would not be literally true anyhow. He has 

not gone out of his mind but he must have lost his sense of judgement. 

Or is it - and I fear to ask this for fear the answer might be in the 

affirmative. 

There ,,·as a huc'get of $1 billion brought down here last Spring 

and there was an election in the Fall. Nmv this Spring there is a 

budget of $1,250,000,000, $250 million more~and there is a miniature 

general election coming up, three by-elections which if the government 

lose them it may bring about their fall. Let the government have 

three fewer members than they havc,and with other absences through 

sickness or what have you, the government may not be able to carry 

on. But let me tell the Premier that the way to win those three 

by-elections is not to increase the budget by $250 mill:lon, that is 

not the t·Jay. It cannot be done. I do not knovT if it can be done 

in any way. Jut that i s one way it cannot be done. 

'~ell, I ask myself, am I, you knmv, spitting against the wi.nd? 

Is it all futile? Is it useless? trust I see this U ttle Province, 

for helping to create which I must bear so1ne guilt, am I to see this 

little Province go dol-.TD. the drain? Would I be just cowarclly to go 

out and say, it is an uphill fight, it is a useless fight? One man 

cannot do it. If I am surrounded, if that one man is surrounded by 

hon. members vho are demanding this and demanding that and demanding 

something else to be spent in their respective constituencies, 

surrounded by hon. gentlenen. vJho are taking the hide off the ministers 

because they clo not do this :-md they do not do that and they do not 

do the other,and if the government are insensitive and I am surrounded 

\ 
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by insensitivity, except by one hon. gentleman who just spoke who 

does not like me anyway,and I would think privately hates to find 

that I have some of the same ideas that he has, I dare say he 

is beginning to think he must be wrong. If'Joey'agrees with him, 

then probably 'John' must be wrong. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: The bon. member now, come on. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: All right, the hon. member. I said 'Joe' and :John'. 

AN RON. ~~~~EF: That is still out of order. 

}~, SMALLVIOOD : Well, okay. I do not know. I am betwixt and 

between. I am in doubt as to whether it is worth the candle. Now 

mind you,I do appreciate the higher pay because I need it. I need 

it and I make no bones about that. I lost my pension. I cannot 

IB-2 

draw a pension, the pension that it took me t'venty-three years to 

earn, $9,000 a year, a few odd hundreds, as Premier twenty-three 

years, minister of the Crown twenty-three years, member of the House 

twenty-three years and I got a handsome pension of $9,000 some odd 

hundred. Now ~rhen I got elected I lost that but I am getting double 

that,so I am told,and I need it. I would have to give it up. Like 

the hon. gentleman from St. John's North (Hr. J. Carter) and I 

understand St. John's East O·'r. :t-'arshall) on principle I would not 

hesitate a moment to give it up. I do not mean stay in here and give 

it up. If I am in here I want to be paid -well no I do not want to 

be paid as Hell as an electrician or as well as a plumber is. I do 

not think that the law makers of this Province should be as well 

paid as good competent skilled mechanics. I hope it is noticed 

that I am saying that with a smile. 

overpaid in here, not 

I do not think that we are 
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MR. SMALU.Jnnn : for a moment. But I would give it up 

cheerfully if I come to the conclusion that I am wasting my time 

in here in this House. I would go out of it with the dcel'est 

sorrow and deeoest regret. But I will go out, I will resign my 

seat in this House as member for Twillingate district if I 

come to the conclusion that T am wasting my breath in here, that 

it is a voice crying in the wilderness, that I am joined by one 

hon. gentleman who has no difficulty concealing and controlling 

his feelings toward me and another hon. gentleman who, I would say, 

is not quite a vehement but is generaily in that same direction. 

If that is the limit of agreement I have in this Chamber, now 

what am I doing here? It is worth thinking about. 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. the Minister of Rural and 

Industrial Development. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Speaker, first of all the han. gentleman 

who just spoke seemed to have contradicted himself towards the end 

of his remarks. He wants to increase the number of hours on 

estimates from seventy-five to 100 hours, then he proceeds towards 

the end of his remarks and he is indicating that if he thought he 

was wasting his time,that he was just spitting against the wind, 

if it were just a lot of sound signifying nothing and all these 

kind of comments, he would consider resigning his seat. 

I know what he is talking about>but I am not sure that it 

came across clearly. I am looking at a friend of mine in front of 

me, perhaps Canada's greatest parliamentarian at the federal level, 

without any dis respect to any present parliamentarians -

MR. SMALLWOOD: A former minister, a former clergyman, 

StanleyKnowles. Or is he talking about Senator Eugene Forsey? 

MR. LUNDRI GA>.'{ : I am talking about one of the greatest debaters 

I have ever seen in my day, one of the greatest parliamentarians, 

the person who had the greatest feeling in the pit of his stomach 

for parliament, the parliamentary process, the democratic process, 

the Right Honourable gentleman from Prince Albert. 

I am looking at him here now pictured in the Evening Telegram 

of today celebrating his thirty-sixth year in the Parliament of 
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MR. LUNDRIGAN: Canada. Now I believe if the hon. gentleman 

from were sitting here tonight he would have understood clearly 

what the hon. member from Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood) was saying. 

But I am not sure that it is a message that is underatood by 

everybody. I feel a little bit about the hon, gentleman and it 

does not have anything to do with the number of hours on estimates, 

the seventy-five hours. I was six years in the House of Commons -

not as long as my friend the Minister of Fisheries - and I never 

participated at any given time in any debate on the estimates or on 

Supply Motion in the House of Commons, at no point. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Others did. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: If others did they certainly - there is never any 

debate on Supply in the House of Commons except the Budget Speech. 

But when it came down to estimates -

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

debate. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

There was never Supply introduced without a 

Let me just go on and explain my statement. 

The fact of the matter was that there was a budget brought down, 

Then the fundamental right of Parliament~which is the right of 

Parliament to vote Supply, give the government of the day the right 

to spend money -

PREMIER MOORES: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

MR. SMALLl.OOD: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

Or withhold it, 

- also the right to collect taxes. 

Or the right to withhold it. 

Or the right to withhold money. That right was 

debated in a general budget debate. When it came around to Supply 

the hon. gentleman's great friend and compatriot, the present Prime 

Minister,changed the rules in 1968,or maybe it was 1969, and moved 

Supply out into a committee system. The committee system was 

similar to what was recommended here today. It was a very efficient 

system but efficient was the word. All the debate, no matter how late 

the budget came down, all the debate had to take place, the Motion 

had to be referred back to the House from the Committee not later 

than, I believe, the 31st. of May. We got maybe a couple of weeks in 
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~!R . LUNDRIC'./J>f : Commit tee. The Comm:l. t tee was made up of 

roughly twenty members chaired by a member of the governing party 

of the day. And officials would be called before the Committee -

the minister and his official s, never did you see a minister going 

in on his own . The ministers in the federal system are not one

tenth as conversant with the details of the department as you will 

see the ministers in a provincial legislature . 

MR. MURPHY : 

~!R . LUNDRICA.~: 

\fould that be in the Chamber as such? 

Outside the Chamber in another room, lJhen the 

House was not sitting, open to the public, open to the oress. You 

would have a system of rules that were unbelievable. First of all, 

no member could spend longer than ten minutes in raising either a 

statement or a question , and that ten minutes was limited and given 

only to the lead-off speaker for his particular group . For example, 

we were the Tories members, we would have six or seven members and 

we would spend six or seven minutes, maybe three or four minutes. 

The lead-off speaker was given ten miunutes. Other members, like if 

I were down the row four or five speakers, if I went longer than 

three minutes there would be war back and forth across the floor 

among members about abusing 
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the rights of the Coll'mHtee and so on. You 1>•ould have all of your 

experts but you never r;et involved :in speeches and lonr;,detailed 

commentary and that sort of thing. You had the right to rlo that 

in parliament on the ]jmitec1 number of days - I believe eight days 

~~e were given, eight clays l~e 1>!ere given for the budget debate. You 

had the rirht to do that but the limitations -

1!1'. S~'.I\LLHOOD: You could not get it until the Address in Reply 

wRs concludec1. 

The limitations even there vere tremendous. Twenty 

minutes 1·1as the maximum speech allowed except for the people <Vho have 

special privileges, the Leader of the OppositioP and the like. 

You had t<-ro hunr'lrecl ancl sixtv-ocld meTnbers. 

_2!1'. UJNDPIGAN: Twenty minutes was the rnrucimum you could speak 

in parliament and still only eight days for the limit. There was 

a tre11'endous restriction but there ~~as quite a r1.ifference. I have 

sat in the gallery. The first time I have been here when esti11'~tes 

h(lve been up, I have Fat jn the gallery like last year and I watched 

the procedure and in my opinion "'e are blessed on the one hand and 

clamned on the other hand but having perhaps the best poliU cians that 

I have ever seen in Canada - I have been in every provincial legislature. 

I 'lave sat - I am 1 ike the hon. me1:1ber, I love parliament. I 1 ove the 

parliamentary process, the interaction that takes place, the exchange 

of viel•IS, the healthiness of debate and so on. I love it. Cannot 

stay a•,•ay from j t. 

Perhaps I was influenced a bit by a person that - well one of 

those clays I will even <rrite a fe1~ little private words about someone 

I sat for an hour with every week for six consecutive years,and 

perhaps this is lvhere some of us fellows have a 1 ittle b1 t of respect 

for the parliamentary process as well. But unfortunately on the other 

'land '"e are blessed with the best politicians that I have ever seen, 

but that is to a large extent ~·here it ends, great poUticians. 

The bon. "inister of Finance, to change the topic for a minute, 

the other Clay ~Vhen the hon. member was speaking he said, one flew 
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out of the cuckoo nest and that was not a bad comment because the 

hon. gentleman shou:j.d have gotten an award as one of the greatest 

performers I have ever seen, one of the greatest performers, a 

great debater, works hard, understands what he is about, knows 

politics, got it dm·rn to a science. I have to have dovm deep 

inside a htt of adii'iration for that skill but I have got to 

say that the way that skill :l.s used and implemented, the surgical 

knHe that he uses is really not doing anyhody any good in the 

Province of Newfoundland. I '~ould like to see him one of those 

days gets off his negative kick, use h1s energies to the advantage 

of the people, be a hit constructive, try to reinforce the good 

things that are happening in this Province. 

If I Pere not a Ne,vfoundlander and I came and sat in the gallery 

I would say get the heck 0ut of Newfoundland. This is not the place 

to be. There is nothinr; going right in Newfoundland. Everything 

is on the rocks in Newfoundland, unemployment,c:orruption, deterioration, 

everything is going dovmhill, no place to invest tn Newfoundland. 

He go out and vJe make our films and h'e send our brochures all over 

the Horld and we l!lcnc our delegations all over the world and tve 

try to tell the people that this is a great place to live, a great 

spot to live, n place that you can raise your children, and all of 

the scenery and the beauty and so on. 

'Ue quote from the hon. the former Premier who in 1931 said 

that this has to be one of the greatest - and someone passed me 

an Oxfam pamphlet. a few days o.go written by some young person a 

couple of ye2.rs ago quoting the hon. gentleman for Twillingate 

(Hr. Small'''ood) in 1931 telling about the land of opportunity. 

He Ha s right then and he is right now. This is a land of 

opportunity, of great challenge, of great hope, of great expectations, 

great resources. I do not know if han. members realize that we do 

have the last great frontler, the last great frontier of undeveloped 

resources in the Hestern Horld, perhaps even in the world. I believe 
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that. The !irst til'le I heard anyone say that, except some hon . 

rr.el'l'bers around me, ,,·as .Uvin llat:~ilton talkin~ in the Bouse of Commons. 

1 was just startin~ to get the drift of it and 1 tried to realize 

\~hat he sai1! and I be lieve I -

_J:r.. Sl'J\LL\<'001' : One of the best minister who ever sat there. 

''!'. Lt1'IDRIC:f.N: One of the best ninisters ,and I remember hearing 

thi s and I have come to believe that as a fact. Now the development 

is n~t going to take place today or tomorrow morning or next year. It 

mi:;ht not even be in five ye;ns. It might be great sran11ch1lc!ren of 

ours that ~:ill be able to stand ten feet tall :in Canada ancl be one 

the nre:tt I have' provinces . \le are the ' have• province today in terms 

of potential. \o:e are not the have Province in terms of c'eveloped 

potcntial,anc! it makes me sick and aggravated and discouTaged ancl 

de spondent to come in the House day after day and see Newfoundlanders 

commitinr. 3 form of political treason,in my op:lnion,•,dth the sledge 

hammers out han& inn a'-'llY at it. 

F.verythine is dastar dly. everything is disaster . r.verything 

is dcgr~cl:lng . Everything is dot.~hill. Everything is negative. You 

have got to have the confidence of lloudini to be able to 
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survive in a place like the House of Assembly in Newfoundland for 

any length of time. Now I get on my high horses, I am one of those 

hot-headed Irish men, I make no apologies for it. I am not going 

to change one iota. I get aggrevated. I do not always conununicate 

all of the placidity, and all of the calm, and the quiescence that 

you should if you are a well contained and controlled politician. 

I make no apologies for that,because I believe that needs to be 

a quality you have to have in this Province today. I think hen. 

members do not need rule changes, I do not think hen. members need 

a hundred hours in order to convey to us their grievances, the 

concerns. Sure there is mismanagement. Sure there is failure. 

Sure there is - there might even be if you take a spy glass and use 

the micro system they all talk about, there might even be areas of 

wrongdoing within the system. Has there been a political system in 

the history of the world that did not have elements of it, that needed 

adaptation, adjustment, correction, redirection? Everybody knows 

that. I am throwing a challenge to hen. members here; do not ignore 

yout responsibility to the people of Newfoundland in your eagerness 

to hold a responsibility to your political party'? One can be the same 

as the other. There is a misdirection across the House that is very 

serious. I made the statement two weeks ago. I think I am going to 

have to make it a d9zen times before the estimates are through and 

before I finish with the House in whenever they finish May or June, that 

hen. members have a tendency to be too political in the most blatant 

sense of the word. We were up there long on the Federal scene. I do 

not know if anybody followed our course of our behaviour. 

AN HO • HEMBER: You were more political. 

HR. LUNDRIGAN : Everything - yes, we were darn political, in favour 

of the Province of Newfoundalnd. The cause we took up first was the 

railway. The next cause,perhaps, even the frist one was the fisheries, 

and the two gentlemen flanking me here who were colleagues of mine, 

we went at it tvith a vengence. l~e backed down J;rom nothing. We did 

not say there was a scandal, that the Minister of Fisheries had something 

wrong in his department. We said, there is a great resource out there, 
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it belongs to us. We grew up by the sea, and we harvested the 

resource. We want control. We want to manage, we want to develop 

it. And we had a positiveness about what we Y1ere doing, and we 

s old it and we went around ~he world. We were overseas to Iceland, 

and all over the world trying to tell the people what we had back in 

old Terre Neuve, and we came back and went across the country of 

Canada. \.fuat is happening today in Canada in the fisheries did 

not happen,because , Mr. Leblanc or Mr. Jack Davis, great friends of 

ours by the way, as great as we were in political debate, as tough as 

we were, we were friends. The thing that happened across Canada and 

it has now come to a head - do you think it happened by accident? 

HR . SHALLWOOD : Gus Etchegary. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Gus Etchegary deserves every bit of credit, and 

Gus Etchegary and ourselves worked closely on all these matters 

came to Ottawa, he went before our committees, we helped each other 

and all together with all the han. gentlemen who were involved we 

sold our case to Canada. That was cne little small contribution we 

might have made in our ef=ort at the Federal level. I do not see much 

evidence of that sort of thing in the Chamber. And I would like to 

see television brought in. 

SOME RON . MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN : Somebody said the other day, I really would like to 

see television brought into the Chamber. I will guarantee you there 

would be some hon. members,and I am looking right across the way,would 

have one heck of a lot of trouble getting re-elected. 

MR. ROBERTS: Let us bring it in. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Because in order to be a good member the first thing 

you have to have is a feeling in your stomach for the people you 

represent . 

AN HON. MENBJ:R: We do not have it? 

MR . LlniDRICAN: You have to have a level of sincerity - I am sure 

there are a lot of hon. n1embers, I would like to name them across the 

way - a feeling of respect for the people and for the people here in 

the Chamber as well. 
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Now hon. members have gotten up and talked about the decorum. 

You are not going to have the same level of decorum here as you have 

in the Mother of Parliament in London. It has got the tradition of -

I was going to say, a thousand years, but I know the difference, 

because I do know the history of the Parliamentary development in 

England. You are not going to have the same as you got in Ottawa, 

for' that reason plus the fact it is a bigger Chamber, people are not 

in the Chamber as long, the House is opened for a longer period, and 

you do not get on each others nerves. I have never sat in the House 

of Commons for more than - the House opens from 2:00 P.M. to 6:00P.M. 

and from 8:00 ~.M. until 10:30 P.M., more than say three hours in a 

full day on the average. There is committee work. You have got 

committees that sometimes sit and all the rest of it, you do not 

get on each others nerves. Here is a little small Chamber, it is 

much more confined, everybody is under a bit more pressure, and 

especially my colleagues in Cabinet, although I am saying this now 

as a newcomer,where you have to do both things, you have to be here 

pretty well all of the time and you have the responsibility of 

governing and running a department in a Province which is a major 

challenge, It is a major challenge 

. -1~7,i ... , 
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n . Ll'NDRIGAl~: 

ltere 1n this Provfnce at all times. It js going to be a major 

challenge in Newfoundlancl for the next twenty-five years. Some of 

us fellows here Hho are running departments will be dead and gone . 

when the same type of problem will exist in Newfoundland to a certain 

extent as we have today. It is a long developmental,evolutionary 

thin~ that lvHl resolve the problems of our Province. It is going 

to take an uphill fight but it is going to take a House of Assembly 

that provides - now forget the Premier for a moment, forget the 

cabinet, forget the government - it is going to take a House that 

provides a lift and sets an example and paints horizons and expresses 

a level of political integrity. 

~lmv cia I understand it correct from han. members who are older 

than I was,when the war was on that the great Hinston Churchill used 

the parljamentary process as m.'l.ybe the greatest tool in trying to 

win the lvar? no I understand that to be a fRet? The parl1ament, 

the sitting of parliament, the speeches, the attitude and the way 

that the deD\ocratic system could be emphasized and reinforced by 

the parliamentary process, do I understand that to be a fact? That 

is what I have read. 

!'R. S!T.'\.LLIVOOD: It was one of tl1e great tools, yes. 

HR. I.Ul~DT;IGAN: One of the great tools. 1-lell~I say this is a great 

institution to be able to give the people of our Province a lift 

in a day and age when they need the lift. I think that is somethfng 

that is lacking a bit. I think we are all a little bit responsible 

for the lack of performance of the House. I think it wHl continue. 

Ilut for goodness sake ~~hen 1ve have a Province where there i,; the 

challenge on the one hancl, the potential on the other other, I do 

believe that it is incumbent on all of us to manifest the level of 

maturity that I do not see from clay to day in the House of Assembly. 

I am perhaps the most gnilty1 or as guilty, I will be the first to say, 

as any han. member, But I am making the coll\I'\ents because I believe 

that the han. gentlemen right on the eve nov -we have only just 

.. ·4'575 
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HP .• LtlNDRICA.~ : 

started the estimates and I am certainly not baciing away or begging 

not to be examined and put under a microscope in my estimates because 

I love a fig~t, I '••ould rather fight than eat '~hen it comes to the 

give and take in the House. But I do believe it is the time for us 

to examine our procedures, how we handle the system, what we do. 

And if you gave 500 hours for debate it is not going to improve the 

system unless the members examine the way that they engage in the 

process in the House of Assembly. 

S0HE HON. ~'llERS : Hear, hear! 

..Jm . sn IONS: Hr. Chainnan, if I remember correctly I was the 

first to speak in Committee on the Interim Supply motion and at 

that particular time on behalf of my colleagues I said that it was 

not our intention to at all prolong the proceeding because we were 

fully aware that there '·IOuld be ample opportunity when the regular 

estimates, the full year's estimates came before the Committee. 

I would still hope that we could follow that procedure and get 

quickly on with it,but I am not sure having followed the debate 

for the ]ast day or so, exactly what is going on. I did not talk 

personally to the House Leader for the government,but I would have 

expected that our position in it would have been to serve his 

purpose in expediting the business of the House and at the same time 

I did not feel that I was in any way compromising my position in that 

I was reserving,obviously, not onJy reserving but had before me the 

full opportunity to debate 1.n Committee when the full estimates carne 

in :md we are after all dealing 'dth the same time period. 

Rut after "'atching what has happened in the last day or so 

either the government House r.eader has very H .ttle discipJ ine with 

h:!s group or else it is a rleliberate filibuster to which {,•e have 

been sucked :Into. We - not on this side, not in the official Opposition, 

that 1s for. sure, and I do not at all suggest we should deny the right 

of anybody to speak, but if we are going to have our budget speech 

rlebate now, let us have it but give us notice ?lr. Chairman, because 

4.51i .· 
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!ffi . SIM-'ONS: 

ue "·oultl ;~11 lii·e to get into it. 

No..-, vr. C'haiil'lan, >ts l say, I ha~ not intende<l to speak 

;~nd t shall ~ke my comments just as brief as 1 can hecau~e I 

~~flu]~ lH·e tn see the tnter511' Suprly resolution being dealt 

P1 th. It is A new fj scaJ yeAr and 1 do not think it is helping 

the Pt"ov:incP's imaze, particularly Hithin the Province, that "'e 

nre in il sitn11tion where techn;lcally t~e cAnnot spend a cent. I 

repent jus t f.o r CMp1>as:l.!': that there was no renson why 1~e ought 

IB-J 

to be ~n thi s situation . We 1~ould not he H government did not 

Fait until three sitting days before the end of the fiscal year to 

br inp, in thilt resolution. lnrlee<l ~oo•e coulrl have hac! the res&lution 

n'D to three ~·eeks ago . !~ere is not reason uhy the govern111ent Ilouse 

T.e<!tle r couJ ~ not have llrranF;cr to have it in troducerl nt that time. 

nut we are .... J,ere •re are. Be are at the first of i\pril , the ne"' 

fiscal vear and the r.overn~nt has no spending authority. 

''T' . r(\1\l'T'Tf.: There 1\t"e roing to be no hHls not paid. 

vr. ~T'"'n'~l': I ;om sorry? 

~'R. ll~'~Bfl'T~: "'here is no ham t!one. 

' "' S'!!"'l'l"'~: ot., l au> aPA re of that. It is only in a t<>cl'>nicnl 

sense. t I'M a":nrc of that, andthat nobotly is go:lnc 

457'7 
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to take the government to court for defaulting on payment of that 

kind, I am aware that is a situation, But I am saying that technically 

we are in a new year, and there are at least image implications for 

the government in the sense that it has no spending authority into 

a new fiscal year. It has never happened before since Confederation, 

and had there been some leadership by the government it would not have 

happened this time, of course. But, you know, what is past 

past. 

Mr. Chairman, it is very hard to sit here and listen to 

someone who mouths off in a way that the }1inister of Industrial Development 

has tonight. It is a bit awkward really, because one hesitates to 

go back at it, as it were, because I would like to see the business of 

the committee expedited. But I could not help, Mr. Chairman, as I 

listened to,what in words must be one of the finer speeches I have 

heard, in words. There is nothing wrong. I take no exception at all, 

Mr. Chairman, to his thesis. He puts it well. It is well founded and 

he states it very well, and I agree with him. But, Mr. Chairman, as 

I reca11, and I say this because there are people here, I do not think 

anybody on the floor of the Rouse is going to get particularly carried 

away with the minister's comments, but there are people in the 

gallery who may not have been here this afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Had 

they been they would have witnessed a situation where !,for example, 

among others, but I will talk about my own situation here, where I 

stood in my place to present petitions on behalf of a number of people 

throughout this Province, to exercise for them one of the most basic 

democratic rights which the member for Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood) 

has referred to,the opportunity for redress of grievance. And in 

their case not being members their only direct way to this House is 

through a petition. 

And, Mr. Chairman, you will recall that while I attempted 

to do that I did it with innumerable interruptions from the very 

same memb~r who has just piously lectured us on decorum once again 

for the nth time. Nm~, Mr. Chairman, it is hard to take. And I say 

to that gentleman, I invite him charitably, to practice what he preaches, 

.. .. ' 4.5l! 
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Mr. Simmons : 

and we will not have the problems that he has been talking about. 

It is very, very difficult, Mr. Chairman, to take seriously what 

he says when he himself insist on taking it so unseriously in 

his practice here in the House from day to day. And I am fed up, 

~lr. Chairman, to the teeth, sitting here and listening to these 

pious lectures from people who are the worst offenders themselves. 

And I dare, ~'r. Chai!.rman, any member in this House tonight to stand 

up and contradict me on that particular point insofar as the minister's 

performance '~as concerned this afternoon. Hansard will show that I 

Has subjected to all kinds of interruptions from that particular 

mini ster. He makes a habit of it. He tells us about his great 

performance in Ottawa. I hope for him and for Newfoundland it was 

a great performance. But if I remember the press reports, the one 

press report, Mr. Chairman, 

MR. MORGAN: What has that got to do with it? 

MR. - SIMMONS: The one press report that stands out. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Chairman, on a point of order. I wonder if the 

hon. rlinister of Transportation and Communications would allow the 

hon. gentleman to continue with his attack. I am enjoying it. As long 

as he prounces my district name correct and my name corredt I am 

quite happy about it. 

MR . SIMJI!ONS: Listen to the personal attack again. 

~1R . ROBERTS : You have got a hair out of place, 'Jim'' boy. 

MR. CHAIRHAN: Will the hon. member for Burgeo-LaPoile please continue. 

HR. SIMMONS : Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The Minister of Transportation 

has demonstrated again for the people in the gallery, the kind of 

thing I was talking about that took place this afternoon 1 except it 

took place with much more frequency this afternoon, not only by him, 

but the Minister of Industrial Development as well. 

Now I was about to say that the one item that stands out, 

Mr. Chairman, in terms of the press coverage during that member's period 

' .:4:5·7-9 
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Hr. Simmons: 

in Ottawa was an example of the very kind of thing he has attempted 

to condemn us for today. Re has appempted to point the finger for 

it. As I remember his most famous contribution to Parliamentary 

history was when he,by his constant interruptions,provoked the 

Prime Minister of this Country into either saying or allegedly saying 

some vulgar ~-pression as I beard it through the media. Now , Mr. 

Chairman, if that is the best example that we have of his performance 

in the Rouse of Commons,! say be should be the l ast person in this 

House to look over here and tell us how it is done. 

•4580 
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MR. SIMMONS: Mr.Chairman, enough said! I get a little hot 

under the collar on this one because it is hard to take. It is 

very hard to take, Mr.Chairman, when the minister concerned is 

being such a blatant offender in this respect. 

Well, enough said! I do not think, Mr.Chairman 

MR. LlNDRIGA.l\l": 

!>lR • SIMMONS : 

Tell us more. 

No, Hr. Chairman, I do not have any more on 

that particular subject. I think there are many better things to 

do and I hope, Mr.Chairman -

MR. MORGAN: Then let us get on with them. 

~. SIMMONS: I do not expect, Mr.Chairman, that the ~Unister 

of Transportation will be interested or will be pleased to hear what 

I have to say, not at all. 

One other point the minister mentioned which galls me as a 

member - I do not mind a member standing up and stating his opinion 

and that kind of thing and giving us his view. And as Voltaire or 

somebody said back there a long time ago, "I may not agree with all 

you say but I will defend to the death your right to say it." That is 

one thing but, Mr.Chairman, when a member gets up and not only tells 

us what he thinks,but also tells us that we have no concern, well 

his research capability is a lot more complete than mine. I cannot 

stand and look him in the eye and tell his he has no concern. I 

believe he does. I hope for the sake of the Province he does and his 

department. I am sure he does, but to get up and tar us all with the 

one brush and to tell us that we have no concern,and we are being 

political! ~!r. Speaker, I came here for a number of very good reasons. 

I hope that among them is because of a fairly genuine concern for the 

people I represent. But if that is not even the case, if that be 

not the case, for example, Mr.Chairman, it is not the right of the 

hon. minister to get up and tell the world that I have no concern, 

or that my colleagues on this side of the House have no concern. 

Mr.Chairman, I would like to respond - I do not thin!: it 

is the appropriate time - I would like to respond to some of the 

words that the member for Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood) had to say. I 

always have listened to him with particular interest before I became 

4..58·i 
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MR. SIMMONS: a member. During the years when he was a 

member and I was here in town attending college I used to sit up 

in the gallery many days and listened to him with a lot of 

enthusiasm and a lot of interest. I have a great respect for 

his ideas. Some of them I do not agree with,naturally, but I 

have an awful lot of respect for them. In many respects he is a 

legend in his time and I use every opportunity I can to give ear 

to what he is saying. 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to respond to some of the 

words of the member for Twillingate (Mr.Smallwood) because I 

listened very carefully to him tonight and I do not share - he 

is going to have to talk some more or do some more convincing -

but I do not share his gloom and doom approaah to the financial 

affairs of this Province. I am no expert on the financial affairs, 

but I do not share, Mr. Chairman, the member for Twillingate's 

gloom and doom version. I feel we are in fairly desperate times 

and I think that we need new hands at the reins in that kind of 

thing. But for us to be preaching this doom and gloom, this 

edge of the precipice type sermon that we have been hearing in 

this House in the last few days is not only a misrepresentation 

of what is the case, Mr. Chairman, but it is irresponsible. It 

is irresponsible in terms of the credit position of this Province. 

It is irresponsible in terms of the confidence of the Newfoundland 

people in themselves and in government. But, I submit, Mr. 

Chairman,' that it being (1) a misrepresentation of what is the 

case; and (2) an irresponsible position, I would appeal to the 

member for Twillingate - if he believes it tenuinely by all means 

say it, it is his right - but I would appeal to him in all 

earnestness to examine his thinking on the subject to make sure 
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that heir renlly ~<1yinr, ••h.'lt he TT\Nms. T hope tl1nt Hit h:1s to 

hP. snicl - T r'o not- orrc~e vith :It - b11t H :it hal" to he s;,irl J hope 

:it is the honest conv:i ction of t,.,nt gen tleJn<ln. At the f'<'lT'e til'le 

I ' ·'O\tl d re very saddened to know that ~e thinks that clm·m cleep 

insic'e,hec"''"e I re"'P""" l1:is vi.e<·•s on ::;overn!".ent. T respect l1is 

~nnly~is nnQ far he it from me to point the finger and say, you 

:<rc ,.,ronr. 'f'1•t on this one, l'r. rha:lrnan, 1 hope he :i~ wrong and 

I bel<cve he is. J sincerely hope he is for the sake of all of us. 

•·r. r]·;rlrr•nn, t],cr!' vi1] be opportunity I am sure later 

"'hen the E'StiT":l.tes coT"e in,ann in the interest of tryinr. tn 

cxp0c1itc I 1cnulc' ClUi.t saying tllC' thinrs I <·:oulcll:ike to be> sayinr, 

ri rch t n01,· mH.1 hope tl,,t •·•e r:oul rl pnss tldc; reso] nti on nml t;et on 

f<drly soon to tltc est:!.Mates theT"selves. 

Head 1, consolidated funds services, $50,000. 

l~ . ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, I have only one brief question and I 

wish to ask it. Could the minister- the Minister of Finance is not 

here - perhaps the government House Leader tell us when will we get 

the salary -

AN HON. ME!-'BER: The acting minister. 

~~. ROBEFTS: Who is the acting minister, I am sorry? 

~. CROSBIE: I am the acting minister. 

PR. ROBF.RTS: I apologize, Sir, to the 1-'inister of r~ines and 

Energy. I shall direct the question - I did not realize he was 

the acting minister. I shall humbly crave his pardon. He seems 

to be in a very bad mood tonight. But let me humbly ask him a humble 

Question, Sir. All I want to know is when will we get the salary 

appendix. It is really impoBsible to debate the estimates as such 

without details of the salary votes and we have no details. I know 

there is a book prepared. lolhen will we get it? 

MJI. • F. ROWE : Good question. 

MR. CROSBIE: Mr. Chairman, I just got a copy myself today,so I presume 
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MR. CROSBIE: 

that they will be available tomorrow. 

MR. ROBERTS: Will they be tabled tomoTrow? 

MR . C)IOSBIE : Well ~fnce r got a book myself that came around today 

:they must be available. So I will dl.eck and s.ee that they are 

distributed tomorrow. 

Read 1, Consolidated Fund Servi~es, $50,000, carried. 

Read 21 Legislative, $300,000, carried. 

Head 3, Executive Council, $600,000, carried. 

Read 4, 'Finance, $4,500,000, carrie.;!. 

Head 5, Manpower and Industrial !!.elations, $500,000, carried. 

Head 6, Education, $40 million, carried • 

. }iead 7, Justice, $2,450,000, carried. 

H~d 8, Social Serviees, $10 million, carried. 

Head 9, Rehabilitation and Recreation, $5 million, carried. 

H.ead lP, Health, $36 111illion, carried. 

Head 11, Mines and Energy, $3,700,000, carried. 

Head 12, Forestry and A,griculture, $2,950,000, carried. 

H~ad 13, To~rism, $2,400,000, carried. 

Head 14, Fish~ies, $1,950,000, carried. 

Head 15, Industrial nevelopment, $600,000, carried. 

Head 16, Rural Development, $750,000, carried. 

Hel!-d 17, Transport~~otion and COIIIIIIUI1ications, $11,200,000, 

Head 18, Public Works and Services, $7 million, carried. 

carried. 

Head 19, Municipal Affairs and Housing, $7,450,000, carried. 

Rea-d 20, Provincial Affairs and Envi.ronment, carried. 
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A bill, "An Act For Granting To Her Majesty Certain Sums 

Of Money For Defraying Certain Expenses Of The Ptiblic Service For 

The Financial Year Ending The Thtrty-First Day Of March One Thousand 

Nine Hundred And Seventy-Seven And For Other Purposes Relating To 

The Public Service." 

On motion, clauses 1 through 3, carried. 

On motion, title carried. 

RESOLUTION 

That it is expedient to introduce a measure to provide 

for the granting to Her Majesty for defraying certain expenses of 

the public service for the financial year ending the 31st day of 

March, 1977, the initial sum of one hundred and thirty-four million 

five hundred thousand dollars ($134,500,000). 

On motion Resolution carried without amendment. 

On motion that the Committee rise and report having 

passed the Resolution without amendment and recommend that a 

Bill be introduced to give effect to the same, Mr. Speaker returned 

to the Chair. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Speaker, the Committee of Supply have considered 

the matters to them referred and have directed me to report that they 

have adopted a certain Resolution and recommend that a Bill be 

introduced to give effect to the same, and ask leave to sit again. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Chairman of the Committee of the Supply reports 

that they have considered the matters to them referred and have 

directed him to report they have adopted a certain Resolution and 

recommend that a Bill be introduced to give effect to the same. 

On motion Resolution read a first and second time. 

Motion that a bill to give effect to th~ Resolution be read 

a first time, carried. 

A bill, "An Act For Granting To Her Majesty Certain Sums 

Of Money For Defraying Certain Expenses Of The Public Service For 

The Financial Year Ending The Thirty-First Day Of March One Thousand 

Nine Hundred And Seventy-Seven And For Other Purposes Relating To The 

Public Service," read a first, second and third time, ordered 

passed and its title be as on the Order Paper. 
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~m. WELLS: Mr. Speaker, I do move that this House now 

adjourn until tomorrow Friday at ten o'clock in the forenoon. 

On motion the House at its rising adjourned until tomorrow 

Friday, April 2, 1976 at 10:00 a.m. 

(586 
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PRIVILEGE 

Mr. Simmons raised privilege on a newspaper report of 
remarks made by Mr. Crosbie, 

Spoken to by: 

Mr. Wells 
Mr. Simmons 
Mr. Crosbie 

Mr. Speaker ruled that a prima facie case 
for breach of privilege had not been 
established. 

Mr. Wells gave notice that he would raise an issue of 
privilege when a transcript of the proceedings of the 
House for March 30 becomes available. 

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS 

By Mr. Maynard, concerning additional funds for Manpower 
training. 

By Mr. House, concerning the Government's new policy to 
assume full responsibility for the payment of insurance 
p.remiums on all school buildings. 

Commented on by: 

Mr. Rowe 
Mr. Smallwood 

PRESENTING PETITIONS 

By Mr. Woodrow in behalf of the Local Timprovement District 
of Mount Moriah and 227 residents of the community 
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4371 
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4375 

4377 
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objecting to increases in the electrical rates. 4385 

I 

Spoken to by: 

Mr. Neary 
Mr. Nolan 

By Mr. Simmons in behalf of 20 residents of Bonavista 
objecting to increases in electrical rates. 

Spoken to by: 

Mr. Neary 
Mr. Roberts 

By Mr. Nolan in behalf of residents of Branch objecting 
to increases in electrical rates. 

Spoken to by: 

Mr. W. Carter 
Mr. Roberts 
Mr. Crosbie 
Mr. Patterson 
Mr. Rousseau 

By Mr. Simmons in behalf of residents of Harbour Le Cou 
objecting to increases in electrical rates. 

Spoken to hy Mr. Crosbie 
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PETITIONS (continued) Page 

By Mr. Simmons in behalf of residents of LaPoile district 
objecting to increases in electrical rates . 4410 

By Mr. White in behalf of 266 residents of Durrells, 130 
residents of Embree, 296 residents of Comfort Cove and 
Newstead, 300 residents of Change Island, and 81 residents 
of Lewisporte, all five petitions objecting to increases 
in electrical rates. 4413 

By Mr. Canning in behalf of the Burin Peninsula Integrated 
School Board objecting to any increases in electrical rates. 4414 

By Capt. Winsor in behalf of 84 residents of Tilting and 
106 residents of Carmanville, both petitions objecting to 
increases in electrical rates. 4418 

By Mr. Hodder in behalf of 133 residents of Piccadilly 
and Ship Cove objecting to increases in electrical rates, 4419 

By Mrs. Mcisaac in behalf of 116 residents of Codroy Valley 
and 274 residents of Port aux Basques, both petitions 
objecting to increases in electrical rates. 4420 

By Mr. J. Winsor in behalf of the Community Council of 
Recontre East objecting to increases in electrical rates. 4421 

Spoken to by Mr. Flight. 4421 

By Mr. Rowe, nine petitions from various regions and 
groups objecting to increases in electrical rates. 4424 

By Mr. Roberts, four petitions from communities on the 
Great Northern Peninsula objecting to increases in 
electrical rates. 

Spoken to by Mr. Collins. 

ORAL QUESTIONS 

4425 

4430 

RCMP constables at Churchill Falls. Mr. Neary, Mr. Hickman. 4431 

The situation at Churchill Falls. Mr. Roberts, Mr. Maynard. 4431 

Re-directed in part. Mr. Roberts, Mr. Crosbie. 

Industrial enquiry at Churchill Falls. Mr. Neary, 
Mr. Maynard. 

Committee to name members of committees. Mr. Rowe, 
Mr. Wells. 

Query as to whether the Department of Justice has been 
asked to investigate certain transactions of the Winter 
Carnival Community at Memorial University. Mr. Neary, 
Mr. Hiclanan. 

Gas stations supplying unleaded gasoline. Mr. Rowe, 
Mr. Murphy . 

4432 

4440 

4444 

4444 

4445 

Community pasture at Victoria. Mr. R. Moores, Mr. Rousseau. 4445 

Accommodation of horses in that pasture. Mr. Rowe, 
Mr. Rousseau. 4446 

Area served by the pasture. Mr. Rowe, Mr . Rousseau. 

Licencing of motor vehicles. Mr. Nolan, Mr. Morgan. 
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ORAL QUESTIONS (continued) 

Pilferage at Nfld . Farm Products Corp. Mr. Neary, Mr. Rousseau . 

ORDERS OF THE DAY 

Committee of Supply (Interim Supply) 

Mr. Neary 
Mr. Nolan 
Mr. Woodrow 
Mr. Woodrow adjourned the debate . 

Pebate on the Adjournment 

Bonusing, finders' fees etc . 

Mr . Neary 
Mr. Biclanan 

Closing of hospital beds. 

Mr. Roberts 
Mr . Collins 

The Rouse rose at 6:00 p.m. 

The Rouse resumed at 8:00 p.m. 

Committee of Supply (Interim Supply) 

Mr. Woodrow (continued) 
Mr. Strachan 
Mr. Neary 
Mr. J. Carter 
Mr • Smallwood 
Mr . Lundrlgan 
Mr. Simmons 

On motion , the resolution passed Committee , and a bill 
to give effect to the same was introduced. 

The. bill var;; read ~ firs't, :second and third ti.llie, 
Q:r:9-ere.d passed and ita title to be aa on the Order Pape-r. 
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